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FOREWORD
The Multispectral Resource Sampler (MRS) "Proof-of-Concept"
Study is intended to be a comprehensive analysis of the corrections that
must be applied to MRS data to allow for atmospheric correction factors
and the variability of bidirectional reflectance from the scene.
This study was initiated by Or. Charles Schnetzler of NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, and was performed by ORI, Inc. Space Data and Systems
Oivision with Mr. Charles W. Aitken coordinating the efforts of ORI's
consultants.
The complete study results are reported in five separate volumes
which have the follcwing titles and authors:
DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL PARAMETERS USING
THE MULTISPECTRAL RESOURCE SAMPLER, by Or. Robert E. Turner,
Science Applications, Inc.
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION USING AN ORBITAL POINTABLE IMAGING SYSTEM
By Or. Philip N. Slater, University of Arizona
A SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE PROPERTIES
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON SCENE RADIANCE--IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
!!RS, By Or. James A. Smith, Colorado State University
MRS LITERATURE SURVEY OF BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE, By
Or. James A. Smith, Colcrado State University
MRS LITERATURE SURVEY OF ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS
By, Or. Philip N. Slater, University of Arizona
ORI, Inc. would like to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of
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This is the second report in a final report series investigating
the effects of bidirectional reflectance trends, for a variety of
natural materials, that are relevant to the Multispectral Resource
Sampler Concept (Schnetzler and Thompson, 1979). The first report
(ORI, Inc., 1979) performed a review, Part I, and synthesis, Part II,
of the literature relative to experimental measurements and modeling
of scene bidirectional reflectance distribution functions or factors.
Based on the synthesis of the work of many different authors from a
variety of organizations, specific long-range recommendations were made
with respect to both experimental and theoretical work that should be
initiated, in conjunction with an on-going Multispectral Resource
Sampler (MRS) program. The purpose of this report is to summarize the
results of a limited, but intensive, simulation analysis of bidirectional
reflectance characteristics including atmospheric effects in order to
provide initial guidance for mission planning and sensor design.
Specifically, the objective of this analysis is to:
"Perform a computer modeling and simulation study of the
bidirectional reflectance expected from various natural
materials such as grassland, forest canopies, and several
crop zanopies. The effect of several atmospheres should
be considered. This should provide the basis for recom-
mendations on sensor or experiment parameters sucn as
the maximum pointing angle desired, optimum sensor Sands,
optimum target types, and the optimum time of the year
for the experiments. The magnitude of the effect of
varying atmospheric conditions on bidirectional reflec-
tance should be evaluated."
Additional analyses by other investigators, re ported, under se p -





of a multiangular viewing MRS for discriminating target types, methods
of correcting for bidirectional reflectance and atmospheric variations,
and more detailed sensor/experiment parameter questions such as
pointing angles, size and type of ground features, bandwidths and so
forth. In addition, sensitivity of the radiance received at the space-
craft as a function of variations in aerosol distribution and optical
thickness have been studied.
The work reported here is organized into the following sections.
First an overview of the analysis approach is given in Section II. This
includes a description of the problem, Part A. a description of the
calculation of the surface bidirectional reflectance factors, Part 8,
and a description of the particular numerical approximation method
emp loyed for the calculation of the atmospheric effects, Part C.
Section III summarizes the specific combinations of surface function
and atmospheric state that were simulated. Reference is made to the
Appendices which contain the complete data sets calculated. Section IV
summarizes the results of some analyses that were made using the sim-
ulated data sets including such example trends as effects of pointing
angle, and sun angle. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions and
recommendations.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYSIS APPRCACH
A. Definition of the Problem
The general design characteristics and sensor properties of the
,,tultispectral Resource Sampler Concept are outlined in the paper
oy Schnei=ler and Thompson (1979). The MRS is conceived as a sampling,
site s peci fi c : •esearch tool. In order to increase the temporal resolu-
tion of the measurements obtained, the sensor is designed to be a
oointable device whose field-of-view can be directed to targets off the
nadir. An example of the improved temporal resolution that may be so
acnieved is given in the figure below which has been extracted from
the paper by the authors.
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ciaure 1. Illustration of the ' moroved tem,)orai resolution :rovidea
by the MRS (after Scnnet:ler ana Thompson, 1379i.
At a latitude of 32 degrees north, the MRS could view the v......
target on day 0 (at a nadir view angle), on day 2 (at 21.9 degrees
off-nadir), on day 4 (at 39 degrees off-nadir), on day 5 (at 31.2
degrees off-nadir) and so forth. The relative frequency of each of
these views, i.e., the number of overpasses per cycle, is latitude-
dependent. Also, of course, the relative sun angle and, thus, the
sun angle/view angle relationships vary, with latitude.
The key question associated with the MRS sensor, consequently, is
what are the impacts both negative and, possibly, positive of the radio-
metric variations imposed by the varied sun/sensor viewing geometries
which would be obtained with the MRS? An analysis of surface bidirec-
tional reflectance factors and atmospheric-induced variations, and,
more importantly, their combined effects is required to address this
question.
A complete solution to the general problem of arbitrary surface
geometries and atmospheric configuration is not available. However,
simpler problems may be posed which are both useful and mathematically
tractable.	 :his analysis, we assume the atmosphere to be plane-
parallel, spatially homogeneous (horizontally), and non-absorbing.
However, both Rayleigh and Mie scattering are included. For the
parimarily visible wavelengths employed in the MRS these assumptions
are not too restrictive. A version of the Turner (1974) atmospheric
radiative transfer model is employed to perform the necessary calcula-
tions.
A variety of surface vegetative covers were also simulated in the
following analysis. Cano py geometry and leaf area were varied.
	 evel
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to pography and azimuthal symmetry with respect to view and sun angle
were assumed. Further, the imp licit assumption is made that the
targets consist of large fields or other large areas; that is, edge
effects and horizontal variations are not included. However, even
with these assumptions rather complex surface bidirectional reflec-
tance factor matrices may be com puted for the cartesian cross oroduCt
of Zenith sun angle versus zenith view angle.
Mathematically, given the foregoing assumption;, the MRS problem
may be formulated by the following set of equations in whim the wav±-
length de pendence has been suppressed.
'he one-dimensional eq uation of radiative transfer describing
the dtrnosphere - scene system is given by:
	
a`' L('.u,4) - 4'?r E s (^) p (,;u a; Mo^'b)	 (l)
0	 -1
Subect tJ the boundary conditions:
f'-	 l	 .,
0	 0	 0	 0
.mere:
is the o ptical depth
70 is the total atmos p neric o ptical Inth
a is the cos i ne of the :enitm angle
is the a: 4 m6. ,; angle
- 4 s :me -sciance
topography and azimuthal symmetry with respect to view and sun angle
were assumed. Further, the implicit assumption is made that the
targets consist of large fields or other large areas; that is, edge
effects and horizontal variations are not included. However, even
with these assumptions rather complex surface bidirectional reflec-
tance factor matrices may be computed for the cartesian cross product
of zenith sun angle versus zenith view angle.
Mathematically, given the foregoing assumption;, the MRS problem
may be formulated by the following set of e quations in which the wave-
length dependence has been suppressed.
The one-dimensional equation of radiative transfer describing
the atmosphere - scene system is gives+ by:
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is the optical depth
-0 is the total atmospheric o ptical depth
is the cosine of the zenith angle
is the azim6_ ,, angle
i s the *aciance
Es
 is the direct solar radiance at optical depth
P is the phase function of the medium
fr is the surface bidirectiona l, reflectance distirbution
function (Nicodemus, 1970).
The Lambertian assumption is often made for the surface boundary
condition i.e., L(r0 ;u,o) n T o ET (to ) where o is the average surface
reflectance factor, assumed independent of source and view directions
and E7 is the total downward radiance at the surface.
In our analysis, we make a slightly different assum ption. First,
we rewrite equation (3) as:
L(^ O ;u a) _ ,1—^ Es (-0 ) fr (u.a;-u0,a0) * ?P-r f fr(u.a;
 0
L(t0;-u',a') u'du'ds'
separating the direct and diffuse reflected surface components. For
most sun and view angle combinations the second term is much smaller
than the direct tern. we a pproxima'ie it by:
2T	
fr(u.a:-u'.^') L('o:-u',^'^ -1'du'do' _
	 r(u.a:•u0.^0) EO('r
^0 PO
where E0 is the total diffuse irradiance field at the surface. That
is, for a given view angle and sun angle, we employ the :orresponding
reflectance factor for hOth the direct and diffuse terms.
Thus, rather than boundary condition (3) we util i ze the following
approximation:
L('o ;«l a) - T E•(' o ) 1(u.a;-u o .a 0 )	 3')
i
Mote, that we have also explicitly indicated the use of the bi-
directional reflectance factor, 3 , after Kriebel (1977). That is, for
small solid angles we actually employ:
o (''i ;cu r ) '
fwr	 i fr(wr ;,w ) a u' du d,0 du' do'
jw
 rfa i u u' du' do' du do
In summary, we have formulated the simulation analyses to be per-
formed for the study of bidirectional reflectance properties and their
effect on scene radiance in terms of equation (1) and the two boundary
conditions (2) and (3'). The three equations explicitly depend upon
the surface bidirectional reflectance factor matrix, : , the atmospheric
optical depth and phase function, viewing geometry, and Solar geometry.
The reflectance factor matrix, in turn, depends u pon surface type and
characterization. These parameter dependencies thus permit us to calcu-
late scene radiance incident upon the MRS sensor as a function of both
atmospheric and target state for a variety of angular geometries and
wavelengths.
The remainder of this section is concerned first with the calcula-
tion of the bidirectional reflectance factor matrices, Section S; then
with the solution technique employed for equation !1) plus boundary
conditions, Section C.
B. Simulation of the Bidirectional Reflectance Factors
A Monte Carlo technique, the Solar Radiation legetation Canopy
model (SRVC) described by Oliver and Smith (1974 . was used to calculate
the intrinsic surface bidirectional reflectance r3etors. "his model .vas
first deveiopec for grassland canopies, then extended to wheat canopies
by Smith, Berry and Heimes (1975), and further extended to lodgepole
pine canopies (Kimes, Ranson, Kirchner, and Smith, 1978). With the
proper input parameters for each vegetation type the model predicts
reflectance factors for sectors of 10 degrees zenith angle by 30 de-
grees azimuth. Since azimuthal isotropy of reflectance is assumed in
this study, a nine by nine reflectance factor matrix is calculated.
Data required to run tt SRVC model can be broken down into roughly
three groups. One group contains the information necessary to describe
the irradiance distirbution.	 Another group characterizes the canopy
geometrically, while the third group consists of the optical reflectance
and transmission parameters for each material type in each layer of the
canopy. The date, time, solar declination, altitude and longitude are
required in the first group to define the position of the sun in the
hemisphere. Total global and diffuse irradiance must also be specified.
The second group contains the leaf area index, canopy density, number
of layers in the canopy to be modeled, the number of material types in
each layer, and angle distributions for each of these types in each-
layer. These geometry data may be measured in the field (Kimes, Smith
and Berry, 1979; Smith and Berry, 1979) or taken from curves of ideal
geometrical arrangements as given by deWit (1965). Lastly, background
reflectance and canopy element reflectances and transmittances must
be included for all wavelengths simulated.
One advantage of using mathematical models such as SRVC for de-
termination of bidirectional reflectance factors is that the irradiance
f	 impinging upon the target can be specified. This is quite important
because the model may first be calibrated so that its predictions
9
rc
closely approximate field observations under natural conditions. Once
this is accomplished, specific irradiances may be imposed to derive
the true bidirectional reflectance factors.
The first step in determining reflectance factors is to assure
agreement of model predictions with field observations. This has been
done for two of the vegetation types selected for this study. Figure 2
shows the simulated and measured reflectances at six wavelengths for
a lodgepole pine canopy. Similarly, comparisons of model predictions
and field observations for a grass canopy are given in Figure 3.
Once the model satisfactorily simulates canopy normalized reflec-
tance, the irradiance conditions can be varied using only direct ra-
diation from the sun. All diffuse sources are set to zero. Solar zenith
angles at 10 0 intervals from 5 0 to 85' were selected for this study.
The azimuth of the source was set equal to zero. Since the proportion
of energy reflected into each of nine sectors is given for each inci-
deuce angle, the resulting set of s pectral reflectance factors can
be written in the form of a nine by nine matrix. 7hese matrices were
derived for both lodgepole pine and grass at wavelengths of .68um,
where chlorophyll absorption takes place, and .80um in the near infrared
region of the electromagnetic specturn. Three dimensional views of the
surface of each distribution are seen in Figures C.1.1 and C.1.2 of
Appendix C.
In order to assess the impact of leaf area index variations and
canopy structure on bidirectional reflectance, reflectance factor
matrices were also derived for five theoretical grass cano p ies. All
model input parameters remained the same for tre actual grass canooy










Figure 2. Simulatad and aaasurad reflectances ac six -wavelengths




















Figure 2. Simulated and measured reflectances at six wavelengths
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and 4.0 were substituted to represent low and high indices respectively.
The grass had a geometrical structure which very closely approximated
the spherical canopy of deWit (1965). As an alternate, a planophile
geometry was selected which has the greatest proportion of its leaves
oriented horizontally at all angles of the spherical canopy. The same
three leaf area indices were used as for the s p herical geometry to allow
comparison.
Finally, additional reflectance factor data were obtained from
the literature. Reflectance factor matrices including azimuthal de-
pendencies were obtained from Kriebel (1977) for a coniferous forest
and pastureland at a wavelength of 0.606 and 0.366 micrometers. Measured
agricultural reflectance data were obtained from deBoer et al., (1974).
Data for mature wheat at a sun angle of 53 degrees zenith and for view
angles of 0, 15, 25, 35, and 45 degrees and for young wheat for three
combinations of sun/sensor geometries, including azimuth, were obtained.
C.	 Simulation of ,Atmospheric affects
There are many possible solution approaches for Vie atmospheric
radiative transfer equation (1) plus 5oundary conditions, (2), and (31.
Kondratyev (1969), Paltridge and Platt (1976), and especiall y Aolfe and
:issis (1973) summarize many of these methods. The soecific method
Described by 'urner (1974) was emp loyed in tnis study °or the simple
and expedient reason that this model was readily available to :ne
authors. Basically, the 'urn%sr model calculates the s pectral oath
radiance and the total s pectral radiance according to a modified :wo-
stream calcuia-..ton initially, e!oploying a double , elta a0crcximation
For 'n.e medium cn,;? =unction. "he model assumes :nat :here are ce:n
Rayleigh and M ie scatterers within the homogeneous (horizontal) layer,
but no absorption; that is, the single scattering albedo is taken to
be one. Both isotropic and anisotrooic scattering are included.
As discussed in the Literature Review, Part II (ORI, Inc., 1979)
the immediate difficulty in solving the radiative transfer equation
(1) is that the solution for the radiance for any given direction,
N 
gyp, de pends upon a knowledge of the "source" radiance for all direc-
tions. Thus, iterative techniques are commonly employed-
Rewriting equation (1) we have:
U d` n L(-;u,4) - T E s (-) P(.1.,Z ; -uo,.^o)
7
1	 ^ 2 ^ 
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An initial approximation to L(u',o') is develo ped as explained below.
In the aoove ex p ression, the pnase function for the medium is assumea
to oe a weignted average of the Rayleign phase function, ? .,, Y , and a
haze phase function. The maze phase function, P OEg , for a particular
wavelength is taken from Oeirmendj i an (1969).
PMEDiUM ' ( o	
RAY ) D OER ` 7 RAy PRAY
wnere the o ptical de p th values are taken from tabulations by Elterman
(1970).
,ivem the initial source radiance, as der i ved oelow, and the above
p hase function, equation (I) may then be evaluatea.
-o develo p an initial app roximation For the source -aa i ance, :ne
:ease ':Jnction is F irst ex pressea as a Jouol? ,e n ,d' r ac ' "Jnct'on:
i7
p(u,s;u,,0') - 4- TIS ( u , -u) S (S'-9) + 4,r(1 -n) ^(u' *u) 5 (A'- rr -1)	 (4)
where I is an anisotropy parameter representing the fraction of radiation
scattered into the forward hemisphere. For Rayleigh scattering, n - O.S.
In the visible region, n -0.95 for aerosol scattering.
Turner makes the following weighted average computation for the
medium as a whole:
n	 0.5 
TRAY 
+ 0.95 (to -TRAY)
co
A modified two-stream approximation is made for the initial source
radiance by expressing it as the sum of an upward, E+, downward, E:,
anisotropic field and an upward, E+, downward, E_', isotropic field:
L(';u',a') - u
	
(E+( t ) 5 (u'-u o ) 5(,a'-?-mo)
0
+ E_(-) I(u'+.,lo ) 5(, , - to );	 +	 (5)
(E+(-) + E"(7)1/2
Substituting equations (4) and (5) into equation (17 leads to a
system of two equations for E:, E-' and two e quations for E*, E: as
explicitly given by Turner (1974).
for this study a computer program incorourating the above aporoacn
lad previously been obtained by the authors from the NASA jonnson S pace-
craft Center and imp lementea on the Colorado State University CYBER 17C
computer system.	 In practice, the following in put parame ters must ^e
specified:
Y
Horizontal visual range (which is later converted by the program




Target reflectance factors (as computed by the SRVC analysis
described in Section 9).
The program was appropriately modified to incorporate the nine by
nine reflectance factor matrix for the surface boundary condition and
as required for the literature values of Kriebel and deBoer, et al.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION PERFORMED
The basic approach involved in this study was to select represen-
tative plant canopies that would encompass the variability that might
be expected under the viewing and illumination conditions of the MRS.
We incorporated two sources of scene variability; the first oeing type,
and the second condition. A total of six different types of vegetation
canopies were included in the analyses. There were two different types
of a generalized grass canopy, a lodgepole pine canopy, pasture, a
second coniferous forest canopy, and wheat. In addition to the six
different types of vegetation canooies, an examination of reflectance
dependence on leaf area index or biomass was undertaken. Finally, a
wheat crop at two different stages of development was examined. Thus,
a total of 10 different vegetation surfaces were investigated. The
SRVC model was run to generate the bidirectional reflectance aistribu-
Lion factors for seven of the surfaces and measurements ootainea from
the literature were used for three of the vegetation ty pes. For all
surfaces, the analyses were performed at the chlorophyll absorption
band in the red region and at the infrared plateau. Two different
canopy architectures were utilized for the grass canopy. The first
was a spnerical distribution, indicative of many natural grasses and
Nneat, tie second was planOphile architecture, indicative of such crops
as sorgnun,.
The 10 vegetation surfaces were then utilized in the atmospheric
model to :alculate spectral radiance ana s pectral path radiance.
significant of rect of seasonal data ac quisition is the wide /ar^abili:y
.
r:
in sun angle at the time of acquisition. In order to cover the wide
range possible in sun/sensor relationships, the authors simulated the
atmospheric-scene system for the total range of solar and view zenith
angles between 5 degrees and 85 degrees. Five different relative azir•„ h
angles were also investiaged in the study. Finally, three different
atmospheric states were simulated by using horizontal visibilities of
4 km, 10 km, and 23 km. These three visibilities correspond roughly to
hazy, light haze, and clear atmospheres.
Table 1, summarizes both the surface and atmospheric combinations
that were run. A complete analysis of nine surfaces times nine view
angles times nine solar zenith angles times five azimuth angles times
three atmospheres times two wavelengths was made. In addition, analysis
of measured wheat data for selected sun-sensor combinations were also
performed. In total, approximately 2300 simulation runs were made.
,ap pendix A, Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Functions for
larious Types, includes the complete se*_ of nine by nina bidirectional
reflectance distribution factor matrices that were used in the ana
	 es.
Ap pendix B, Simulation Analysis R ,2sults, contains the complete set of
s pectral radiance and path radiance matrices for all combinations of
view, solar, azimuth, and visibility combinations. All subsequent
analyses were extracted from these data.
F
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iIV. ANALYSIS RESULTS
Approximately 2300 simulation runs were made to generate a data
base representative of the potential atmosphere/ target variations that
might be ex pected from the MRS sensor. For each simulation run both
total radiance end path radiance were calculated. Additionally, we
define the target or scene radiance to be the difference between total
radiance and patn radiance.
Given available time and resources, the authors elected to per-
form analyses on subsets of this data Lase in order to answer some
of the more pressing design questions relative to the MRS conceot.
vie performed :ne analysis in two stages. First, a reconnaissance analy-
sis in order to address some general cuestions and finally an exnaustive
analysis relative to determining view and sun angle variations acz:rding
to tar-,et ,Noe.
The first analysis p er formed was to examine the order of magnituCe
variation in total spectral radiance for 
t
wo very different sur face cover
types as a function of both view angie and relative azimuth angle. These 	 !
results are shown in Figure 4, for the pasture and conifer data of
<r , ebel calculated for the ctiloroonyli atscration oand; Figure : snows
the same analyses for the s pnerical grass :no 'od;eco l e o lne canoc4es
simulated e! he aut~ors for both the c^ioroonyil anc near infrared «ave-
lengths. It is ev i dent from both the figures that the de pendence on
relative azlmutn is much less tnan on the variability due to zen-:n i-ew
angle cnanges.	 In tote casts :ne solar :enitn arg'e Aas : :e;rees.
;e'a: ve ..'mu :-s of . and 13G zeyrees v "er on .-e :r:	 rer of : :e_ent
wpm _ne nominal va'jes at the r•lat • ve a_ • nu:n of 90 :e,rees.
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These results were examined in further detail as shown in Tables
2 and 3.	 In these tables the percent changes in total spectral ra-
diance at each zenith view angle for each relative azimuth angle was
calculated relative to the nominal value of 0 degrees zenith view
angle. Subsequently, all changes greater than 10 percent were flagged
and are indicated by an x in the tables. Generally, it is seen that
the variability with view angle is less for the near infrared than for
the visible wavelengths. The forest cancpi also appears to be more
sensitive to view angle changes. For the high sun angle case, the
variation in spectral radiance with view angle is of the order of 10
percent for ranges u p to 25 to 30 degrees zenith view angle.
The dependence of both total radiance and target radiance, defined
as the difference between total radiance and path radiance, on zenith
view angle and sun angle for selected cases are shown in Appendix C.
These plots show the variation of radiance versus the appropriate
variable for each of five natural surfaces. Fi gure C.2.1 is the total
radiance versus zenith view angle between 5 and 65 degrees for a solar
zenith angle of 5 degrees. Figure C.2.2 illustrates the same plots
b '_	 ow for a solar zenith angle of 55 degrees. Figure Z.2.3 shows
the total radiance plotted versus the solar zenith angle for angles
betteen 5 and 65 degrees. Figure C.2.3 is for a zenith view angle
of 5 aegrees and Figure C.2.4 is for a zenith view angle of 55 degrees.
The target radiances were then calculated for each case and are
shown in Figures C.3.1 through C.3.4.
Next, a fairly exhaustive analysis was performed for the clear
atmosonere case for the seven simulated surfaces relative to variations
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LODGEPOLE ?INE	 a s a 5",	 A	 n .63,A m.	 To .239 ►^
ZENITH VIE': ANGLE (degrees) f
t
5	 15	 25 35 45 55 55 i
0 x	 x x x Y x
A
Z	 60 x X x x x
I
x	 90 X x x x
u
T	 120 x x x x
H
180 x	 x x x x
LODGEPOLE PINE	 9s s 5 o To	 .222 . 90 k m.
ZENITH VIEW LNGLE (degrees)
5	 15	 25 35 45 55 65
0 x x x x
A
Z
50 x x x x
`i
90 x x :{ x
u
,_0 x x x x
9
,30 x X !t x
-ao a 2. _odgeoole tine _anooy.
Z5
Table 3.	 SP!{ERICAL GRASS LAI - 1.2, 9 2 - 50 , / - .68jA m. To - .159
ZENITH VIEW ANGLE (degrees)
5	 15	 25	 35	 45	 55
0 X X X
A
Z 60 X X X
I
4 90 X X X
U
T 120 X X X
H
ISO X x X
SPHERICAL GRASS CANOPY	 LaI - 1.2 90 " o -	 .222 ^ - .3C^m.
ZENITH VIEW ANGLE (degrees)

























in zenith view and sun angles. All possible combinations of these
angles between 5 and 65 degrees were examined. The objective was to
refine the nominal values presented by Kriebel (1978) who Quoted
average variabilities in reflected radiation by vegetated surfaces
for differences in solar zenith angle. Kriebel presented one single
average value for the complete range of solar zenith angle as shown in
the enclosed table (Table 4). We refined Kriebel's results by expanding
the analysis to include multiple wavelengths and to calculate the per-
cent change in reflected radiance due to a change per degree of solar
zenith angle as a function of the viewing angle. In addition, we
calculated the percent change in scene radiance per degree change in
sensor zenith angle for given solar zenith angles. 'here results are
shown in Tables 5, and 6.
In each case we calculated the following averages:
For a given sensor view angle, 3
v'
1'c




and for a, given solar zenith angle, 3s.
T	 ^^
sensor angle	 'v=5 ' L t -v^ . sunl - L?;3 
"v Sun	 v
dc-
Kriebe_, :.T, 191w'. Average Variability of the %diacion Reflected by
vagetaced Surfaces dun co iAffarinj Irradiations. Remote Sens.
Env-iron. 7:81-83.
Table 4
Pcrcent Change of the Reflected Radiance due to a Ch:nge of the Distribution of the
Irradiation either by one Deere* of the Solar Zenith Angle or by IO^'. Change of the
Optical Depth of the Atmosphere. Averaged over all Directions of Reflection and
over all Dutnbuuons of the Irradiation.
Surface type
	
Average change of the reflected radiance
Per degree change of the
	
Per IC: chanp of
solar Zenith angle	 the o p tical depth
Savanna+!
	
t 1.0%	 2 1.6%
Bog	 10.9%	 ! Or7%
Pasture land
	
2 1.7%	 t 1.0%
Conferous forest	 t :.3Z	 t 1.5%
Average over the
four surfaces	 t 1.5%
Table 4. Kriebel results.
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Zenith View Angle To .259 a .68um
Surface 5 • 15 • 25' 35' 45 * 55' 650
S	 0.5 Grass 1 .7 .8 .8 .9 .5 .6 .9
S	 1.2 Grass 2 .6 1.4 1.6 .8 .6 .8 .6
S	 4.0 Grass 3 .5 .7 .9 .7 .7 .6 .6
P	 0.5 Grass 4 .7 .6 .7 .7 .7 .7 .6
P	 1.2 Grass 5 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7
P 4.0 Grass 6 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7
Lodgepole 1.0 1.3 .9 .9 .9 .8 .9
Zenith View Angle -o .222 \ _	 .80um
Surface 5' 15' 25° 350 45' 55° 65'
S	 0.3 Grass 1 .6 .6 .7 .7 .4 .4 .7
S	 1.2 Grass 2 .5 .9 1.0 .6 .4 .5 .4
S 4.0 Grass 3 .7 .7 .7 .7 .5 .4
P	 0.5 Grass 4 ./ .6 .7 .7 .7 / .6
P	 1.2 Grass 5 .7 .7 .7 .7 / .7 .7
P	 4.0 Grass 6 .7 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6
Lodge pole .9 1.1 1.0 .9 .9 .3 .3
Table
	 5. ?ercent change in scene radiance 'rom several	 natural surfaces
per degree change in sun angle for given sensor zenith view
angles.	 Atmospheric visibility .vas	 23 km,	 satel l ite altitude
was 900 km. Grasses 1-3 have	 3pnerical foliage geometry
with	 LA:-.5, 1.2	 and 4.0 res pectively. Grasses 4-6 nave















Grass 3 .3 .2 .3 .3 .4 .4
Grass 4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .3 .3
Grass 5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3
Grass 6 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2







Solar Zenith Angle To n 	 .222 i .80um
Surface 5 0 15 0 250 35' 45 0 55' 650
Grass	 1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
Grass 2 .4 .2 .4 .3 .2 .2 .2
Grass 3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .5
Grass 4 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .3
Gr:,ss
	 5 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
Grass 6 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2
Lodgepole .7 .6 .5 .7 .9 .8 .9
Table 6 . Percent change in scene radiance from several natural sur-
faces aer degree change in sensor zenith view angle for
given solar zenith angles. Simulated atmos p her i c visibility
was 23 km, satellite altitude was 900.0 km. Grasses 1-3
have sonerical foliage geometry witi ,	1.2 and 4.0
respectively. Grasses 4-6 have olanophile foliage geometry
with LAI n .5, 1.2, and 4.0, respectively.
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where LT = total s pectral radiance
LP • path spectral radiance
It should be noted from the tables that for all surfaces, we find
less sensitivity of scene radiance per degree change of solar zenith
angle than reported by Kriebel although they are both of the same order
of magnitude. Also in agreement with Kriebel, the dependence of the
coniferous forest canopy is greater. We also find less sensitivity
of scene radiance to degree changes in the viewing angle. Generally,
the tables exhibit relatively smooth variations across solar or viewing
angle.
In an attemp t to examine thz of F -angle viewing effects cn trans-
formed variables, the authors calculated the TVI or transfor-ned ve;e-
tation index defined as:
TVI a I RED
Table 7 shows the 'VI calculated as a `unction cf viewing angle
for both a high, solar angle of 5 degrees, and a larger solar zenith
angle of 45 degrees. TVI has been calculated for the spherical ana
planophile grass canopies with LAI's ranging from 0.5 to 4.0 in
each case.	 In the tables, it is seen that the TVI is a fairly good
ror^iali_ation of the viewing angle index up to Scout 15 >ecrees
view angle.
	
Further, the TVI y ields 3peroximately the same fa',:e =or
a given leaf area index inaeoendent of cano py strjcture. Tiere is




TVI at View Angle as•5°
Surface 5' 15 • 25' 354 45' 55 0 65'
5	 0.5 Grass 1 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.1 1.9 1.8
S	 1.2 Grass 2 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5
5	 4.0 Grass 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4
P	 0.5 Grass 4 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.2
P	 1.2 Grass 5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5
P 4.0 Grass 5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
View Angle 3s0350
Surface 5 • 15 0 25 • 35• 450 55 0 654
S	 0.5 Grass 1 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.0 1.7
5	 1.2 Grass 2 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.4
S 4.0 Grass 3 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
P	 0.5 Grass 4 2.4 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.1
P	 1.2 Grass 5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.6
P	 4.0 Grass 6 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.4
'able 7. Dependence of TVI on view angle.
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V. SU."ARY
This study has particularly focused on the geometrical implica-
tions of a MRS pointable sensor A variety of vegetation targets
characteristic of both natural and agricultural cano p ies has been
examined. Attention has further focused on the cnloropnyll abs or p -
tion band, 0.68 micrometers, and the infraren p lateau, 0.80 micro-
meters. All combinations of sun and view angles between 5 and 85
degrees zenith for a range of relative azimuths have been simulated in
an effort to examine geometrical dependencies arising from seasonal
as well as latitudinal variations. The effects of three different
atmospheres corresponding to a clear, medium, and heavy maze condition
have been included. An extensive model data base has thus been gener-
ated and is included in the Ap pendices. Thtie data may p rove useful
to other investigators for possible study of atmoscheric correct7on
p rocedures and sensor design ;uestions.
From the results of ^:ie analyses per forrfed by the present authors
using this data base the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. For both low and hign sun zenith angles, the percent change
in scene radiance per degree change in the MRS pointing angle
is of the orCer of .5 percent.	 'he effect is some ,.vhat less
in the near infrared. 3ased on a tnresnold o,• a 10 percent
change in scene radiance, a vnaximum pointing angle betweer
25 and 30 degrees is recommended for the visible .vavelengtns
and 40 degrees for the infrared wavelengths.
12. For both low and high zenith view angles, the percent change
l
in scene radiance per degree change in sun angle is of the
order of 1 percent. The variability of lodgepole pine or
coniferous forests appears to be greater than for agricultural
or low lying canopies.
3. It should be possible to derive information from targets
viewed under changes in sun angle between 10 to 15 degrees;	 tt
to compare targets viewed under changes in view angle between
25 and 30 degrees, again, based on a 10 percent difference
threshold in scene radiance.
i
4. The transformed vegetation index or TVI appears to be in ef-
fective normalization techni que for removing view angle varia-
tions in the range between 0 and 45 degrees zenith angle. in
our simulations, the TVI also ap peared to be a valid indicator 	 t
of leaf area index for both s:nerical and planopmile canopies.
It also ap peared to remove the effect of canopy architecture,
yielding ap proximately the same TVI values for a, given LA I
independent of the canopy structure.
5. Based on the TVI variation with view angle and other consicer-
ations, there does not appear to be a strong reason to extend 	 i
the maximum pointing angle to 55 degrees. 7nat is, the smaller
viewing zenith angles yield the same relative di"s- r e n ces •n
biomass discrim.-W on.	 i
In summa ry, the of f -ang le a0int'ng of ;he MRS sensor should not
:ause accretiabie di fficulty between ienit;i viewing angles :f a and
:egrees. Set-Aeen 20 and 30 zegrees, tre scene radiance variability
^a
will increase, but may be acceptable. However, an operating range of
30 degrees under clear atmospheric conditions, is recommended for
discrimination of low lying vegetation canopies.
The transformed vegetation index, as one indicator of a biomass
discriminator, appears to normalize scene radiance variability with
view angle for ranges between 0 and 40 degrees zenith angle. As far
as target discrimination is concerned, there does not a ppear to be
a strong rationale for extending the maximum pointing angle beyond
45 degrees.
Variation in scat ,1 radiance de pends more strongly on changes in
solar zenith angle than on changes in zenith viewing angle. In both
cases it would ap pear reasonable to compare data sets acquired over
dif ferences of 10 to 15 degrees.
Finally, agricultural classes or rangeland areas show : offer a
reasonaole test bed for MRS ex periments. Oifficj;ties =ocean to ce
greater in forest canopies.
The results of this study should be a pp licable to large fielJs of
fairly homogeneous cover ranging from medium, L.AI • .5, to dense, ^AI.4.)
cover. riowever, the reader is cautioned that the results may not be
a p olicaole to vegetation cano p ies where distinct nor!zontal structire
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Bidirectional Reflectance Distribucion Functions
for Various Surface Types
Table	 Surface
A.1 Spherical Grass Canopy LaI - .S
A.2 Spherical Grass Canopy LAI - 1.2
A.3 Spherical Grass Canopv Lai - 4.0
A. -4 ?lanophile Grass Canopy LAI -	 .5
A.3 ?lanophile Grass Canopy LAI -	 1.:
A.o ?lanophile Grass Canop y LA: - -.0
A.7 Lodgepole ?ine Canopy T—A: =•i
:k.3 ?ascure
A.9 Conifer
3R.DF's sef:ned in ;abler .A._ znrDuan A.- were
derived with the Solar Radiat 4-on "egeta:_on Canop y mode:
it Colorado State University . 3RDF'3 defined in Tat-es
A.3 ana .a.9 are from data published b y Krtebei k19'^7i.
.Q
Table A.I. Bidirectional refla : tance distribution function for a




ANGLE ZENITH VIEJ ANGLE
5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 43.0 55.0 65.0 73.0 85.0
5.0 .113 .118 .!15 .125 ,091 .084 .099 .062 .1116
15.0 .118 .115 .113 .I:: .088 .085 .100 .064 .187
25.0 .1t7 ,122 .118 .1.1 .102 .096 .085 .061 .173
35.0 .098 .107 .100 .102 .113 .115 .080 .060 .137
43.0 .106 .114 .100 .125 .100 .089 .08: .063 .178
35.0 .097 .096 .098 .090 .094 .086 .097 .085 .243
55.0 .082 .086 .092 .J98 .084 .073 .107 ,090 .279
75.0 .047 .049 .J12 .055 .059 .073 .095 .142 .414




ANGLE ZENITH VIED ANGLE
3.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 63.0 15.0 85.0
5.0 .317 .328 .335 .338 .308 .319 .400 .435 1.243
15:0 .332 .330 .338 .361 .309 .329 .410 .450 1.M
23.0 .326 .337 .333 .350 .323 .341 .376 +.9 _.4
35.0 ._99 .315 .306 .321 .300 .393 ._7s +e0 1.315
4 `..0 .307 .324 .311 .357 .334 .337 .373 .+45 1.210
53.0 .330 .346 .360 .340 ..7t ,402 ;.'0 :7o t.o59
65.0 .334 .343 .362 .380 .389 .403 .507 .648 1.87f
73.0 .345 .364 .380 .397 .413 .510 .05! 43° :.730
95.0 .345 .348 .377 .388 .433 .48' _'72 .441..
4^
Table A.Z. Bidirectional reflectance diet;









ANt)LE ZENITH VIED ANGLE
5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 03.0 ?5.•) 85.0
5.0 .067 .077 .086 .060 .0e7 .067 .071 .092 .,SB
13.0 .073 .061 .070 .0e6 .0615 .070 .?6.' .)c" .1%
25.0 .078 .054 .052 .059 .076 .)57
35.0 .475 .460 .051, .056 .-A9 . ?S,' .0'e . f 07 .304
45.) .'JSa .0e: •058 .000 .J26 .039 .073 .108 .308
13.0 .005 .07;, .063 ..04' . 0 14 .071 . )?o . !	 1 a .3:3'
35.) .050 .060 .053 .054 .0t4 .06' .')a3 131 .33'
'15.0 .04' .'147 .043 .0`.: .05, . )oA




ANGLE ZENITH VIEV AN6LE
5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 SS..) 05.0 35.0
5.0 .288 .322 .339 .306 .331 .373 .4i3 .a5' !.d4°
+5.0 .310 .299 .313 .329 .332 .303 .410 zi: +.^53
.:.J .331 .:91 .:'♦3 . ?.3 .305 .3?3 .4°'_ .'4i' :.	 --
.VOJ :3 '3 ♦ Jr
.3'7 .310 .325 .36e ..'^4 .4^3 .'!o
55.0 .341 .3153 .350 .349 .400 .43: .310
as.) .344 .349 .33: .:OZ .41+ .470 .560 a0': .??:






Table A.3. Bidirectional reflectance distribution function for




















15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 75.0 83.0
.048 .051 .051 .059 .066 .085 .131 .366
.050 .049 .052 .059 .070 .091 .142 .400
.049 .047 .050 .056 .066 .086 .133 .372
.046 .047 .052 .058 .070 .091 .142 .400
.044 .046 .030 .056 .067 .088 .138 .391
.046 .049 .052 .058 .070 .092 .143 .407
.043 .045 .049 .033 .067 .090 .143 .412
.043 .045 .048 .035 .066 .088 .140 .405












































Table A.4. Bidirectional reflectance distribution function for a




ANGLE ZENITH V!Eu ANGLE
5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 53.0 65.0 73.0 35.0
3.0 .129 .117 .136 .137 .114 .12.' .120 .129
.011
15.0 ,129 .117 .136 .137 .114 .1;7 .120 ,129 .071
25.0 .129 .111' .136
.13? .114 .!2.' .1:0 ,':9 .;1"
1 1) .117 .136 .130 .111 ,120 .1:0
.''9 .0?1
4..') .121.
.':9 . 1 3e .1:4 .Q9 .1
_^^ .1	 42 .1	 72 .oeo
SS.J .125 .1,9
.136 .124 .?Oa .126 .124 .070
63.0 .127 ,135 ,115 .114 .135 .124 .133
.1;0 .000
"!.0 .125 .098 .112 .112 .117 .115 .101 ,110 .101




ANGLE ZENITH VIED ANGLE
3.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 " .0 i`..0
5.0 .376 .352 .383 .384 .39.1 .380 .370 .410 .4a.)
1 5.0 .379 .352 .333 .384 .3S`. .380 .376 .410 .46Q
: C..0 .3:9 .352 .583 .384 .3:.r .380 '^ 0 s;^
35.0 .3'9 .35: .383 .384 .:54 .379
43.0 .380 .387 .400 .38. 3e1 .39` 100 .433 4,
S3.0 .388 .386 .399 .381 .360 .394 .399 .436 .!32
65.0 .365 .3.'6 .339 .J36 .376 .362 .?93 ,399 .+'1
'3.0 .429 .389 .407 .406 .413 .427 .107 .465 .683


















5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 35.0
.47 7 .485 .49t .474 .413 .+^37 .::'
.41^ .495 .401 .474
.477 .485 .491 .4114
.474 .48: .488 .410 .4711 .484 .StB
.473 .481 .487 .469 .414 .483 .511
.470 .473 .484 .466 .4'1 .460 .514
.446 .458 .467 .436 .418 .468 .47^









ANGLE ZENITH VIEW ANGLE
3.0 15,0 :5.0 3!.0 45.0 55.0 05.0 7S.^ °°•'^
S..) .087 .091 .092 .081 .085 .086 .097
15.0 .08' .091 .09. .081 .ud` .066 .CQ7
.100 .150
:5.0 .08.'• .091 .092 .087 .085 .086 .007
.tJO .150
35.0 .08 .091 .Jot .087 .08+ .J85 .J°^ .'^:' .110
+S.J .081 .091 .091 .086 .')84 .095 .Job .00° •t`')
55.0 .095 . i90 .Jot .086 .093 .J85 .0a6 )': ,^''
65.0 .083 .084 .091. .075 .096 .099 .084
Jt .ii+
75.) .080 .079 .08: .090 .086 .090 .094 ,;')t
.t?t




Table A.6. Bidirectional reflectance distribution function for a




ANGLE ZENITH VIEW	 ANGLE
11.J 15.9 25.0 35.) 45.0 1111.0 6W0 .0 '11.') 95.0
11.0 .094 .080 .080 .09! .A:
.43 .08' .:'^: ,•?.^
.084 .090 .090 .?81 .!9: .'`83 ': .:'oa .''3:
:11.4 .094 .06v .,)80 .u8! .)8: .i93 .)a- ,Jo: .''3a
35.J .JBe .')81 .081 .08: .Jd3 .u94 .J9a .t)) .'3a
X 11.9 .09` .091 .091 .09: .)83 .)o+ .J:9 ,t )o ,+^o
Ss.J .?91 . 081
oS.O .094 .084 .984 .985 .)9 f. .u8' .)^t .^0* 09
.091 .991 .081 .002 .09: .,94 .099
95.0 .J7t .071 .071 .J7: .9'; .J75 .070 .Jo+ 1^9
.;aveleng:h a .30um
_ MI T H VIEW	 ANGLE
1 f f ff 5 ^f	 r
SSJ .:+J 539 .3+5 .55:
.-==
.=:o
t^ .5+0 .539 .'.+'. f.S:
.S5) .110 .533
.557 .50 .147 .!113
1153 .5:3 .550 .1151 .1153 .1,67 .%o	 .:`.e
.s48 .549 .5110 .551 .f_So •:'^ .5^' 03^	 ,,^	 ,
.56.7 .164 .1164 .117+ .57' 119 4






















ANGLE ZENITH VIEU ANGLE
5.0 13.0 25.0 33.0 43.0 55.0 03.0 ? 501 a5.0
3.0 .036 .041 .039 .042 ,04'
.0:0 .07: .107 .289
15.0 .033 .036 .041 .)41
.046 .057 . ha .14: .271
25.0 .034 .034 .033 .040 .041 .044 .064 .098 .'6';
35.) .031 .03: .J34 .038 .044 .053 .060 .106 : +0
45.0 .0:9 .030 .J;: .036 .041 .050 .066 .104 ,•o,
5^.0 .02, .0:9 .030 .034 .030 .041; .Job .105 .30+
05.0 .026 .0:9 .030 .034 .037 .J+B .005 ."03 ..90
75.0 .021 .02? .u:5 .029 .035 .044 .061 .100
83.0 .020 .J21 .024




ANGLE ZENITH VIEU ANGLE
5.0 13.0 :5.0 35.J 45.J 13.0 e3.0 ".: 3:.J
3.0 .313 .34: .J51 .;'e +:4 .5J9 .000 t,^15 '.d14
15.0 .310 .3:0 .339 .3'0 .414 .501 .038 .981 :.7:1.
.:88 . :91 .:9' .343 .4'a .010 .160 _.':=
J5.) .:31 .:95 .306 .348 .-a'. +8^ .eSO I.J: •. :.''::
.338 .3a: .46: .6:0 ^)1
.:98 .3:0 .36? . 4 5 0 .0:9 i.J:: :.^0+
65.0 .248 .:53 .:39 .321 .3s3 .45 .0:: 1.004
'S.0 .:OS .:13 :52 .:°: .3?5 .43: .005 ^.?03 ..!'S



















ANGLE ZENITH VIEW ANGLE
! 5.0	 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 15.0 85.0
t 5.0 .046	 .053 .054 .055 .054 .053 .0!0 .,)48 .056
I + 15.0 .047	 .054 loss .051 .057 .056 .054 .051 .050
1 25.0 .046
	 .052 .059 .059 .039 .039 .05' M. .,)04
35.0 .046	 .046 .046 .054 .057 .060 .000 .000 .t'3
45.0 .044	 .043 .042 .050 .0!6 lose .06: .'?e7 .)93
55.0 .043	 .043 .044 .048 .014 .058 .061 .081 .103
65.e .043	 .044 .046 .047 .052 .063 .07' .100 .136
'!.J .038	 .037 .047 .053 .050 .054 .071 .096 .too
l






ANGLE ZENITH VIEW ANGLE
5.0	 15.0 :5.0 35.0 45.0 !!.0 3!.) '!.i 3•..-'
5.0 .384	 .391 .391 .380 .399 .+05 .40'
15.0 .383	 .39: .30° .39! .+00 .+t@ .4:4 ,+'3 .+!8
25.0 .38:	 .393 .400 .40; .4,-4 .434 .4+' .47;- .482
33.) .380	 .374 .416 .416 .442 .41'8 .481 .502 !,2
4!.J .38:	 .396 .4:0 .431 .475 .!' .•,^: .!:! ,ls,
55.0 .312	 .400 .405 .429 .501 !86 .053 .03.1 .,2 46
_
63.) .349	 .366 .368 .411 ,418 .!/! .49: 7!,
75.0 .2/'	 .308 .325 .340 .399 .+9! lase .jl: t.^'.5
95.J .341	 .379 .4!+ .+:! .416 .!9'1 '!^ .i:. •:^
47
Table A.9. Bidirectional reflectance distribution function for a
coniferous forest (Kriebel. 1977).
Wavelenith - .606 um
SOLAR
ZENITH
ANGLE ZENITH VIED ANGLE
3.0 13.0 25.0 35.0 43.0 53.0 65.0 .1 1.0 85.0
5.0 .013 .016 .Ot7 .018 .019 .020 .021 .026 .042
15.0 .015 .016 .017 .016 .018 .018 .01.) .'J24 .038
25.0 .OtS .016 .016 .014 .016 .016 .017 .922 .030
33.0 .015 .016 .014 .012 .016 .017 .017 .021 .037
45.0 .016 .016 .014 .010 .014 .01' .01'? .022 .043
53.0 .016 .016 .014 .011 .014 .018 .022 .024 .053
63.0 .017 .016 .013 .013 .016 .021 .021 .022 .064
75.0 .020 .013 .014 .012 .013 .022 .025 .030 .142




ANGLE ZENITH VIED ANGLE
3.0 15.0 23.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 75.0 35.0
5.0 .092 .090 .094 .097 .099 .iJ2 .105 .!07 .122
15.0 .095 .091 .093 .095 .090 .105 .108 .110 .1':5
25.0 .099 .093 .090 .092 .097 .108 .'14 .116 .'2?
35.0 .103 .J94 .089 .090 .097 .111 .120 .122 .137
4!.0 .107 .096 .087 .090 .102 .117 .124 .128 .153
55.0 .111 .102 .092 ,096 .112 .126 .130 .136
63.0 .118 .111 .106 .112 .127 .140 .139 .144
75.0 .146 .138 .143 .146 .156 .169 .180 200 .320





Total Radiance Calculations for:
Solar Zenith Angles • 5', 13',...83'
Sensor Zenith View Angles • 5'. 13'...93'
Relative Sun-Sensor Azimuths • 0', 604 , 900 . 120', 180'
Atmospheric Visibilities - 23. 10 and 4 '=
Table Surface Type uaselentth
8.1.. -	 8.1.3 Spherical Grass Canopy, LAI n 	 .5 .68um
3.1.4 - 3.1.6 of .80um
B.2.1 - B.2.3 Spherical Grass Canopy, LAI n 1.2 .68um
3.2.4 -	 3.2.6 .80um
3.3.1 -	 3.3.3 Spherical Grass Canopy, LAI • 4.0 .68um
3.3.. 3.3.6 " .!OUM
3.i.1 -	 3.4.3 Planophile Grass Canopy, LAI -	 .5 .68um
3.4.4 -	 3.4.6 1 .80um
8.5.1 -	 B.5.3 Planophile Grass Canopy, L1I •	 1.2 .68um
3.5.1 -	 8.5.6 .30um
3.6.1 -	 3.6.3 Planophils Grass Canopy. UI • 4.0 .68um
3.6.+ -	 3.6.6 It .80um
8.7.1 -	 3.7.3 Lodgepole pine canopy, LAI • 5.1 .6Eun
3.7.: -	 3.7.5 .30um
)FRf^  • :!^ p.^. L Pq
-3
tTable Surface Tvps Wavelength
1.8.1 Pasture .6066a
3.8.2 Pasture .866ua
3.9.1 Conilarous forest .606ua
3.9.2 .866ua
Table 3.10.1 Coaparison of field measured bidirectional reflectance
with predicted sensor radiance for ceo wavelengths
and three atmospheric visibilic:es.
Table 3.10.2 Comparison of field measured bidirectional reflectance
with predicted sensor radiance for two wavelenghhs





:TOTE: For the total radiance matrices given in Tables 3.1.1 - 3.9.2,
the rove :epresant solar zenith angles of S'. 1S',...BS'; the
columns represent zenith view angles of S'. 1S'. ..BS'.
I
1
T 4)L E 8.1.11RDF-AT MO$P4(RE ANALYSIS FOR A SP4EP I CAL GAASS COW LAI•.:0.
WAVELENGTH • .61 MICAONETIRS. VISI)ILI 'T • 23.00 911. ALTITUDE • 900.)0 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .239






























	 2.702	 2.601	 2.111	 3.:02
	 4.41:	 7.376	 14.390
1.141	 1.904	 2.062








	 2.231	 3.970	 1.410	 22.911 '7.401
.691	 .104	 1.017	 1.602
	 2.11 9 	3.191 14.976 4 6.367 te4.096
AZINUTN • 60.00
	 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE nATRIX
6.0 4 9	 3.174	 5.317	 3.7:3
	 4.302	 3.967	 4.411	 3.31)	 0.336
7.722	 3.411	 3.136














	 3.8:2	 3.161	 4.173
	
4. 1 :9	 3.311	 3.303
	 6.343
3.591	 3.739	 3.331	 3.917	 3.323
	 3.105	 3.114	 3.176	 0.319
:.733	 2.684	 2.,'13





	 2.!30	 3.: )3
	 3.603	 7.,1?
.074	 1.012	 1.019	 1.2:0	 1.41.	 1.863
	 :.64:1	 3. ; 44	 1'7
.685	 .734	 .8619	 .913	 1.244	 1.630	 2.315	 3.6411	 A.044
AZINUTN • 90.00
	 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
6.133
	 3.939	 3.313	 3.769	 4.331	 3.991	 4.432
	 3.321	 6.293
9.106	 5.331	 3.274	 5.464	 4.099	 3.924	 4.311	 3.321	 0.416
$.:17	 5.301






	 3. 4 69	 3. 0 12	 4.271	 4.' • :	 3.:3 64
	3.)'3
	 1.':o
3.e:1	 3.1:9	 3.421	 4.012
	




, ,	 2	 .
..
.'76	 ..-13	 ..,	 .009	 t	 ^.	 s,3 .^,-.
1.3ei	 1.937






1.241	 1. 3 9:	 4,714








	 4.379	 4.)23	 4.4644	 ..3::	 ,.49
5.911	 ,.7!0
	 5.410
	 3.610	 4.::4	 4.):S	 4.466	 ?.3645
	 ^.33-
5.:84
	 5.6411	 3.330	 3.293	 4.531
	




	 4.:37	 4.324	 4.5:4	 3.490	 3.208
	 64.742
3.634	 3. 0 34	 3.607	 4.309	 3.646	 3.3-9
	 3.:41	 :.e7:	 !.!lo
:.779	 2.806	 2.911	 2.797	 2.9 1 3	 1 .344	 3.1^:
	 3.137	 •641
1,17 0 	+,914	 2.131
	 2.301
. ?91	 1.030	 1.11:	 1.:13
	 1.144	 1 .04 ?	..-o3	 :.^,:i	 4.e'4




	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIAM:E MATR : X
6.432
	 6.202	 S.'::	 3.967	 4.419	 4.459	 4,4'64	 3.32 0 	 e.:04
6.0 9.1	 6.464
	 3.95)	 3.01&	 4 . 4 26	 4. 1 84	 4.304	 1 .4 6,')	 6.3'a
3.3 1V	 3.913






	 3.171	 3.747	 5.371	 4.130
	 3.715	 e.:'4
3.617	 4.111	 4.107
	 :.317	 3.9:5	 :.! 0 3	 4.!%	 4.0.74
2,?00	 :.0::	 3.::7
	 3.6410	 4.'.:
	 0 :?3	 e. ):5
	 :.:':	 '.::•
. 8 01	 :.)6:	 2.3:0	 1 .801	 3.354




TABLE B.1.2BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALfSIS FOR A SPHERICAL GRASS CANOPY LAI=.59-
WAVELENGTH = .68 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY = 10.00 KM. ALTITUDE = 900.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH = .429
	
AZIMUTH	 =	 1.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
6.526	 5.927	 5.360	 5.434	 4.058	 3.699	 4.043	 3.058	 5.1769
	
5.791	 5.221	 4.884	 5.006	 3.739	 3.582	 4.024	 3.231	 6.361
	
5.036	 4.930	 4.624	 4.600	 3.932	 3.747	 3.571	 3.465	 6.950
	
3.927	 3.923	 3.615	 3.524	 3.935	 4.082	 3.539	 4.306	 2.650
	
3.454	 3.553	 7.155	 3.783	 3.217 7	 3.23	 3.792	 5.493	 11.933
	
2.641	 2.575	 2.630	 2.575p	:.919	 3.435	 5.027	 3.4'16 20.466
	




1.136	 1.370	 1.985	 2.849	 5.249	 11.499 30.04' •85.934
	
.821	 .984	 1.391	 2.138	 3.922	 8.429	 21.340 62.499 t80.207
	
AZIMUTH	 60.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
0.680	 6.064	 5.485	 5.508	 4.108	 3.735	 4.063	 3.054	 i.:to
	
5.929	 5.441	 5.037	 5.117	 3.920	 3.625	 4.015	 3.107	 6.010
	
5.130	 5.031	 4.1152	 4.097	 3.985	 3.738	 3.434	 3.030	 5.743
	
3.399	 4.026	 3.707	 3.681	 3.939	 3.967	 3.155	 3.176	 6.043
	
3.498	 3.523	 3.203	 3.729	 3.179	 1 .999	 3.027	 3.143	 5.941





	 2.003	 2.159	 2.089	 2.22'	 .11_1	 3.342	 •-j.356
	
1.045	 1.090	 1.183	 ;.345	 1.583	 =.106	 2.874	 4.273	 7.077
	
.311	 .978	 1.002	 1.210	 1.S s 0	 2.028	 2.339	 4.959	 5.'?40
	
AZIMUTH	 = 90.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
5.858	 6.235	 5.610	 5.583	 4.159	 3.772	 4.082	 3.04?	 5.664
	
6.099	 5.662	 5.235	 5.274	 3.931	 3.702	 4 .044	 3.051	 5.790
	
5.284	 5.276	 4.966	 4.871	 4.115	 3.823	 3.44?	 2.983	 5.270
	
3.969	 4.175	 3.8 74 	3.838	 4.053	 4.016	 3.079	 2.35=
	
3.5 4 2	 3.721	 3.319	 3.901	 3.237
	 2. ? 7 4	 2.=49	 2. .03	 4.42'
	2.699	 2.672	 :.57 0	2..:7	 2.o25	 2..01	 :.77:	 :..34	 4.411
	
1.859	 1.923




1.079	 1.13:	 1.204	 1.309	 1.54:	 1.395	 2. 4 0 4	 4 -7
	
.802	 .8::	 .869	 .937	 1.050	 1.219	 1.495	 1. ?69	 :.'713
	
AZIMUTH	 = 120.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
7.102	 5.451	 5.734	 5.661	 4.214	 3.908	 4.102	 3.0 4 5	 5.01?
	
6.31 ,	6.096	 5.615	 9 .507	 4.108	 3.a :6 	4.1:2	 3.)54	 5.569
	
5.07	 5.653	 5.426	 5.234	 4.422	 4.051	 3.5? 0	.?38	 ...0
	
4.043	 4.397	 4.217	 4.232	 4.406	 4.312	 3.300	 2.'45	 :.-)84
	
3.590	 3.873	 3.601	 4.231	 3.586	 3.294	 3.102	 2.751	 4..6:
	
:.891	 X.79'	 2.?: s	2.307	 3.039	 : ?2 4	s.^t
	
1.874	 1.981	 2.1 4 0	 2.301	 2.194	 2.186	 2.722	 _.,'S 4	4..:3
	
1.051	 1.101	 1.189	 1.296	 1 .459	 1.740	 2.125	 2.7:4	 4.442
	
.792	 .814	 .985	 .?96	 1.167	 1.414	 '.796	 2.41h	 3..3T.
	
AZIMUTH	 179.00 DEGRE=S	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
7.503	 6.749	 5.860	 5.739	 4.270	 6.344	 4.122	 :.7 4 1	 ',.3'.9
	
6.61'	 7.590	 6.578	 6.065	 4	 :3	 4.043	 4. 2 69	 3.140	 5.49
	
5.532	 6.623	 7.748	 6.855	 5.356	 4.63:	 4.002	 3.21 0	5._'9
	
4.117	 4.948	 5.858	 7.493	 6. 1 35	 5.737	 4.234	 3.614	 .`.:56
	
3.033	 4.175	 4.511	 6.5;2	 8.100	 6.650	 5.255	 4.:57
	
2.75:	 2.9`2	 3.413	 4.17`,	 6.3:•)	 9.415
	
1.3 y 3	 3.13	 4.314
	
1.0 .` 4	 1.160	 1.19'	 I. ?5'	 _.362	 5.1`.3
	.783	 .954	 1.0+0	 1. 408	 2. 4 	 4 .:45	 11. 31 4	 =4. 43 '	 1.._
52	 ^)KIUItiAL PAGE I`
t 1F k'lx !K (^T; 31.1"f`i
TASLE3.1.38RDF-AT'OSP 4 EA'E ANALTSIS FOR A SP4E3:CAL !:ASS  
CANOPY LAI•.:v.
:AVELENG T H v	 .08 MICROMETERS. )ISI91L:TY 
•	 4.00 KM, 4 6 TITUDE _ °^'':.)0 <^
	OPTICAL DEPTH •	 .809
	
4ZIMUTH	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX




	 5.240	 4.o54	 4.535	 3.421	 3.244
	
3.595	 .1 97 0	 6.375
	
5.1 1 2	 4.709	 4.291	 4.1 1 1	 3.565	
3.406	 3.309	 3.312	 6.495
	
3.779	 3.696	 3.352	 3 329	 3,589	 3.739
	 3.432	 4.332	 9.248
	








1.328	 1.33 0	2. 1 00	 2.508	 3.148	






1.631	 2.3'3	 7.003	 13.0!4	 30.20"
	 40.48'
	
I.OSB	 1.294	 1.939	 2.97 0	`.Sea
	11.914	 29.')07	 .309 204.)'0
	
AZIMUTH • s0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX	
,,_40	 S.:JO
	
8.'3 1	°.357	 5.oSS	 1.25 4	3.847
	 3.409	 3.503
6.754	 5.761	 4.961	 4.7"6	 3.538	 3._?2
	
3.668	 4.413	 ^•^7S




_ , 0 9 p	 6.261
3.?::	 3.332	 3.4 9 1 	3.399	 3.576	 3.^„ 
3.388	 3.420	 3.00 4	3.471	 2.948	
2.906	 .. 3 85	 1 .031	 3.313
2.586	 .1 .503	 =.449	 2.335	 2.5.14	 2.
T-611	 3.075	 1.00.11 	s.2_o
1.33 0 1.887	 1, 0 '9	 2.1 41 	 :.137	
2.351	 3.__3	 3• ;i 5	 ^•'_4
1. 1 23	 1 .235	 1.346	 1.'49	 1.33s	 2. 4 33
	
3.229
1.046	 1.136	 1._79	 I.S79	 2 ''
11	 2.589	 3. 4 '2	 4.1_0
	
AZIMUTH = 70.00 5E' ".E;,	 T nTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
?.240	 1.1117	 5.-37	 5.40.1	 3.932	 3.
4 1 9	3.0 .14 	 2. 1 30	 1.1x3
7,1116
	
6. 1 63	 5.3 7 1	 3.0e4	 3.716	 3.394
	
3.5 7 :	 :.714
5.690	 S. 4 .13	 4.922	 4.61:	 3.816	 3.476
	
3.1 ^1 	2.59'
4.•)73	 4.166	 3.79'	 3.610	 3.'40	 3.o22	
2.?01	 2.17'	 4.'04
4')	 3.6 4 2	 3. 37	 3.03 4	 3.Ji3	 :.'61	
..024	 '_.:31	 4. 01
2.000  4411	 _. s °0	 2.3'0	
..673	 C..•) 4	=35
',311,	 ^.^.14	 2.)011	 :.4'"	 1^^'	 1.^.b	
_.:_7	 2.393	 1.. L':
1.' 0 >?	 11,:!7	 1.:6;	 1.33!	 1.131	 1.331	
1.^:0	 2.1`24	 =^
1 .'13 4 	 1 .')!5	 1 .''07	 1 .' Si	 ! . ^aa	 1 .4°3	 'J.1	 ..111 40
	..0:
AZIMUTH	 1:4.')0 DEGREES	 T OTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
4 .3!6	 '.33'	 s..1113	 S.S^3	 4.023	
3.'_1u	 3.0 5	 :`	 x.)37
=:	 b. -0	 1.`20	 4.019	 3.575	
3.033	 34	 °_.'.0
- , ' a 4	 '._	 -•.	
_4	 3.. S	 .:^	 ^	 311
5. 77 3	 0.297	 S.':3	 5.302	 4.3!9
	 3.3 
4,,23	 4.Z,20	 4.470	 4,101	 4.341	 4,07'	
3.J86	 .000	 4•-^_
3.335	 3.721	 4 . 	 3.5 9 0	 3.255	 2•I`a	
2.`45
: .Sa l 	 7-4	 36	 _. 389	
2.999	 =.330	
.1.08.1
2.7 333	 2.'31	 4.:29
' 08	 2	 1.4 
	
.358	 2.307	 2.312	 211	 -.665	
1,101
1, 3 °4	 2.01	 _.177	
t. ba	 '4	
„ 1
1 ,a4	 1..5!	 1.53	 !. 4 89	 1.08:	 1	 _.304
	 _.	 0
1 )-	 ^^S	 5S	 !._ 6	 '.539	 1.94
1	:._411	 _.3J,	 ..ao.
	
AZIMUT H 	179. JO DUR EES	 TO T
AL RADIANCE MATRIX
10.922	 8.011	 0.'0.1	 S.'Qo	 4, 1 !1	 3.101
	 3.04.	 _. 1111 )	 S. ):0
8.6:3	 I1.^)Q1	 3.040	 5.'07	 4 .036	 3. 4 :8	
3.3x0	 Z.:!`.	 ` 1')7
11	 °.:If	 44	 4.9x1	
T c, 6	 4.1114
6.:19	 a.-3^	 . 0411	 _^^	 0. 3
4.374	 3.93'	 8.461	 12. 1 4 7	9.71:	 0. 07	
4.04 4 	 3.510	 5.)sa
	
0 "!0	 14.149	 10.0 j0 	'•'2	 4'300	 6 1i63.045	 4.503	 S.	 -.-1-
	
':9	 3.!11;	 4. J0!	 !. a ')6	 10.,'1	 9	
13. x 45	 3.
	
1 0	 :.:')6	 2.300	
4 ..,.	 6.343	 14•_2	 =^• ?.1	 =^•..	 114.:1^
	
!91	 4 .	 4o.`.03	 0 .3'3	 08 
	




7	 4,):_	 g , ^.	
,. 
•! 3	 50.`.13 1:`..
	
1.')09	 1, 1 30	 1	 --..
(iF' N1 k ►h Q t•• ^ r. r ry
r-
TABLE B.1.49RDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR A SPHEki:AL PASS CANOPY LAI n .50.
WAVELENGTH a	 .90 41CROMETERS. VISIBILITY n 23.00 KM, ALTITUDE
	
0 00.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH n .22:
	


















































5.001	 5.312	 5.639	 6.293	 9. 0 27	 14. 4 18 43.075
	
2.947









	 5.343	 12.665	 37.641 131.917
	




























x .791	 10.016	 9.796
	
10.155
	 9.236	 0 .5)9	 10.061	 10.572
	 23.191
	
































	 1.257	 1,379	 1.633
	
1.966






















9.919	 10.01 2.	 9.963
	
10.213	 9.292














6.199	 6.463	 6.681	 6. 275	 6.743	 7.!40	 8.) ,)9	 0 .05 1 	117.907
	
4.017	 4.,:9	 4. 4 60	 5.153	 5. _3S	 5.,.	 -:6	 5.4:6	 .574	 15.'91
	2.945
	 3.094	 3.216	 3.343	 3.493	 4.10)
	 5.103	 5.148	 15."!1
	












10..79 4	 10.971	 11.013
	















9.851	 10.170	 9.989	 10.323




8.122	 8.548	 8.299	 9.600	 9.438
	




1.5 1 3	 ,.246	 8.210	 7.606
	 7 .509	 7.449	 9.65 4 	 13. !04
	
6.199	 6.4 9 6	 6.744	 6.3oO	 6.342	 7.243
	
9.3 0 6	 9.100	 19.907
	





2.?45	 3.)96	 5.229	 3.364	 3.530	 4.201	 5.;51





















11.047	 11.560	 9.794	 9.3;0	 11. ' 14	 11.616
	 2S.:a3
	
10.951	 10. 0 '4	 1t.002
	
11.459	 0.646
	 0 . 0 38	 1! 71:	 I!.529	 25.:'3
	
9.883	 10.3.'0	 10.451	 10.592
	 9.645	 9.910	 10.260	 10.599	 22.743
	
9.145	 9.6 0 0	 9.655	 9.293
	
9.993
	 10.4:1	 9.469	 10.487	 22.331
	
7.166
	 7.630	 7.488	 9.15'	 3.600	 3.34 1 	3.901	 0 .20!	 1u.,)04
	
6.:08	 6.553	 6.99 0 	6.733
	
7 .651	 9.738	 9.435
	 10. 1 31	 :^.'^22
	
4.926	 4.'91	 5.)99	 5.465	 5.330	 a..:S
	






	 5.2:1	 1.7	 1:.•4!	 =2.:l?
1.0
	 .090







































































































0 . 4 24 	 2I.:-,l
	
y . 3 05	 20.3111
	
9. 3 3:	 1'.393
	




T ABLE 3.1.3880=-ATMOSPHE'E ANAL'SIS FN A SP wER::AL SR-3S CAN01 LAI=.;.0.
JAVELE`IGTH •	 .90 MICRORETERS. VISIBILITT + 1 0-JO KA . ALTITU:E _	 Km
OPTICAL DEPTH s .361
























































2.32 4 	2.978	 3.120
	
1.112	 1.166	 1.303























4.3 0 5	 4.214	 4.699
	
2.922	 2. 0 53	 3.068
	





















2.324	 2. 9 60	 3.092
	




































































7.6:8	 6. 90 '3	 6.343
5. 9 '.	 1.3)5	 6.o)4

































3.969	 0 .1I3	 3.564




3. 3 86	 x.070	 :.331
1,30.)	 2.03:	 3.30?
55
TABLE 8.1.6?RDF-ATMOSP4ERE A0403 IS FOR A SPHE;::AL GR : 3S :A00 9 f LAIR.'!).
WAVELENGTH •	 .90 MICROmETER S. 'VISIBILITY a 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE • O vO .): in
OPTICAL DEPTH a .639
	

























	 6.827	 6.990	 7.609	 9.051	 7.586	 9.:28 23.155
	
6.127
	 6.322	 5.997	 6.742













10.10 1.	 19.3 1 4	 4c.56:
	
2.609	 2.912	 3.118	 3.711	 4.,• 96	 7.696
	 14.56:	 32.547 33.4!7
	
1.180
	 1.368	 1.854	 2.709	 4.774	 9.911	 23.388	 61.338 153.!66
	







	 9.695	 9..7 44	 8.035
	
7.929	 8.986	 3.345 23.087
	
10.064	 9.506
	 9.221	 9.389	 7.751	 7.794
	 3. 0 43	 8.940	 23.301
	






	 7.989	 7.157	 3.133
	












	 5.307	 ,'.142	 17.397
	
2.508









	 3.:51	 4.;31	 1.440







	 10.384	 9.844	 9.825	 8.082









	 8.983	 8.591	 8.6 1 9	 7.643	 7.613
	 7.760	 7,991	 20.a56
	
7.198





6.471	 6.113	 6.788	 6.1!'	 5. 9 46	 0.130	 6.51••	15.341
	
5.336	 5.538	 3.o6S
	 5.:69	 3.5!3	 !.735
	 0. :44	 3.^5e	 ti.1'0
	
3.9 0 0	 4.069	 4 .2;!	 4.349	 4.313	 4.3!?	 5.:.I8
	

























9.394	 9. 7 97	 8.013	 ', 0 39	 9.978	 3.331
	
9.121














	6.:63	 6.631	 6.405	 7.112
	 6.473	 6.205
	 0.:35	 6.6!:	 16.090
	
5.361	 5.630	 3.345	 5.508
	 5.812	 5. 9 72	 6.408	 7.)1'	 13.)!3
	
4.000	 4.113
	 4.3:3	 4 .495
	
4.524	 4.!40
	 5.240	 5. 1 01	 1!..
	
2.304	 2. 7 :9	 2.343	 2.95:	 3.0 9 4	 3.600	 4 .:5:	 5.407	 14,333
	
1.1;9	 1.150














	 8.7 1)8	 :2.931
	
10.994	 11, 0 :9 	11,)47	 10.451	 8.3!!
	















	 10.684	 9,3 7 0	 8.)24	 9.316	 :0.2171
	
6.311	 6.969	 7.486	 0 .984	 11.480
	 t0.017	 3,`37	 3.)1+	 1' 4171
	5.386









:.50:	 2.7.1 6	 3.047
	 3.1,67	 4.7 :4 	.^'^	 t!„'t?	 28.010	 34.,
	
1.186
	 1. 4 08	 1.3;0	 3.0!!
	 '..2121`.	 !3.> 4 '	 36.:: 0	74.0
16
3.251	 +.^9'_	 ?.'S
3.563	 +.'3 9 	t ?.090
0.511	 5.21	 t3.^'J1
1:.9?2	 1 0.305 10;.'?3^
3. •3.23:
3.2' 9 +.3')9 3.^ ;3
3.133 +.	 +: 3.:01
2. i 1 ') r. 51	 1 0. '.' 0 1
3. =,'_ +.223 3.13'
3.2 00 3.:9 1 8.:11
:.	




EB. .21 c^k l	S	 E	 v	 '" F F. A 3 ► `!E Z
;CAL '3:A: 	 .ITa . it	 1.2T A iL	 .-F-AT 	 P ER	 A A,.15.0	 C
1AVELENGTN •	 03 MiC^.1 nE T E^'S. vI3:?ILIT+ ' --••'. `^. AL":TJpc : 
0 i10.')0 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH =	 .251
;:IwUTH =	 +.')Q DEoRS:3	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATR
I•r
4.1 7i	 4.200	 4.32:	 3.130	 3.300	 3.321
3. 9 4 1	3.21 48	 3.444	 3.20_	 3.113	 3.194
3.0 9 5	 =.690	 '_.5 24 	2.714	 3.:91	 :.693
3.163	 2.575	 :.418	 2.3, 69	 _.90 4	2.575
2.51 1	 1 .335	 2.145	 2.222	 2.483	 ..5.9
	
..009a	 1.	 :.:6v	 :.a0'
	
2.146	 1,93.	 -
! 4 2 '	 1,301
	 1.4,	 1 .010	 2, 1 ^^ 	 ..'efl
.9')	 1,019	 1.113	 1.548	 2.23	 3.035
.s9t	 .80'	 1.080	 1.5 9 9	 ..90 9	5.891
	
AZIMUTH = 60.00 DU REE3	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIA
4.245	 4.2'0	 4.390	 3.233	 3.403	 3.35=




:.013	 2. 79 3	 3.335	 2.1105
.46	 '	 :.491	 ',4' r	2.32.	 2.!13
	
2. 34 	 _
2.5 4 '	 :.38 9	:. 1 91	 ..'_32	 2.33:	 :.32')






t. s a°	 1, -50
	
?93	 1.J52	 1." , 	 1, 40'	 1.3=9
e8:	 .735  	 1.234
AZIMUTH	 ;0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 'AT?I
4.328	 4.354	 4,s°o	 3.:90	 3.439	 3.293





3,: +0 	 _.'43
	
2.]J?	 2.` 4 5	 =.°JJ	 2.S's
. 9 1'	 ,pop	 t••)_4	 1,t•?:	 1._r_	 '	 _.






3.9•] 4 	3. r.3.	 3.3 9 i?	 .s0°
3.8 13 5	 3.101	 3.00 0	3.140	 3.054	 :.90?
3.: ] 4	 2.9 "	 2.?21	 2.9')i	 3.1'6	 :.91?9
2.00 9	2.50 4	 2.+b'	 2.5•]+	 2.'54	 2.5J^
- 1].	 °'•	
1,eer	 1.010	 '.3a.:	 ..)30
A::MUT4 = 1' 9 .?J A 3REES	 T2T4L RADIA NCE AT;-
y 347	 4, 5°7	 4  	 -1! , 	 3.52'	 3.1.4
+.339	 s. 4 "	 4 .337	 3.33'	 3.5 0	3.]']
3.'02	 3.5'3	 4.' s :	 3. 0 i0	 s.'39	 3.:r.3
3.:39	 0.1'2	 3..] 15	 +.s3=
^,1'-	 ,]+'y	 1.1.0	 ..	 ]	 ,,15`	 i•."-
,tIGINAI, yAGYA
.- 
1'. w tR QU.. a l 1'!'1
a,
1
;P4ES:CAL 3R,ASS :: '^ 1) r•	 j:T'4 .^: ^ 1.2




3.44:	 5.1? 	 10.'::
3.804	 6.30;	 13.353
4.676	 0 .134	 :1.oti
	
15. 1 '3	 37._:c
11. 1 5 ;	30.035
21.336	 4:.493	 130.1=.
3.:54	 3.929	 7.4aQ
3.^a2	 3. 0 33	 .'.3;,
3.:':	 4.051	 3.?30
3.7)57	 4, ., 4 •	 d.' I s






3. 0°!	 3.3?•	 ,641
3.291	 3.914	 ?.?gib




	3.'49	 3.8'% ?	 '.:30
3.43'
	
3.:')3	 3. 31 	)	 '.' :5
	61,011	 3,°-j	 4.5613
	
2. 4 3,	 3.130	 5.441
	
3	 )''^	 .6161°



































0 , 1 1
T33LE 3.2.2 ?RD9-4TmOSF 4 E. E ANALtSIS "IR
UnUELE1674 •	 .023 MICRO2 E TERS . V:3Ii lI !Tv
	OPTICAL DEPTH n 	 4:;
	
AZ:mUTH	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE
	
4.353	 4.444	 4.322	 3.15c	 3.24+
	
4.2011	3.332	 3.39;	 3.105	 2.984
	
3.751	 2.704	 61 .429	 2.632	 3.131
	3.146	 2.539	 2.365	 2.312	 2.716
	
2.490	 2.291	 1 .109	 2.192	 2.471
	
1.991	 2.111	 1.93:	 2.008	 2.538
	
1,451	 1.519	 1.546	 1.7':	 2.A0)
	
1.0 4 2	 1.1:0	 1.337	 1.960	 2.941
	.3:1	 .987	 1.384	 2.133	 3.914
	
AZIMUTH	 aO.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE




3.55:	 3.549	 3.216	 3.004
	
3.375	 2.355	 :.6''	 2.': 0 	 3.185
	
3.217	 2.6 4 3	 2.+5'	 :..1 3 7	 :":0.
	_.534	 2.341	 2.15'	 113	 1 .373
	




1.520	 1.+,':	 1.539	 1 .814
	
,,)4c	 t . 0'4	 t ,150	 1 .320	 1.371
	.911	 .980	 .905	 1.:03	 1.533
	
AZIMUTH • 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE
	




3.773	 3.' 4 "	 3.3'3	 3.174
	
3.999	 3.050	 :.831	 2.90:	 3.314
	
3.2138	 2. 7 9 1 	 2.6: 4 	 _.5:s	 :.337
	
:.!is
	 2. 4 59	 :.2.':	 :.3') 0	 _.431
	
_.143	 :.20'	 61.000	 1 . 0 69	 :.245
	
1. 4 90	 1.5 4 0	 t .j J )	 1,503	 1.702
	
} 13	 t , )^'	 1 , )'^ 0	 1 .1 30	 1 .302
	.30:	 .224	 .3a:	 X31	 1.141






4.'3:	 4,29'	 4.12'	 3.606	 3.353
	
4.122	 3.4:9	 3.2 0 1	 3.:So	 3.6:2
	
3.3661	3.013	 2 a a7	 2.920	 3.137
	
2.025	 61.614	 11.555	 2.039
2 7
	
:.3013	 2. 1 a :	 2.2:0	 :.544
	1.405
	
I,04	 1.30 9	 1 .681	 1.^2')
	i.05!	 1.084	 1.150	 1.271	 t, 451
	' 0 2	 .914	 .373	 .09+	 .,54
	
;:IMuTH	 1'9.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE
	5.837	 5. :s6	 4.3:3	 3.461	 3.456
	
5.033	 `_.'01	 S.0 o 4	 4, x ;4	 3.6'3
	
4,39'	 5.014	 4.380	 4.555
	
3.+30	 3.565	 4.607	 6.!81	 5.51
2 0 =
	
2.0'4	 2.013	 3.105	 4,9 e 	?.
	
2. 1 "S	 2.485	 1.714	 3.00"	 5.;40
	




1.2N.M3 . 2,3 ?RDF-AtAOSPHERE ;to',^tS/5 '') S 4 -jP4EklCnl 3:33314 :ir^l •• Ji"^	 _
WAVE.EmGTH = .o3 CCPOnETM. 7:SL^ILIT' = 4 .')0	 ALr: !:E _ 
O cl riC4L APTH =	 .309
4::muii =	 1.00 DE6REES
	 T3 7 4L -4):A N CE 447RIt
6. ; 38	 5.254	 +.498
	
3. lo
	 3. A.'	 ')a	 2.4:3
5.056
	 3.640	 3.385
	 2. 9 71	 2.790	 2.353	 2. 17	 3.642	 7.04.'
4.018
	 2.802	 2.463	 2.508	 2.897	 2.4o'
	
3.1'6
	 4. 1 '0	 3.362
3.196
	 2.514	 2.290
	 2.223	 2.573	 2.501	 3.373	 14.035
2.483	 2.234	 2.056	 2.' 41 	2.441	 2.724	 4.034	 s._2:	 , 3.14 '
1. J 9'	 2.001	 1.922
	
2.052
	 :.065	 ..514	 5.146	 10.)bt
	




	 4.1 0 5	 ?,335
	 '^ Jr .	 _1414
t. t1 4	 1.294	 1.608





1.884	 2.?71	 5.559	 it,Jt0	 29.40+	 ..43 200.)331
	
4ZIYUTH • 60.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADI4MCE MATR:X
7.343	 5.583	 4.770	 3.32'	 3. r ^'	 2.9146	 :. % 40	 3.3' : :`	 7.9'32
5.3 9 0	 4,t4 	 3.02	 3.'08	 2. 9 07	 :. 0 06	 2. ' 0 c^	 3.14'03	 '0'
4.301	 3.1•)9	 2.008	 2.5143	 2. 9 5 9 	 2.4 35 	 2. % '3	 ..752	 '..:'
3.34-	 2 ,'00	 2.17	 14.14 °1 	')





	 2.2' Q	 . A4
	
2.'32	 . . -,o	 -
2.)3+
	 .. t 0°	 t,ori o	 t.^'.	 2.2'0	 2.340	 2.' 2 2	 .)01
1,5. 	 t .511 0	 t.53o
	






2.+r1	 3.:')1	 1.=?:	 7.707
1.^4n
	 1. 1 37	 1.2 9 4	 1.57'!
	 2.535	 ..3OJ	 z•c	 s •e.J
	;"MU T4 = 7 0.)0 DEGREES
	 T7TAL RADIANCE 14T'IX
7.302
	
6.O N	 S.05 t 	3.474	 3.2`1	 i.007
14.331 .	 4. 7 13	 4.14:
	 3.4 c 	3. )?S	 .26
4.545	 d.5 t 8	 ?. 4 1	 :.74^	 3.1+9
	 2.53	 2.118	 3. 1 :	 i'
2.0 1 14	 _.5	 2.30`)	 2.:°^	
_ JS-	
_.,?)
2.u .,_	 -,x'1.7	 ..')tt	 ^`^	 ^:	 2.1+0	 2.:^	 _,0'1'	 z
'	 :.	 1..13	 1.2'x)	 t.. 7
	





3.1 t ^	 6.55	 S.JJ:
	 .1.0.6
	 J.31J	 ..414 3	 :.	 :..	 7. 1414
6.	 ^.')2
	 4.64	 3.9 1 2	 3.338
+.303	 4.381	 4.112	 3.5 4 0	 3.0 01 	?35	 3.'0:
	
.5'3	 7. %^3
3.640	 3. 4 33	 3. 1 13	 3•:^5	 3.325
	 Z.32'	 3.)')?
	 3.3:.
2.'34	 2.310	 :.335	 2.3^'	 _.^_'	 2.Jd3	 2.3')33	 3.:_.
	 ..'+3
.'.i,o
	 :.390	 2.3 4 '	 :.+ 14	 :.J'c	 14.017	 :.^`.^
	 3•t-
'	 ' 9 4	 1.: 7 '	 1.330	 I.Ji.3	 ,7'.	 .^1;	
_.:'0	 .,	 _
	1414:+UT4 = !" 9 .)0 )E .5PE"c.	 T3T4L ?::Ian:. ^ATeI!









9.3 0	 7.3'3	 5.07
	
3.^r2	 ?.'	 ,.?^
J.' ? '	 1.Tn+	 .300	 1'.' 1 :	 3.0"7	 *.	 '•	 4.r ^	 ..^.	 '....
3. 4 :33
	 4.307	 3.+'_	 1 3. + ' J	 ).	 7.%7'	 -._ 7
:.' -	 :."1J	 3.117
	 14.1::	 ^.+:_
	 .5:	 ..._-	 .J^•	 ^.. r
	
:	 J
^ JFrIGJ^ ^ L P
p^UR 4^ ^ p
L,
9P4Ez::AL f1°ASS CANOP I UIT4 . 4 I • 1.2






































0. 7 55	 13.009
0 .385	 11.093
3. • .)s	 !0.311













































































T40LE 3.2.4 H Q :1f- ATMOSPmERE ANOLTSIS FiP
:AVE^.crGT,i = .8u MICROMETERS. VISIiILITY
OPTICAL DEPTH • .222
	
AZIMUTH	 =	 1.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE
	
9 .764	 10.670	 11.041	 9.345	 10.423	 1
	10.006	 9.222	 9.834	 10.183	 10.306	 1
	
9,399	 8.447	 8.610	 9.356	 10.470	 1
	8.943	 8.193	 8.122	 8.352	 9.413
	
7 .376	 '.:90	 7.J80	 7.308	 9.21?
	
i.ia?	 0. 1 95	 6.487	 4.474	 7,413
	
4.740	 4.805	 4.8 11	5.079	 5.919
	
2.;63	 2.990	 3.096	 3.473	 4.242
	
1.0 13 6	 1.:08	 1.396	 1.827	 2.7'2
	




2 .7 0 4	 10.701	 11.074	 0 .368	 10.441	 1
	10.037	 0 . 1 90	 9.381	 10.2:0	 10.335	 1
	
9. 0 3,	 9.5 2 :	 9.653	 9,390	 10. 4 39	 !
	
8. 0 0 4	8.227	 9.154	 8.3'0	 9.+06
	
7.590	 .304	 7.J 0•	7.363	 LI S4
	
6.3'1	 ).005	 6.49u	 6.406	 7 . :So
	
4 . ' +4	 4.901	 4.330	 4.259	 5.533
	
2. 0 6:	 :.?04	 3.000	 3..06	 3.503
	
1.069	 1,132
	 1.:00	 1.35:	 1.130
	
AZIMUTH	 = 39.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE
	
;.8 27	 10.11 38	 11.10'	 9.891	 10. 4 58	 I
	
10.074	 9 .337	 0.032	 10. 271	 10.374	 1
	
4 . 0 63	 8..14 9	 3.720	 9.44 9	10.534	 1
	
3. x 95	 9.:7 4	8.210	 9.424	 9.447
	
.30 4 	 .334	 7.134	 1.400	 8.179
	
0.353	 0.0:5	 6.50:	 1.415	 7,140
	+.'id	 4.30'	 4. 83')	 4.051	 ',..'14
	:.0 0'	 : . 0 .`2,	 :. 0 03	 3.'.9	 3.4`5
	
1.38:	 ..13	 1.t:S	 1.203	 I.:'3
	




10.781	 11.140	 9 . 0 15	 10.47'	 1
	






	 8.940	 9.559	 10.030	 1
	
2 .0 r)3	 3.341	 9.31 4	9.5 44	9.564
	
7.0=^.	 .335	 1.2:4	 , • oe	 8.29,
	
0.3 0 '	 0.0.9	 1.564	 6.501	 7.34?
	
2,.''.3	 4 .3:5	 4.367	 4.-'98	 3.133
	






1,115	 1.1 0 0	 1..84
	
AZIMUTH	 172.)0	 DEGREES	 T^'AL	 RADIANCE
	
0 . 3 71	 10.330	 11,173	 ? . 0 3 0	 10.4 4 7	 1
	10.172	 9.''o	 10.:3a	 10.401	 10.'31
	
0 .047	 9.314	 v. 927	 10.3 9 '	 1
	









3.: 4 4	 3.3: 1)	 3. an.)
	1.048	 I.t;.	 1,2,01	 1.32,,	 .. '
5G
	"3" G9.2.S:kUh-oi^Q^YNtK^, aNaLril: :.^;	 I! E; 'AL GRAii '.ANOG1
^AVE _:^1G'H	 .30 nICROnEiERS. '1ISI8 L	
•KA. ALI:TuA'
	
OP T ICAL DEP TH =	 . 3 61
AZIMU T H	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL °ADIAN C
E MATRIX	 .= 0
9.654	 10.30'	 10.519	 0 .2 4 5	 ?."3:	 10.03	
1 1 .0 3	 S. 1	.. ^.
0.04	 8 83:	 9.3 2 5	 9. f 7 7	9,603	 10.70 1	 1.5 1 3	
17.703	 3'.611
	
=0	 9.338	 1 1.;40	 ' 0.1 1 '	 3° • 3')eo, 4A=
	
8.:31.	 8.146	 9.? v 0	 ., .
3.522	 7 .714	 1.673	 ?.95:	 3.72'	
6, 1 21.	 1 1 .168	 17.514	 3'.'
.:01	 6.3? 0	1.: 0 3	 d. 0 4+	 '19	 9.: 1 +	
10.:0')	 1 1 . 0 ')8	 3o.j0'
4.542	 a.:i9	 0. 11 3	 a.tj 7	'.•)33	
' , • oo	 a,^s.,	 `5. 2 5 1	3°•'''
1.70'	 4.5'3	 1.45 1 	4.098	 S.'a')	 ^.'_'	 „), •,3	 10,0,3	 .:^+
2.3 41	:,Ag e	 3.036	 3.503	 4.+46	 6.5 7 0	
It,°0e	 :'.3 2_°	 30.33=









30	 9.333	 9.'5 7	10.7 19	 1 ,^,	 15.16
9.'56	 8. 9 40	 ^.+03	 °•---	 o.o4s	
10,'14	 !t.^93	 tS.S°:
? •s '	 9.308	 8.20°	 3.8?' 	 1 .3 1 1	 1+.92')	
!!.92^	 ?3.3^
r	 ,
3.55a	 7.32.	 7.717	 1 .671	 9.	 x.:21	
t).^.+	 x. • 34	 :•..!..S
„z	 o.°3t	 4.298	 6. 0 23	 .0.9	 .°9t	 ?.40%	
+:.'!^•	 3 ,3:i
6. 2)6'4	 4.260	 6.1 1.6	 ..04	 31J	 .100	 3.:°:
3,711.	 +,	 3.746	 t • ,n;	 2'9	
7 ,.^	 7 , 15,	 1 .1 '33	 _+. '3
2.3 4 8	 2.x •% 1	 3.102	 3.10:	
4,1':	 4.2 3 3	 .330	 ''•	 -
t. 1 )6	 1.130	 1.:52	 1. +36	 1.:'0	 2.1 1 `	 +.''•	 •-3'
	
AZIruT'+ s 9 0.00 DEGRE-ES	 TOTAL 2AUTA'ICE 
JATRIX
3:
0,'97	 10.431	 10.64'	 a ,
3,!	 0,31.	 1).536	 11.095	 1^.':0	 3...
9.832	 702	 9.'1'	 x . 6 0 9 	 10. 7 46	
!'.SA?	 7_0	 a;3




j	 8.?_:	 ^.?:?	 ..)••	 s5•	 ;3,
: 2c^
	
r'3	 r	 s,i7u	 3 .7 1	 :.	 `.. '1	 6.7:
	
^. .%	 ._	 -
.^^
	
t.)°a	 1. 1 3 1	 .'3:	 1.2!3	 1.:^'	 1	 _
AZ;^iJtH = t29.)0 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RADIA( •;E -
	
0.A3	 1)..38	 1) 'J+	 a,s`,)	 4.910	 1 .,773	 11,0 :1 	 t..	 +
	
°, 1.5	 0 .:33	 7^,8'	 x .329	 ^• '3'	 1'..30,	
11 717
	
; .642	 3 73 %	3.764	 9.1
.14	 0,98	 ^, s3 8	 !!.o r. %	 `..:-.	 --
	
3.331	 4.0 1 2	 o7t	 9.13	 3.' 0 3	 % .'0J	
I:.:,s
	
_ s0	 ,•i5,	 0.0)2	 .,3,
	
7 .80 .`	 3.)3:	 0 .:° =	 '_.^33	 3'.x:4
	






	 ?•'	 '^^	 ..:'"	 '0'	 1.7 0	-• '•:	 -
' • ,U'H + 1 '°.50 11E:KEi5	 fl TAL Raf: %y :_ •a'p:'	 ;.
• 10.939	 t ).:r`'	 1).'63	 a. =5')	 0 .333	 :.7')	 t t .:0:
	10.:3 3	 ^..	 14,tA!t	 1 '.!02	 ^.^^'	 10. % '7	
11.7 ?0 	': ::	 .^• -
	
9.004	 9.'	 r.;:
1,1( # I '^,IS'	 61i
TAIL  B.2.61RDF -AT POiPMERE ANAL ' SIS ;OR A SF4E.RICAL !R 3 3i CAMOPI 'J I?, .,:i • '.:
WAVELENGTH •	 .30 MICROMETERi. VIS:S:L:T •	;.^':	 ;^':T=DE ' °"''•^'"
OPTICAL DEPTH n .689




9.851	 9.651	 5.346	 9.348	 9.344	 9.894	 122.99° i1.3'3
	
9.332	 8.198	 8.423	 8.498	 8.398	 0 .2206	 9 .787	 13.515 17.461
	
a.795	 7,198	 7.303	 7.7'3	 9.5:0	 8.4 9 7	 10.21'3	 14.053 .0.3-16
	
7.:73	 7.006	 6.918	 6.949	 1 ,1 011	 7.956	 9.707	 13.835	 37.•7,11
	4.313	 6.193	 5.9 7 9	 6.176	 6.340	 '.336	 9.i a1	 !3.4' 0	30.613
	




4.22 11	 4.135	 5.519	 7.09'3	 10.64:	 20.:93	 :.:33
	
1 .322	 70'	 2.924	 3.545	 4..'a7	 %.565	 14.338	 3:.6 : 3 33.'j0
	
1.175	 1.37°	 1.814	 :.690	 4.711	 4 . %30	 :3.379	 31.35 0 +:3.614
	
AZIMUTH • 0.01) DEGREES	 TOTAL .RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.121	 10.0:0	 9.799	 9.427	 9.59 4	 9.0 . 1	 9.901	 121 . 9 93	 :5.3::
	
?.498
	 8.462	 8.3 4 3	 9.602	 3.458°.=2222	 0 .' 4 8	 13.37. ?'. s9
	
8.044	 7.063	 '.425	 7.947	 8.341	 a.3'3)	 to.04:	 13.316
	
'.353	 1 .1^8	 3. °:t	 a.°'5	 7.612	 7. 7 9 4 	 9.:7	 7 :. 7 4 0 33.5:S
	
6.560	 6. 1 116 .001	 6.14'.	 s.s95	 6.940	 8.153	 11.37:	 31.440
	
5.4'5	 S.s:3	 S.476	 5.377
	
3.313	 6.311	 7.338	 10.41:	 23.:5'
	
4.)8d	 3 .':3	 4.136	 3 .:43	 4.742	 6_.349	 3.347
	
..a:0	 2.337	 :.694	 :. 3 !3	 3.:°5	 3. 3 75	 4. 4 '3	 .1A
	
1.161	 1.251	 1.340	 1.5 9 5	 1. 41 8	 2.424	 3.:4:	 4.4022	 '.+s'
	
AZIMUTH	 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE nATRIX
	
10.324	 10.:26	 9.913	 9.508	 8.4 4 1	 11 .0 4 7	 0 . 0 08	 1:.'37	 35.56?
	
0 .'05	 8.725	 8.814	 8.739	 8.553	 9.:70	 9 . 7 43	 13.2 0 ' 34.4 M
	
9 .093	 7.386	 7.65:	 8.)08	 a.338	 3.3 9 0	 10.001	 1 ?. 3 33	 .'2222
	
7. 3 33	 7.26:	 .079	 'J6	 7. 1 48	 '.'S9	 '.142
	
4,,0 4 	 3.34:	 3.)°5	 b.::'	 ..7722	 6.343	 .3'S	 '^.3:5	 s'...:
	
5. 09	 :.3' 1	5.`.19	 !AU	 '. 3 ^1	 ,.:4	 6. 0 00	
1	 223.:•13
	
4.)97	 4. 1 33	 4.1 :6 	 4.165	 3.1.'0	 4. 3 43	 S.JA	 7 . 45:	 :_.)33
	




1.17 9 	1.197	 1.271	 1,347	 1,! :2 	 !.303	 _.344	
3 i7e
	AZ:^,UTH + 1:0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RAD: AMC. na*q::
	
,0.586	 10.487	 10.) 9 5	 8.191	 a.3^1
	
9. 9 68	 9.24 9	 a. :sS	 4 .010	 8.7.D	 9 .36:	 9 .'3:	 ti.: sa 	 3,.30.1
	
9,:422	 8.339	 8.139	 9.388	 3.136	 a 	 13. 3 :)	 3-,744
	
S.J'S	 7.510	 7.456	 7.118	 8.076	 9.)30	 9 ,:.12	 1:.33:	 34-al'
r, 6. 603r	 4.33	 e ,145	 7 .013	 %.'2222	 3.)




r r.r	 5.763	 ^.'10	 ^...•
	
3.2210	 3.^3t	 '.'370	 3 :^:	 - .•+'^
3,10'	 4.1' 1	4.::3	 3.311	 4, 7 41	 5.'57	 S."30	 .333




1.1422	 I.'?9	 1.304	 1.449	 .399	 ..'3,"	 _	 :l	
_,•e.
AZIMUTH • 179.00 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RAD!414CE NATR:4
10.°76	 10.335	 10.:44	 d.375	 3..32	 9.150	 9. 3 ::	 :.°3°	 15.64:
10.7:9	 1 0.364	 10.419	 9.43a	 !Jai	 3.:6:	 9 .387	 t3.:°5	 ?3..'^'
	
9.391	 0 .506	 10.'90	 10.3::	 10. 1 01	 :60	 10.333
	
9.0 9 9	 3. 	 9 .42:	 11.1'6	 t0.'9<	 9 .30:	 1).13 •	t:.	 1122'-•
	
341	 '. 3 63	 9.3	 t2.	 t0.
5 , 530	 5,349	 3.:?%	 =^	 '') •' 7 3	 -33	 1= '3y	 1 3. 15	 2211....
4,	 ,,_'3	 A.`.:•)	 ;.2266	 -•^?^	 1•,43;	 t ' ..	 !'..^'	 _.
...11	 ..636	 :.::3	 3.,•, •	^..	 '.3r3	 1S.`.+3	 :9.:3:	 22+..22:
	
1.334	 1.3^:	 :.^`:	 '.^'	 ......
02
)IJCINAI. PA ( f: 1s
0F I't x)k QUA l `r4
TAILEB.3.1 9RDF-4TMOSP4enE ANALTS/S FOR 4 SPHERICAL P IS S CAMOP 1 LA184.0.
WAVELENGTH • .68 MICROMETERS. VISIaILITr n 23.00 KN. ALTITUDE n 0uu.4 Vh
OPTICAL DEPTH n .:59
AZIMUTH •	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
3.391	 3.011 0	 2.968	 41 .843	 3.067	 3. 1 95	 3.940	 5.395	 14.797
	
3.032	 2.633	 2.631	 2.615	 2.896	 3.214	 4.042	 5.711	 11.173
	
2.773	 2.514	 2.349	 2.403	 2.602	 2.911	 3.712	 5.500 11.620
	
2.333	 2.130	 2.102	 2.244	 2.468	 2.959	 3.880	 6.0 4 :	 13.046
	
1.9 9 7 	1.790	 1.920	 1.913	 41.2:1	 2.766	 3. ; 35	 6.551	 15.31'
	








.082	 1.145	 1.511	 2.::3	 3.9'	 9.421
	 :: . i1 7 ".3.4
	.673	 .786	 1.0(,4	 1.314	 2.10 2	5.116	 14.97: 46.367 164.091
AZIMUTH	 00.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIt
	
3.463	 3.140	 3.036	 2.890	 3.104	 3.310	 3.968	 5.400 10.753
	
3.102	 41. 7 52	 2.753	 2.764	 2.962	 3.3:9	 4.J5t	 5.0:9	 11.4:9
	
:.839	 2.606	 2.439	 2.48:	 2.657	 3.000	 3.60 0	1.'30	 1').j°'^
	
2.376	 2.202	 2.176	 2.300	 2.48 0	 2 .9 0 7	 3.61 -	S. "^	 1')•0.1
	2.026	 1.843	 1.866	 1.971	 2.171	 2.548	 3.25'	 4..'6 4	4.300
1.'_;9
	 1.596	 1.645	 1.740	 1.940	 41.327	 3.0`8	 4.5 0 4	 9.31,3
1.21'	 1.230	 1.280	 1.401	 1.613	 14 .01 2 	4.242	 8.409
	
.927	 .950	 1.024	 1.150	 1.311	 1.9014	 2.501	 3. 0 30	 16
	
.061	 716	 .806	 .967	 1.227	 1.618	 2.3 1 0	 3..13	 ".039
	
AZIAUT4 n 90.30 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE nATRIX
	
3.546	 3. :414	 3.104	 2.936	 3.140	 3.347	 3.99 0	3.404	 10.'10
	




2.721	 2.575	 2.606	 :.164	 3.084	 3.'33	 3.)92	 10.060
	






2.019	 2.:36	 2.566	 3.159	 4 .373	 3.644
	
1.01 1 	 .635	 1.70'	 1.)91	 '.?.^	 2.:69	 :4141
t.:3C	 1.2.5	 1.3:0
	
;99	 1.J71	 1,4_4	 1.0 1 3	 41.41:°	 4.^od
.oel	 .07 9 	 .719	 .794	 .39•)	 1.059	 1.347
	
AZ:MUT4 = 1:0.)0 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
3.664	 3.329	 ;.172	 :.905	 3.180	 3.577	 4.010	 w.409	 10.007
	









2.463	 :.432	 2.505	 2.6'4	 2.941	 3.19.	 3..
	
:.009	 2.019	 2.142	 :.297	 :.49:	 :.8:1	 3.39:	 4. •.04	 i.,33"
1.63:	 1.709	 1,844	 1.900	 1 .185	 2.519	 3.000	 4.':.
1. 1 4; 1.30'	 1.3 0 9	 1.539	 1. 1 : 0	2.03 0	:.540
X 35	 ^-4	 1,040	 1.3:?.
.056	 .67o	 .731	 .3:1	 .0'4	 1.1 0 0	 '.'.1'	 ...4141	 ..33;
4 :IMUT4 n 17 0 .00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE nATR:x
3.866	 3.407	 3.241	 3.034	 3.:: 1	3. 4 08	 4..3:	 5. +1 :	 10.0:4
3.430	 4.00'	 3.5 4 8	 3.3'!0	 3.375	 3.6' 4 	 .: I '	 '.'3;	 11 .1 33
3.040	 3.3 0 6	 3. 9 7 ,	3.65'	 3.510	 3.640	 4,111	 5.4 4 5	 10.•:`
2 .500	 2.	 3.33:	 4.310	 4.0e3	 4.03'	 4,44:	 :.^,!	 v.331
	
:.' 1 !	 2.64:	 3..04	 4.30')
1.653	 1.a :9 	 2.159	 2.749	 3.9oa	 :.06:
1 .:55	 1.3a0	 1.60 0	2.039	 :.713	 4.390	 0.332	 3.1:"
939	 1.0:t	 1.±91	 1.500
o5J	 ..'04	 .340	 1.1 :4 	:'	 3.'' 0	=^•	 ^•._:^
63
1TAILE3.3.21R0E-4TMOSPHERE ANAL!9IS FOR 4 SPHERICAL Pok3l CANOPT LAI94.^.
WAVELENGTH n .6/ MICROMETERS. VISIIILITT n 1,.00 KM. ALTITUDE n 0 00.33 ^M
OPTICAL DEPTH • .429
	




3.400	 3.076	 2.142	 2.913	 3.111	 3.633	 4.846	 9.910
	
3.366	 2.149	 2.671	 2.633	 2.717	 3013	 3.764	 5.190	 10.193
	
2.199	 2.542	 2.321	 2.347	 2.511	 2.169	 3.511	 5.156	 0.181
	
2.379	 2.129	 2.073	 2.191	 2.413	 2.194	 3.307	 5.914	 12.449
	
2.010	 1.719	 1.111	 1. 9 41	 2.234	 2.127	 4.t,7	 6.851	 15.,32
	
1.517	 1.567	 1.653	 1.932	 2.235	 3.145	 4.143	 9.499	 22.483
	




1.312	 1.821	 2.917	 5.196	 11.440 30.06'9 85.187
	
.105	 .969	 1.371	 2.122	3.991	 1.419 21.336 62.499 186.203
	
AZIMUTH	 • 60.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE MATRIX
	4.217	 3.531	 3.201	 2.911	 3.024	 3.154	 3.675	 4.341	 9.357
	
3.504	 3.169	 2.826	 2.744	 2.861	 3.15-	 3.754	 5.066	 10.321
	
3.022	 2.693	 2.457	 2.444	 2.571	 2.960	 3.461	 4..'21	 i.o'S
	
2.450	 2.233	 2.161	 2.256	 2.417	 2.780	 3.422	 4.794	 9.941
	
2.054	 1.139	 1.8:9	 1.154	 2.136	 2.492	 3.152	 4.502	 4.1.1
	1.615
	
1.602	 1.652	 1.741	 1.949	 2.332	 3.053	 4.497	 9.739
'	 1.262
	








1.21 18	 1.551	 2.053	 2.825	 4.:63	 7.•)3:
.1	 .162	 .912	 1.195	 1.532	 :.011	 2.834	 4.059	 5.936
	
AZIMUTH	 n 90.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4.46 4
	3.701	 3.326	 2.912	 074	 3.110	 3.694	 4.837	 9.005
	
3.674	 3.390	 3.024	 2.10t	 '.979	 3.233	 3.713	 5.010	 10.291
	
3.146	 2.887	 2.670	 2.619	 2.701	 2.944	 3. 4 70	 4.574	 9.202
	
2.522	 1 .381	 2.334	 1 .413	 1 .536	 2.8 1.9	 3.345	 4 .459	 9.996
	
2.011	 7. 0 57	 1.975	 2.066	 :.19 4 	2.477	 2.974	 3.7h6	 7.371
	




1.300	 1.347	 1.413	 1.571	 '.832	 2.:48	 ;.) 4 9	 2.040
	




	736	 .806	 .349	 .021	 1.035	 1.209	 1.4 0 1	 1.969	 %4l
	
AZIMUTH	 n 1:0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4.709
	 3. 4 25	 3.451	 3.369	 3.130	 3.2227	 3.714	 4.333	 1.712
	
3.812	 3.8:4	 3.404	 3.133	 :.176	 3.337	 3.161	 5.0;3	 10.18.)
	
3.261	 3.:lS	 I.130	 2.171	 3.001	 3.172	 3.626	 4.029	 1.31
1	
2.595	 2.003	 2.671	 2.807	 2.913	 3.124	 3.561	 4 .552	 3.39:
	
..146	 ..114	 ...51	 ..396	 ..^43	 791	 3....	 .^	 .dt.
	
1.072	 1.764	 1.;14	 :.054	 : :41	 511	 ^^/	 3.76'	 6.9:1
	




1.450	 1.!31	 1.:39	 1.4:7	 1.617	 :.370	 :.,12	
4^^^r
	
.777	 .191	 .105	 .971	 1.112	 1.404	 1.792	 2.416	 3.031
	
4ZIM11TH	 17 9 .00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	5.11 	 4.123	 3.577	 3.147	 3.185	 3.:63	 3.734	 4.?:9	 9.699
	
4.192
	 5.319	 4.367	 3.69:	 3.4'6	 3.3'4	 4.10 4 	:. 1 05	 10.7`0
	
3.393	 4 .:33	 5.453	 4 .006	 3.942	 3.753	 4.32;	 4. 0 '0	 0.:==
	
2.66!	 3.155	 4.319	 6.068	 5.212	 4.!49 	 4.!0:	 ! . : A -,	 1.3:5
	
2.t ; n.	 2.411	 3. 1 6'	 s..';'	 7.3:7	 e.1o0	 !.3 1 0	 S.o':	 3.143
	
7.701	 1.044	 :.436	 3.43:	 5.637	 9.1 1.6	 3.174	 :96	 ' . 471








1.900	 :.931	 3.405	 1:.i::
	
.11 6'	 337	 +.1:6	 .4'.3	 :.3'a	 4.3::
pit
f -ow ^;, 4 •J a . ,.,^
,4
	T41LE1.3.3 1RDF•4T40SP4VE ANALIS:S F-}R A SP4ERICAL GA AiS CA::	 6AI84-J.
	
UAVEI.EMGTM • .61 MICRO4£'ERS. VISI3ILITY ° 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE	 90V-M in
OPTICAL DEPTH ° .409
	
AZIMUTH	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIA
	
j.1171.351	 3.1:6	 2.011	 2.131	 2.8.7 1	 3.211	 4.211	 ^.;C^
	
4.33+	 3.312	 2.769	 2.371	 2.626	 2.811	 3.312	
4.614 0.174
	
3.29k	 2.113	 2.326	 2.269	 2.31:	 2.113	 3.330	
4.7;0 10.233
	
'	 ' 164	 ' 043	 ' 1 27	 3 '1	 '13	 3.670	 5.61' 1' 
•8"
	
..9431	 ..	 ..	 .. ..	 ..	 ..,	 ..,
	2.071	 1.807	 1,903	 t.i3'	 2.215	 2.090	 4.:91	 0. 1 92	 1+.':3
	
1.6 1 4	 1.601	 1.617	 1.9-?6	 2.395	 3.+9 9 	5.Se2	 10.14+
	












1.0 4 6	 1.213	 1.874	 2.961	 3.353	 11.907 29.004 77.30 9 :00.004
	
AZIMUTH • 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
6.722	 4.689	 3.707	 3.0F2	 2.911	 2.030	 3.284	 4.:4 1 	 ^.1+3
	
1.611	 3.8 1.4	 3..}71	 2.?a9	 2.743	 :. 9 06	 3.355	 4.157	 '•^''
	
3.570	 2. 1 39	 2.5!1	 2.414	 2.4 49 	 2.451	 3.13:




1.916	 1.366	 1.430	 :.313	 :. 4 90	 2.986	 +.'3 s 	3.5'`>
	
1.691
	 1 . 6 49	 1.67!	 1.7x5	 1.900	 2.326	 3.009	 4.307	 8.'49
	
1.360	 1.364	 1.117	 1.371	 1.814	 2.267	 3.043	 4 .320	 '-593
	
1.141	 1.194	 1, :11	 1. 9403	 1.910	 1 .391	 3.1 9 0	 4.4"
	
1.134	 1.124	 1.:94	 1.:08	 2.000	 2.582	 3. 4 69	 4.`- :0
	AZIAU: • 4 0.00 .'EGRETS	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
;,111	 5.110	 3.?/?	 3.209	 3.025	 2.991	 3.307	 4.:3'	 9.)37
	
5.092	 4.315	 3.484	 3.03'	 2.921	 3.907	 3.3'?	 +.3 1 3	 4.553
	
3.954	 3.37 9 	2.967	 2.'10	 :.637	 2."53	 3.1:3	 4.0 1 =	 9..10
	
2.833	 :.431	 2.479	 2.41.9	 :.47:	 :.646	 3.) 1 9	 3. 9 ::	 ^.:'3
	
137	 :.099	 :.049	 :.)°:	 1.1 4 8	 ,.'s55	 :.'15
	
'949	 .'44	 t, "6	 1.921	 1. 9 3.	 :. 1 ^+	 :.`)1	 3.::+	 >.
	
1.38:	 1. 4 0 ► 	 I.i 39 	1..S}7	 t...:	 1.:+:	 :.1 a1	 -31	 :.. -
	
t.i34	 1.174	 ^.::}	 1.:8 s 	1.^CS	 1,5°4	 t ?99	 2.34'	
3.-;.
	
1.0::	 1.041	 1.G9:	 1.17)	 t.:'J'	 1.155	 1. 7 90	 :.:+e	 _.3^s
	
4:INUTH	 120.00 DE59EES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MAT& :z
	
'	 5.363	 4.:79	 3.361	 3.117	 3.)31	 3.321	 +.:: 1 	9.4:0
	
5.649	 3.374	 4.344	 3.913	 3.2 : 4 	3.190	 3.471	 4. " ?	 3.+I)
	
4.13'	 1.212	 3.975	 3.400	 3.!79	 3.101	 3.317	 4.05'	 3.30
	
2. 4 04 	3.088	 3.131	 3.:00	 3.773	 3. IV	 3.30 4 	+.?-)!	 3.''s
	




. .	 .^ 3	 1	 •
	




t.sor	 1,3: 1 	 . 0 9	 1.113	 2.::?	 ..5'8	 3.)')
	




1.30 9 	1.0 4 3	 1.140	 1.295	 1.5:9	 1 .83+	 2.:31	 2.605	 3.: :3
	
4:INUTH	 1 7 9.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	1.713
	
i.447	 4.:54	 3.513	 3.:09	 3.):2	 3. % i	 1.:11	 9.''3
	
6. 4 3!	 1.143	 0.755	 4.760	 3.94:	 3.5+:	 1.008	
1. 400	 v,r n-
	
4. 4 :3	 6.61+9. 1 1 .	 7.313	 5. 1 34	 4 . 1 :9	
3.4,.
11.)46	 1.441	 :01	 4,en • 	r,:!^	 3.a'.
	
1.134	 1.3:4	 7.1'.3	 _
	
.. + 1 :	 4.)01	 1.61s	 5.:^^	 13.:93	 1. 0.:°:	 •---	 3.. _	 ..
	
1.833	 :.'949	 3.192
.38 4 	2-:4	 3.5 ,) 1 	3.500	 14.148
	
1 .' O r	 x.314	 1.94!3	 :.^^^	 +.5^^	 ^.	 :: . -IJ	 40.'. -	 >>..
	
. 6 07	 1. :s	 I,rr^	 _.:')3	 4..'-	 8.. - 7 	)	 60.,	 .:i ►
TABLE B.3.4PRDF-4T4.OSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR A SPMER:CAL GR.ASS CANOPY LAI=4,0.
WAVELENGTH = .80 MICROMETERS. VISI3IL:TY = 23.00 KA. ALTITUDE n 900.00 Km
OPTICAL DEPTH = .222






10.820	 11.309	 12.294	 13.882	 17.186 24.114 54.278
	
10.283 10.450 10.628 11.211	 12.269 14.229 17.903 23.353 57.772
	
9.379	 9.538
	 9.553	 10.120	 11.167 12.747 15.907 22.689 5.1.607
	




7.079	 7.368	 7.873	 8.738 10.308 13.339 19.863 47.001
	








4.873	 5.588	 7.084	 10.324 18.769 52.539
	










2.721	 5.269	 12.671	 37.759 132.096
	




10.429	 10.384	 10.853	 11.332	 12.312	 13.395	 17.193 24.169 54.235
	
10.315







	 17.734 15.827 22.46 50.688
	
8.600




















	 4.336	 4.753	 5.253	 6.299	 8.193	 12.137 :8.!19
	
















10.421	 10.886	 11.355	 12.329	 13.909	 17.200	 24.163 go4.191
	

















8.497	 10.109	 12.715	 13.132 41.398
	




4.335	 4.724	 5.19 4
	6.!21'	 7.923	 11.304	 25._45
	































9.789	 10.323	 11.334	 12.845	 15.877 22.337 50.192
	






















4.781	 5.253	 6.204	 7.902	 11.403	 _6.1'8
	
2.523	 2.613	 2.101	 2.903	 3.251	 3.331	 4.582	 7.)60	 15.291-














	 12.498	 14,394	 17.383	 25.260	 57.169
	
9.508	 9.938












7. 754	 9.559	 9.810	 11.0'2	 13.4!5	 13.721	 41.818
	5.9 0 1









2.630	 2.705	 3. 0 ,	3.653	 4 .3 4 5	 7.4.'3	 2.--')
	
4 19	 . ? 30	 1 .427	 1,233	 1.6:0	 _.' I :	 4, = 03	 =)	 :"s. °'4
I
f	 66
'ABLE 8.3.5 BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR A SP4E?:CAL GGA?S CANOPY LA134.0.
{ WAVELENG
T
H a	 .80 MICROME TEES, VISIBILITY = 10.00 K.I. ALTITUDE • 900.)0 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .361
	



































	 6.,1 11	 6.962	 7.415

















	 2.571	 2.779	 3.219	 4.226	 6.391	 11.890	 21.992	 81._4Q
	
.983	 1.107	 1.4:5













	 10.373	 10.700	 11.490






























	 5.909	 6.221	 6.342






	 5.926	 7.431	 11.131	 :7.)31
	
2.433
	 2.530	 2.634	 2.871	 3.272
	 3.993






































	 9.634	 10.480	 1 1,711	 f 4.:9 1
	! 0 .743
	 18,)91




	 1 9.5°4	 13.?'3	 40.77^
	
7.118









	5. 0 34	 6.225	 6.304	 .359	 9 .'00
	 13.`:1	 3:.' r'J
















!0.481	 10.:39	 10.494	 10.778
	 11.343








	 16.'07	 22.:94	 34.824
	
9 .!72
	 9 .429	 9.428	 9.813
	 10.634	 11.961	 14.360	 ! 9 .735	 47.945
	











1.0 0 o	 5.7:6	 6.0:6	 0.348	 6.7 4 2	 7.99;	 4 , 1 04	 13.:81
	





7.212	 10. 17 4	 :4,^);
	
2.4 141 9	 2.512	 ..39 94	 -.190	 3.097	 3.0t:	 4..1 i	0.33 0	1;,101
	
.953	 .956	 t.009	 1.115
	






	10.636	 10.361	 10.556	 10.818	 11.371	 1:.840	 15..50	 21.:34	 11.0?4
	
10.309	 10.992	 10.850	 11.062
	
11. 769	 13.306	 16.1',	 2:.321	 51.733
	
9._33	 9.849	 10.395	 !0.150	 11.097	 1:,158
	 ! 4 . 51a3	 1 ; .3a4	 47.+90
((
	 8.321	 9.4 00	0.170	 10.163	 10.990	 11.990
	 14.236	 19.3^J	 15.3:
	
7.419	 7.619	 3.033	 10.:50	 11.)32
	 '::!	 'c.8^=	 1J.^^y14
	




3. 4 02	 4.)31	 4.329	 4,961	 5.00 9
	3.309
:.673	 3.03	 3.316	 :. 19 1	 v.4".










TABLE 8,3,63RDF-4TMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR A SPHERICAL GRASS CANO?' LAI.4.0.
1AVELENGTH •	 . 30 MICROMETE5'S. VISISIL:TY • 4.00 KM. 4LTITU^•E • 400.00 RM







10.474	 9.591	 9.469	 9.336
	
10.041	 10.974	 13.138	 18.370 53.003
	
9.563	 9.217	 9.019	 9. 334	 9.964	 11.241	 13.633	 19.408 57.134
	8.362	 8.236
	








6.214	 6.382	 7.251	 9.507	 11.037	 16.13? 43.749
	
5.109	 3.073	 S.316	 5.659	 9.388	 '.$99
	
10. ' 20	 !'..'37	 4•'.,I:
	
3.535































	 13.616	 19.:58 5o.31t
	
8.51 ► 	 8.403
	
8.199	 8.468	 9.097	 10.074	 1;.148	 17.139
	 49..'55
	
7.550	 7.301	 7.322	 7.364	 9.473
	
9.381	 11.710
	 16.417 0 48..799
	
5.449	 5.083	 6.236	 6.352	 7.106	 9.11:	 10.011	 14.350	 41.574
	5.134	 5.092








	 5.3:0	 6.339	 9.973 17.404
	
...'s	 2.308	 2.47?	 ..7:6	 3.11:	 3.829	 4. 3 58	 .'.237	 t7.158
	
1.037	 1.1 1.9	 1.237	 1.319
	
1.884	 2.401	 3.21 55	 4.458	 7.706
	
















10.1:0	 11.303	 13.511	 19.195
	 .'6.599
	











0.177	 6.330	 6.329	 7 .113	 8.034	 0 .767	 13.7 0 3	 40.436
	
5.158	 5.140
	 5.330	 5.53 0 	 94.9 7 9 	 6.7 9 1	 9.:St	 It.3:4
	
3.554	 3.503	 3.729	 4.002	 4.313
	 4 .953	 a. )O	 S.') ? 	:'..i:`
	
2.:'3
	 ..340	 2.39'	 _ 539	 "	 3.130	 3.
	





1.104	 t. 94	 1.313
	 1..'03	 1.319	 :.404
	 5.017.4
	







	 0.791	 10.184	 11.)53	 13.159	 18.323	 53.949
	
10.199	 10.268	 9.919	 9.84e
	 10.296	 11.401	 13.651	 1 9 .159	 .'o.47'
	9.908







	 7.919	 3. 4 07	 9.877	 9.317	 11.'12	 16.31.	 4'.89
	
6.341	 6.33'	 6.522	 6.952	 7.429	 8.:93	 9.923	 13.3:3	 40.:^
	
.'.183
	 5.23:	 3.311	 5.7"s	 6.238	 7.029	 3.423
	
11. ' 1 5	 33.9;0
	
3.503
	 3.948	 3.327	 4.148	 4.495
	 .'.'3 0 	3.:,'3	 3.' l n	 :.'..
	
:..'t	 1.348
	 2.43:	 2.598	 2.883

















	 9 .363	 10.233	 11.080	 13.16e
	
18.307	 52.7,37
	10.540	 11. 9 03	 11.07:	 10.304	 10.0:9	 11.597	 19.139
	 56.430
	
8. 0 18	 10.:44	 11.363	 10.943	 10.55'
	
10.890	 12.53 0 	17.1:0	 49.)17
	

















1 4 . 1 .':	 1'.26'
	
3..''3	 3.'4 9 	4. 1 4 4 	5.09.	 1.9'1	 11.313
	 1'.303	 18.4:4
	





,ABLE B.4.IBRDF-ATnOSP H E RE AMAL>'SIS FOR A PLANOPHIL: 'S ASS -
Amu f :i1=.!C.
,jAvELENOTH	 .68 nICROMETERS. VISIBILI T r = 23.^O ec1. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH = .259
	
AZIMUTH •	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
6.608	 5.765	 6.267	 6.138	 5.129	 5.49?	
5.142	 5.33!	 3.?91
	
6.072	 3.368	 5.9:9	 5.839	 4.893	 5.286	
5.002	 5.329	 4.394
	
5.313	 4.923	 5.481	 5.426	 4.574	 4.994
	 4.835	 5.398	 5.310
	
4.896	 4.395	 4.923	 4.873	 4.182	 4.617	
4.689	 5.720	 0.827
	
4.086	 4.090	 4.267	 3.940	 3.313	 4.266	
4.7 0 7	 6.360 13.27'3
	
3.333	 3.358	 3.534	 3.330	 3.199	 4.024	
!.004	 3.125	 1'.4
2	 :.+26	 2.571	 3.29'	 3.399	 6.115	 12.346	 34.323
	
Z.. 61	 - .686	 •
	
1.700	 1.4941.765	 2.095	 2.7?7	 4.333	 8.523 1
2.7 43 75.60%
.779	 .894	 1.166	 1.673	 2.874	 5.936	
14.979	 46.295 103.764'
	
AZIMUTH	 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
6.679	 5.835	 6.335	 6.184	 5.165	 5.529	
5. 1 63	 3.339	 3.934"
	
6.142	 5.487	 6.024	 5.919	 4.959	 5.332	 5.011
	 5.246	 4.7)51
	
5.519	 5.015	 5.571	 5.504	 4.629	 5.046	
4.'53	 5.x'4	 4.135
	





4.144	 4.313	 3.900	 3.562	 4.047	 +.119	
4.572	 4.919
	
3.355	 3.390	 3.545	 3.292	 3.015	 3.470	
3.674	 4 .355	 5.037
	
2.574	 2.694	 2.385	 2.420	 2.335	 2.853	
3.365	 4.03=	 `•.=37
	
1.704	 1.468	 1.644	 1.740	 1.935	 2.225	 2.637
	 1. 1 34	 !•5+2
.773
	
.824	 .909	 1.055	 1.299	 1.663	 2.31
? 	3.441	 !.'09
	




.919	 6.403	 6.231	 5.20''	 3. S S8	 :.134	 x.3435 	
3.895
6.226	 5.607	 6.142	 6.023	 5.045	 5.401	
5.0!0	 l.222	 3.848
5.646	 5.130	 5.707	 5.629	 4.735	 5.390	
4. 7 96	 4.482	 3.'5'




4.145	 4.214	 4.40	 4.056	 3.6:9	 1 .060	
4.021	 4.182	 3.5?'
3.3,'6	 3.439	 3.607	 3.3 4 3	 3.') 3 4	 '4.412	 3.-1? 3	
..^05	 3'!'
2 `_86	 2.713	 2.409	 2.411	 2.175




.324	 .912	 .162	 1 . ; 03	 i.35 4 	• ^-=
	AZIMUTH = 1-0.30 AGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE IATRIY
6.980	 6.0:3	 0.471	 6.290	 5.24:	 5.589	 5.206
	
5.349	 3.311
6.330	 5.3:6	 6.349	 6.169	 5.1'0	 5.502	 `.•'23
	 5.256	 1.'So
	
'i I	 0 ^	 •	 9	 4.933	 5.Jo3	 3. 85
5.712	 5.333	 5.966	 5.8w&	 4 . 47	 x• 26	 _,.
5,427	 4.6 9 7	 5.3:6	 5.304	 4.555	 4.351	
s.3Jo	 4 .731	 1
4.1.'9	 4.319	 4.590	 4.-92	 3.333	 4.3:1	 4 . : _` 4	
4.303	 =.a 1Q




.599	 2.•'65	 2.502	 27 .!51	 2.951	 2.390	
3.' 4 '	 3.	 1	 3
1.111	 1.486	 t.ba,	 1.734	 1.383	 -.01:	
...3	 2.2i)	 3.240
	
.%6273 4	 .334	 .109	 1.OA6
	
4ZiMUTH = 17 9 .00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX	 3	 d
	
.082	 5.162	 6.540	 6.329 _. :92	 !.020	
,,,	 -	
20
0.470	 6.1 4 2	 6.319	 6.4 1 5	 5.37:	 S.6.3t
5.790	 5.905	 7.93	 6.680	 5.48	 !.6!4	
!._ 1 6	 5.335	 3.33!
5.071	 4, 00 :	 6. 7 51	 6.939	 5.'?^	 • 696	
! 2!2	 S	 '?	 4.1)9
..	 •3;
87
4.:1 t 	4.496	 3.090	 5.490	 6.192	 6.13 4 	5.
.`3:	 5. 1 7	 1.3
3. 4 19	 3.632	 4 .063	 4.300	 5.042	 .'05	 0. .` - +	
o.' .` 	 =•x--




1.533	 1.91.	 :.)Ci1	 2,^1'^	 3•.1•'3	 _••7!.	 '^•+^^	 __
	r6	





^	 ^::G ^ yL ?t^ v "3 I:
__II
TABLE B•4.3RDF-ATMOSPHERE AMALISIS FOR A PLANOPHILE 'iRA33 CANCF'f LAI=•1`:•
uAVELENG TH =	 .18 1iCR0nETERS. '1I529ILI
Tt = 13.00 t+. =^ T I'U DE _ ^'^')• ") `;,
OPTICAL. DEPTH =	 .429







7.110	 5.890	 6.114	 5.85 7
	4.941	 5.094	 4..0: 	
1.98
	
6.180	 S.29t	 5.683	 5.518	
4.596	 4.901	 4.604	 1.062	 3.996
	
5.133	 1..'66	 5.210	 5.111
	
4.302	 4.660	 4.519	 5.062	
4.991
	
4.748	 4.219	 4.568	 4.599
	
3.963	 +.374	 +.514	 5.037	
6.033
	
3.'38	 3.908	 4.458	 3.75
0
	3. 4 91	 4.152	 4.349	 6.08'	
I'1.4
	::5	 3.393	 3.:43	 3.204
	
4.161	 c,4 ?9 	 0,_^5
	 t3.4vo
	









.997	 1.o63	 1.460	 :.198	
3.969	 8.461	 :1.341	 4.•
	
AZIMUT H = 50.00 DEGREES	
TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
:54	 6.328	 6.239	 5.931	
4.891	 5.130	 4.7:1 	 4.79	
3.471
	
0.3 1 8	 5.51 1 	5.9175.61-9
	
4.675	 4.445	 4.594	 4.7 1 8	
3.314
	
4.650	 +.302	 4.0:6	 3. ? 4
	
5.557	 4.?17	 5.338	 1.203	 4.354	 ,,	 4.5p7	 4.0_1,f
	4.820	 4.322	 4.'130	 4.65 7	 3.967
•`0	 4,,30
	
3. 9 9:	 3.~79	 4.1 JS	 3.'65
	
3.393	 3.9: 7 ;,^JS	 4.338	
4.481
A. Z93 T5 4




.SOS	 ^.013	 :.335	 2.395	
2.7 00 	:•3 67 	3	 :
	







1.474	 1.:71	 1.593	 2.V64	 .
0 44 4.1 44	 S.J+S
AZIMUTH • 0 0.00 DEGREES	
TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	7,441	 6. 10 9	 6.36 4 	6.306	
4.94:	 5.110	 4'-,I	 4.335	 3.384
	





5.081	 5.11 1 	5.552	 5.38:	




4.891	 4.1'0	 +.^^'	 4.814	
4.086	 4.309	 4.353	 +.193	
3.191
	
















x,510 1,4a1	 1 .533	 1.471	 1.7 1 4	 1.963	 1.3:8	 ;,.t^
	
9	 938	 .097	 1.095
	
AZIMUT H 	12 1'000 DE-TREES	
TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX	 ?	
4.791	 ^.;^4
	
'.686	 6. 4 15	 0.489	 5.064
	
4.997	 5.233	 4 . 61
	
6.706	 6. 1 64	 6.414	 6.41
0 	4.965	 S.14e	 4.70:	 1.395	
3.273
	
5.90 4 	5.499	 6.01:	 5.1
135	 4.793	 4.963	 4.547	
4.535	 3.180
	
4. 9 6♦ 	 4.302	 1.2'0	 5. :07	










3.297	 3.421	 3.353	 3.465	
3.210	 3.533 	 '
	
2.99 4 	2.a,, 3	 3.):	
_
3.073	 '.339








.86?	 .393	 .953	 1.0
4 -
	
1. :11	 1.446	 1.'98	 2 :`.3	
3.;4i)
	
AZIMUTH = 179,00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
v	 .o 4	 6.16:	 3.J53	 5. 239	 +• S ')	 4• ' • ^ 	 '•9.J ?	 6. 71 3	 b
	7.3^	 6.57'	 5..957.306	 '1 .303	 ,-	 5yy	 y 3S	 4.31:
	






6 .010	 8. 469
c 4	9.3ts	 7,46
	






3.63=	 43.326	 .175	 4.343	
6.306	 14,'1 1 	 8.^,
	 t	 ,0	 3::
'-
_.! 4 8	 ..305	 2..10 i	 3.3^^
I.' 1 0	 1.5'3	 1.896
	 4 340
	 t^.	 34. .:	 3;...
70
ii
'.aBIE B.s.3PRDF-ATMOSP H E R E ANAL S:S F: C' 3 PLAr+OP 14 ILc 
'3 ;. =SS	 LA:=- - ••
:	 MI:ROn:Tc,:S. '!iSIaIL: Tt =	 .!`) ^'.M.	 _T ITUDE , OQt),),) RIM
	
.jAVEL:46 TH 	• ^3
OP T ICAL DEFTH
	 TOTAL BAi^iAVCE MATRIX
	
AZIMUT4 *	 1.)0 DEGREES
	
8.8' 0 	6.493	 6.019	 5.461	
4.417	 3.509	 4.1:1	 4,.
n I 	 3.140
	
b.%14	 5.320	 5.337	 5.019	
4.137
	
4.33:	 x.069	 4.338	 3.515
	
5.464	 4.567	 4.78:	 4.603	 3.875	
4.157	 4.082	 4.050	 4.041
	
4.51- 0	 3. 74 9	 4.249	 4.111	 3.01:
	
3.999	 4,:47	 `..441	 0.35:
	
3.7:1	 3.413	 3. 7 09	 3.418	 3.239	
3. 0 94	 4.3 00	0.345
	
.^	 a : J e	 t^i^t:4	 113.343
	
3.0:1	 3.300	 3.154	 3. 1 8°	
3.195	 4.3_.
	
:.3 T 7	 2.5 0 	3 7:1
	




:.394	 '' s91	 S.') 5
	
1 .724	 1 .04,'	 2.344	 :.110	 4.097	 7.:54	
11.087	 35.0'9	 9`?. )»
	t,tt'	 1.354	 1.941	 3.024	 1.59
9 	11,938	 :0.006	 ".:56 199.320
	
AIIMUTH	 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4 1^9	 3. )a0
	




'.089	 5.9::	 5.4 45	 5.210	 4.:54
	
3,331
-4o	 J	 A. :5	 3.:83	 • ' "	 ''^'
	




4.7 1 7	 3.136	 4 .34:	 4.: 23 	 3.5 0
	3.3 t.	 .."_!	 3.')43	 3.a'S
	
3.303	 3.':3	 3. - 70	 3.451	 3.126	
3. ao•	 ;.:4'	 4.0:'	 4,'1.:
	
3.011 2	 3.053	 3.12
	 944
	






3.+80	 4 . 1 '3	 4.'
	
2.406	 2.488	 2._ 'j5	 2.3_	 t	 :. 3b'	 -
	
1.": 0	1.574	 I.' JJ
	t,9:7	 2.204	 2.089	 3.:51	
4 3 ' 9	 e•Y^i
"
	1,104	 1.195	 1.351	 t.0:5	 :.041	
:.0'3	 3.4'3	 4.4 3	 +..
	
AZIMUTH = 0 0.30 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
1	 4.587	 3.010	 4..:3	 a. 89	 1.)33
	
9.'43	 7,_ 4 0	 6.53:	 ,., 6	 )=	 =•^0i
	
512	 6.3:^	 6.051	 5.498	 4.43"c	
4.482	 4•:).a
^ ^t9
	6.03:	 5.:94	 5.4::	 5.0 4 5	 4.'26	 4 .::8	3 ^- 
	
4.864	 4.419	 .684	 4.474	 3. 7 6 4
	3 Q 6'	 3 .:oS	 3. -^'	 -''48
	
3.33 4 	3.3 0 1	 3. 0 53	 3.513	
3.141	 3.448	 3.317	 3.3
3.1:0
	1.,3 4 	1.555	 t.a'1	 t."t3	
1.' 40	1.330	 1•^`=	 -•-	 ...1_
	
I.J9'_	 1. 1 16	 1.154	 1.::'	 1.33:	 1.
4 34	 t,'J+	 :....
	
AZIMUTH x t:0.00 2E5RiES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 
MATRix


















6.315	 e.!:b	 6.4"s0	 4.568	
4.576	 4.00S.'3S	 0	 i.
	
^.01s	 4.373	 1.3':	 s._ :5 	4.4.4	
4.31-	 3.330	 3."'4	 =.
	





	3.10'	 3.3_.	 3.530	 3.4	
.380	 '.3:3	 -3
	
• , e SJ	 :.4 1 3	 2. 4 ' 4 	 :.^ c_a	 _	
-
	
f -3o	 1,505	 .7':	 1.3. 
..	 1..?0	 1.34:	 1.573	 1.34 °_ 	
4	 :.




a2:MUT4	 t 0 .00 DEuk..;5	 10 	
MATR:X
4.'t:	 •.:0' 4 	''-0
	
11.3:5	 8.583	 7. + 4, 	 6.004	
4	 4	 4 • 	 3	 •
	









:.156	 5.1 4 0	 .358	 3.0	 1	 t 
-7 ^--	 :.3'`	 4•^4-
	
4.05 0	4.0'	 6.513	 4.':
0
	4.3_5	 1 .:3'	 .	
e
4	 4. 4 40	 6. 4 	1t.')+:	 t3.3s•
	










UN.: ;IA'AL PAGE 1,9
OF p. >. lr• OFTA T r1.y
TABLE 3.4.43RDF-ATMOSP4ERE ANALTi1S ;OR A PLANOPOILE GRASS CAN';,-( LAI=.50.
UAVELENGTH = .80 MICROMETERS, 'JISI3ILIT1' a :3.00 KA. ALTITUDE = 9 l)O.JO KA
OPTICAL DEPTH n .222
	



































	 9 .617	 9.358	 10.149	 11.50
	
9.946
	 8.841	 9.081	 9.421	 3,111	 9.812	 °.)22	 10,213	 11,141
	7.220	 7.154	 7.306	 7.039	 6.716	 7.493
	 9.095	 1 0.519	 t?,l51
	
5.016	 5.160	 4.701	 4.744	 5.474	 5.788	 7.474	 12.344	 31.245
	
3.599	 3.326	 3.334	 3.757	 4.242	 5.475	 9.570	 19:891	 64.326
	
1.581	 1.695
	 1.882	 2.244	 3.159	 5.561	 12.684	 37.209	 129.55
	




































7.359	 6.9 9 2	 6.569	 7.079	 7.017 6	 7.543	 8.1+13
	
5.021	 5.156	 +.6e1	 4.6:4	 5.1394.993
	 5.344	 5.712	 6.325
	
3.598	 3.301	 3.459	 3.491	 3.603	 3.848	 3.928	 4.817	 6.a6s
	
1.5'4	 1.638	 1.686	 1.768
	
1.926































9.171	 0 .561	 9.0 9 2	 9.273	 9.37:
	
9.975	 9. 7 03	 9.135
	
8.653	 3.070	 9.013	 8.399	 9.487	 3.113'
	
7.2=".185	 7.381	 7.001	 1.SSt	 7.)04	 5.34'	 3.96	 7 '13
	
S.J:S	 5.101	 4.000	 4.5°0	 5.071	 4.332	 +. 1 '3	 4.'3l
	
























11.356	 10.603	 11.424	 11.298




	 '9.510	 10.279	 10.210	 9.:98	 9,366
	 9 .! 1 3	 ^.. JO	3.'+3
	




7.248	 7.218	 1. 444	 7.080	 6.450	 7.107	 ).?5 1	 7.032	 7.)?3
	
S.J29	 5.179	 +.398	 4.653	 5.133	 4.°08	 5.)53	 4.970	 +.30+
	
3.597	 3.:92	 3.439	 3.+33	 3.4 0 '	 3.5 9 5	 3.433	 3. 1 43	 4.J_:
	
1.560	 1.59:	 1,301	 1.515	 1.613
	
1.775	 1,93:	 :.254	 3.11;
	





	 11.644	 11..)3,	 11.1;5	 'J.+3°
	
1..:72	 11.651	 1:.3 79 	1:.'S°
	
11.010





11.891	 11.657	 10.535	 10.864	 13._30	 1^.3_:	 ^.^33
	
10,:05	 f:	 10.644	 10.03
	 9 .3+_	 !0.:90	 ^.^°_	 ^.•.':	 3.^'
	
9.006	 9.040	 0 .+67	 9.30'	 3 . 1 93	 2 .337	 ^.i?3	 0..':	 J.9;'
	
7.: 1, 9	 7.2 71 	 ?. W oo	 7.40 .)	 .+65	 3.602	 i._°3
	 8. 1 63	 3. .'3
	
:.334	 5.2! 1,.	 +.'9°	 +.3° q	5.'15	 6...3
	 '	 J	 7.+'...
3	 3.3')'_	 3.31.1	 4.10°
i
^	 ^Z
l	 TA (LE 3 . 4 . 5 i F'I' c -AT'tOSP4E E AMAL'S:S :n n • :".AMCP4tL Z :^:5s C,; w t:^	 La:=.. .
'r	 4AVELE4C-TH •	 .30 MICRO-ETERS. VISIBILIT(	 10.':0 gm  46'ITUDE	 KM
`	 OPTICAL 0E 1, TA •	 .361
	
AZIMUTH	 1.00 DEGREES	 TO T AL RADIANCE 4ATRIx
I	 12.358	 11.204	 11.8:5	 11.568
	
10.412	 10.693	 9.9 1 1	 9,7Q'	 9.360
	
11.675





10.766	 9.885	 10.364	 10.403
	




9.402	 8.531	 8.9:5	 8.64 9 	 0.419	 11.13)




6.661	 6.390	 7._!:	 3.):3	 1 0. 4 :3	 10.0".
j	 +.106	 4. 0 04	 4.493
	 4.578	 5.371	 5.913	 B. So	 14.3 0 4	 13.av`
	
3.432
	 3.200	 3.459	 3.715	 4.446	 5.179	 10.004	 25.1:'	 '0.4::
	
1.331	 1.699	 1.971
	 2.513	 3.848	 7 .305	 11.2!8	 48. 0 78 143.1716
	




12.420	 11.241	 11.886	 11.606	 10.337	 10.110
	











	 1.).311	 0 .65 1 	9,e4-	 4.,vj
	
10.9:6	 9. 0 0 1	 t0.o:9
	
10.439	 9.440	 9. 1 35	 9.'40	 9.140	 I. z ?o
	




8.513	 9.304	 8.533	 8.0 0 `,	 7.1 :9 	 9.000	 1.80+	 8.0 1.1	 0.023
	









	 1.'13	 0.0 4
	
3.42 9 	3.159	 3.315	 3.363	 3.49:	 3.791	 3. 0 41	 4.376	 '•11
	
1.530	 1.615
	 1.635	 1.SOo	 :.01 9 	:.336	 2. 3 00	 3.-3 0 	..._3
	




1:.490	 11.343	 11.94'	 !1.444	 10.462	 10.7:1	 9.993	 9 g.;4	 0.'aJ
'	 11.814	 10.86 ; 	11.513
	 11.255	 10.138	 10.403
	 0 . 5 0,	 9,0' 0	0.100
"	 10.88.•	 10.0!9	 10.735
	 10.135	 9.49 0	9. 7 55	 9.115	 9,^l'	 9.990
	










	 a. 0 ':	 x.535	 6. 11. 0	 :.48	 :03	 9,.2:3	 :.::)
+.3004 . 4 =` 	 3.31+	 +,'^3	 4,1)^	 4 •-:	 +.	 +.._:
	
'	 3.139	 3.2.:	 3.: 4 :	 3.:'0	 3.339	 3.'9,:	 3.j-.
	











	 11.683	 10.490	 10,144	 0 . 9 0	 ^..'^	0 . -t)
	
11. 0 06	 11.005












9.69:	 8.737	 3.60	 3.345	 8._11	 ,!7
j	 9.539	 8.530	 8.77'	 8.344	 ..106	 8. 1 00	 7 . 7 14	 .1 .1 0 0	 7.704
	
0.886	 6.860	 7 .066	 6.' t '	 0.:61	 6.6 1 `	 6..:0	 6.:93	 0.s9_
	
4 ' B2	 4.0==	 4. 4 ':	 3.4:;	 +.34 9 	 4 .002	 4.61- 1	 3.116	 4.4x3,,
	
3. 4 :5	 3.131	 3.:.'6
	 3.:6/	 3.31'	 3.400	 3.:33
	 3. 4 8:	 4 . : -
	
1.520	 1,5 4 8	 1.14 1
	 .194	 1.416	 !.77:	 t . 0 4:	 ..:^:	 3.3:-
	
AZIMUTH = 1'9,.)0 DEERE=S	 TOTAL RADIA4NC: MATRIt
	
1:.131	 11.1`.'	 12.06 0 	11.':3
	 10. 9,18	 10.40	 +. ^`.	 °.30'	 ',.r)
	12.429	 11.4!9	 12. 1 1!	 11.65o	 10.3 0 0	 1.).1 7 1 	 1.34
	








	 3.4 	 3.40-
	
3.183	 8.080	 9.::4
	 0 .380	 9.1,'1	 0 , 1 :	 9.3:'	 8.:'.





3.4:3	 3.101	 3.37 4 	3.'_1O	 4.)3°




ABLE B.4.68R) F -4TMOSPHE E ANAL 13:I FOR : PLANOPHILE an,-SS CAt, "	 LAI1....
WAVELENGTH n 	 .80 MICROPETERS. VISIBILITY •	 4.)0 K.'1. AL71TQDE _ 1 @ 11 .00 KP








12.340	 10.647	 10.800	 10.32'	 9.133	 0 .206	 9.472	 8.5 ,)4	 9.326








	 8.232	 8.434	 7.974	 8.396	 9.922
8.75:	 7.974	 9.461	 8.295	 7.489	 7.717	 7.604	 3.553	 10.730
7.653	 7.488	 7.618	 7.187	 6.755	 7.352	 1 .798	 9.;39	 13.7:9





4.270	 5.1 73 	6.087	 9.039	 10.3 1 9	 34.5:1
3.126	 2.967	 3.282	 3.765	 4.767	 7.245	 13.336 30.385 73.200
1.519	 1.723
	
2.154	 2.979	 4.973	 9.913	 23.400	 ol.060 151.562
	
AZIMUTH • 60.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE AATRIX
12.519	 10.813
	
10.949	 10.407	 9.189	 9.233	 8.477	 8.48°	 8.274
11.254	 10.070	 10.360	 9.957	 8.936	 3.?31	 8.:46	 8.321 1	 ?.134
10.081	 9.122
	
9.547	 9.:53	 8.253	 3.387	 7 .301	 7.?59	 9.901
9.9341	8.075	 8.534	 9.3:1	 7.453	 7.625	 1 .174	 7.458	 8.482
7.697	 7.545	 7.640	 7.157	 S.o30	 6.957	 6.172	 7.082	 9.534
6.177	 6.083	 6.1 9 2	 5.847	 5.464	 5.917	 5.930	 6.356	 .7.701
4.313
	
4.411	 4.000	 3.978	 4.396	 4.341	 4.744	 5.227	 4.347
3.124	 2.902	 3.053	 3.lZ4	 3.295	 3.65:	 3.926	 4.867	 x.4`.3
1.506	 1.595	 1.700	 1.383	 2.181	 :.600	 3.263	 4.103	 3.430
	
A&MMUTH • 90.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
12.719	 11.019	 11.097	 10.488	 9...5	 9.259	 8.4d5	 9.417 3	 9.2.2
11.461	 10.333	 10.581	 10.114	 8.931	 8.979	 8.241	 3.238	 3.971
10.231	 9.343	 9.774	 9.413	 8.350	 8.027	 7.760	 7.7'7	 8.479
8.912	 8.230	 8.693	 8.413	 7.5:9	 7.619	 7.039	 7.103	 7.743
7.742
	
7.636	 7.734	 7.232	 6.617	 6.3 1 0	 0.5:9	 6.525	 7.417
0.:02	 6.131	 0.:36	 5.3':	 5. 4 03	 5.63 1	5.39 4	5.43	 0.:l8
4.3::
	
4.4 :0 	 3. 0on	 3.20,j	4.
-
	3.?78	 A. ) .)5	 3.^^:	 +..08
3.12:	 :.874	 2.?'3	 2.947	 2.958	 3.00'	 :.3'S
1.49:	 1.523	 1.53.'	 1.559	 1.610	 1.698	 1.3:7	 2.n43	 :.s2:
	
AZIMUTH * 120.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIA
1:.991	 11.280	 11.245
	 10.572	 9.217	 9.295	 9.492	 9.4`_7	 1.170
11.7.3
	
10.85;	 11.032	 10.365	 9.098	 9.076	 8.291	 3.:1:	 3.350




	 8.863	 7.357	 -.331	 7.1'5	 7.1)0	 .`r'4
7.799	 7.797	 8.026	 7.55.'	 6.?33	 7.'38	 6.084	 6.5oJ	 7.301
6.227	 6.2:3	 6.4:3	 6.0 9 1	 5.662	 5.862	 5.563	 5.496	 6.007
4 .332	 4. 4 64	 4.097	 4.0 4 6	 4.396	 4.159	 4.171	 4.044	 4.214
3.120	 2.89:	 3.007	 3.006	 3.065	 3.1+8	 3.026	 3.:43	 4.0.'6
1. 478
	
1.506	 1.539	 1.592	 1.711	 1.874	 2.092	 2.4 4 ;	 3.799
	
AZIMUTH s 179.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE OATRIN
13.3.1 1	 11.637	 11.3 9 3	 70.555	 ?.327	 0 .311	 9.410	 8.4 4 1	 9.118
1:.084
	
12.49:	 1 2 .195	 11.023	 9.440	 ?.:71	 3.3d`	 a.: 4 :	 3.803
10.1:8
	
10.96:	 12.91:	 11.729	 9.713	 9 .:n3	 3	 3.363
9.077	 9 .143	 11.036




	 10.3:9	 11.940	 10.?51	 3.?96	 7.9::	 3.)97
6.:51	 6. 4 09	 7.004	 7.714	 ?.;:8	 13.0'0	 11.:?9	 9.049	 3.:01)
4.341	 4.565	 4.424	 4.990	 1.387	 1).11 .`	 15.":-?	 13..'I j	 .).3 
-
3.11 9	2. 0 3•	 3.:1:	 3.6:1	 4.59	 7.5:4	 14.4'0 1	 2`.3-'.	 :3..^=
+.4^;
	 t.^41	 1 7,)^	 :.1 4 ,	 .._ r	 ^.^:	 '3. = S o	36.:3'
CJ
74
TABLE B.5.18W'ATIW4ERE iNA LtSiS ^D 4 PLnt^,r^I.:
.A'1ELENG74 n 	 .0a 11CROAETERS. 'VISI31 1-17'f a	 S. 1 `1 ''^•
	GPTICAL DEPTH n 	 .250
	
AZIMUTH n 	 1 00 DEORE:i	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4,956	 4.14 1	 4.355	 4. 1 13	 4.040	 4.)09
	 4.356
	4.413	 4.382	 4.270	 3.080	 3.338	 3.344	
4.:41




3.541	 3.563	 3.493	 3.336	 3.261	 3.40:	 +•!+1
	
3.039	 3.074	 3.040	 2.918	 2.955	 3.223
	
2.0 .'4	 ..`_'4	 2.5 x 9	 '_.515	 :.649	 3.13:	 ^•'`^
	
t,d5'	 1.3'^	 2.06:	 1,963	 :.^85	 3.38:	 S•15^
	1.302	 1.308	 1.46,	 1.894	 :.49 4	4.0:0	 d•+3t
	
.88:	 1.159	 1.002	 2.364	 :.431
	
AZIMU T H	 °0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE M4TR:X
	





4.50'	 4.365	 +.'!5 9	 3.945	 3.3 0 ')	
s,:s0
	
4.082	 4.0 0 :	 4.x!'9	 5.1.3	 3.511	 3.oSh	 1.:.)
	3.590	 S.h35	 3.560	 4	 3.3
4 4	 5.34
	






:. .`00	 2. t1	 : . 460	 :.632	 3.135
	
1 .370	 i.330	 2.0:1	 1.91:	 2.:38	 :.330	
:.°83
	1.360	 1,31	 1.300	 1.539	 1.051	 '. i :3	
2.509
	
.705	 ..31'	 .000	 1.045	 1.:99	 1.003	
_.308
	
AZIMU TH = 94.00 DEP EES	 TOTAL RADI
ANCE IATRI,(
	
r . t ,1	 +.901	 4.69 1	4.31'	 4.113	 4,)'4	 1.393
	





4.148	 4.201	 4.154	 3.888	 3.747	 3.';0
	
3.533	 3.'31	 _.68 4	3.3 1 3	 3.39°	 3. 0 ':'3	
'a. ' n•3
	




24S	 1.?'45	 :.''3	 ._^3
1. 1 '0	 1.18:	 t.:sS
	 1 j_
	
.31:	 .862	 .75:	 1.1)4	 i,;:r
	
a';.htJt1 n 1:0,)0 2E3 P EES	 'OTAL nAD T ,40CE MATRI(
	











4, 6, 3	 +,110	 3. 0 50	 3.^''	 ^•--'^
	
3.0'8	 3.366	 3.8 9 0	 3.150	 3.05`,	 3.03
.`	 3. 0 4
	
3. 1 3 1	5.503	 3.30:	 3.:at	 3.::5	 3.:'?	
S.133




.3° `	 I.%r.:	 Sd	 '.^^:	 :.551
;^1^i^iy . 1 - c , ,),^ )EDk.}S	 'D'aL :ADIaNC. ^aT .t
	..47,
	S.^4s	4.9:9	 +•+^°	 +• %1	 ^` -	 1'33'
	
4 . 3 7 1	 ^.''^	 5 . 11	 ^, 5 1 	^,:''	 •..
	4. 3?:	 5.5:'	 4. 0 3?	 4.1 1	 1.;!4	
1 !.'S
	
4. 1 00	 +.72 1	 r..^0:	 4.353	 4.0 3' 	•^'')
	
1 34	 5.30:	 3. 3 08	 S.	 '.,!'	
4,%"
















3. 0 30	 5.038




^ 1.	 r r • ^
4.1-	 r	 ,
a	 7.} •	 t. J:al
'5
	
t)FIG,R AL PAGE IS
)F Pi ►! )K QUAT,11-
	T AILS B.S.2lkDF-4TM0SP'V E 4NAL'S:S F'?;. A PLANQP41LE SSAis CANC 	 LA:•'.:
	
V ELENGTH • .68 MI:RJeETERS. VISIDILI T r • 10.00 Nm. ,^TIT I DE	 0 40.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .4:9
AZIMUTH •	 1.00 DEGRE'e?	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
5.'480	 4.94 9	4,536	 4.099	 3.834	 3.764	 4.013	 4. ^ 41)	 1.2!:
t	 4.698	 4.379	 4,156	 3.816	 3.340	 3.613	 3. 9 19	 4.132	 5.413
	
4.047
	 3. 9 13	 3. 1 80	 3.518	 3.408	 3.454	 3.896	 4.37 0	6.503
e	 3.501	 3.451	 3.353. 3.195	 3.t31	 3.21 99	 3.953	 5.023	 8.003
	
2.9'1	 2.971	 931	 2.827	 2.897	 3.233	 4.294	 6.'43	 11.463
	
2,417	 2.454	 2.490	 :.497	 2.709	 3.410	 5.010	 9.8'49	 t0.33^
	
1.8 4 5	 1.368	 2.077	 2.071	 2.928	 3.953	 a. 79 9	 I`. •j 0 ?	 38.''3
	
1.3 0 7	 1.380	 1.0:0	 2.1'1	 3.063	 5.30 1	11.447	 29.'91	 04.S`%1
	
.8 4 0	 1.051	 1.431	 2.190	 3.960	 3.4s7	 :1.334	 62.436 115.913
	
AZIMUTH	 00.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX




4.600	 4.309	 3.927	 3.721	 3.056	 3.9:3	 4.009	 5.142
	
4.171	 4.)64	 3.90 4 	3.3' .`	 3. 4 6'	 3.445	 3.'53	 3. 4 4 3	 '4.:'''
	
3.5•':	 3.5:4	 3. 44 5	 3.'!2	 3.135	 3.175	 3.508	 3.8 0 3	 1.391
	
3.015	 3.0 41 	 ,19	 2.93:	 2.7 0 9	 2.398	 3.319	 3. 1 93	 ;.5::
	
2.4 4 0	 2.489	 2. 4 89	 2.41:	 :.423	 .1 .403	 ,.t 19	 3.35'	 `.538
	
1.900	 1.309	 2.003	 1.335	 2'44	 2.409	 1 .345	 3.3 4	 3.:'+
	
1 .300	 1,334	 1,432	 1.33'	 1„'97	 :.159	 :.93:	 4.):5	 1.336
	
.391	 945	 1. ,)64	 1.:6:	 1.594	 .1.0!,	 2.832	 3.° 0 0	 1.64-3
	
AZIMUTH • 90.00 DEGREE3	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRI4
5. 9 1 	 5.217	 4.730	 4. 2 49	 3. 9 15	 3.336	 4.053	 4. •)3,'	 S. t')a
	1.007	 4.8:0	 4.507	 4.084	 3.833	 3.73:	 3. 9 5'	 3. 9 `.:	 5.011
	
4.: 9 '4	 4.258	 4.122	 3.79 9	3.591	 3.530	 3.753	 3..' 0 0	 4.3 :+
	3.643	 3.703	 3.611	 3. 4 0 9	3.214	 3. ::4	 3.4 0 2	 3.'493	 4..'41
	 059	 5. 1 39	 3.) 7 4	 2. 0 44	 _.357	 2.383	 3.'+	 3..19	 4.:)I
	
2.550	 :.519	 :.4:8	 2,413	 :.-33	 ..15	 3.713
	
1.5,4	 1.994	 :.^: 1 	 .'^3	 2.'3'	 :. ► ,^	 _. 	 :.^.	 ..':^
	
t. 4 ^^	 t.'::	 1.33:	 i,+0, ti	 t.1 :^ 	'.'4^`	 .3'_1	 ..__	 :. :•:
	.3"	 .395	 .831	 .999	 1.088	 t.:s3	 1.-c ?	^v0
	
AZIMUTH	 1:0.40 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
x.157	 1.473	 4. 9 14	 4.3:7	 4.011	 3.973	 4. ) 7 :	 4.')2.'	 T. i:4




+.036	 4.58:	 4.142	 3.399	 3..1 13	 3. 0 1 4	3.35:	 4.10:
	
3.717	 3. 9 25	 3.?'43	 3.803	 3.402	 3.519	 3."14	 3.13:	 4.43'
	
3.107	 3.: 13 a	 3.37'	 3.:'4	 3..'06	 3.:0 4	3.39 4	 3.4"	 4.'43
	
:.503	 :.651	 ' '11	 2.718	 :. 1 15	 :.739	 3.):1	 3.127	 3.'"
	
1.888








.381+"	 t.,)33	 1.:? .`	 1.442	 1.'34	 :.?'?	 3.34
•^:I +'J'1+ •
	
1 14 .)0 DE3REE3	 TOTAL RAD1,4MCE 1A7R:X
	
6.58:	 5.":	 5.037	 4.401	 4.')oa	 3. 0.19	 4,; 0 ,	 •.i:3	 !)1
	








x.5 9 1	 7.064	 5. 9 30	 4,044	 4,:48	 4.31'
	





: : 4;; :B.5.3 ; 4DF-+t^1C:FHE : E :^+iL I...
	
-
.,4:ELE49''+ n 	 .3c 1lCt) ^:'c .. "I::BILIT'	 +... .n. :t'.'JD:
JP T ICAL OrPT4 • .900
	























4::IU r 4 n 40.00 DEGREES
	
. 0 01	 0.1 1 '	 4.9 5:
	5.313	 5.0 79	4.340
	




..3 0 5	 ..4J)	 ..330
	
1 .090	 1.1 7	 1 .346
:::MUTN • °O.:J DE M ' S
	




4. 3.10	 4 .!5'	 +. :0:
	
3.1 0 4	 3. 7 4:	 3.504
	
o.' 3	 0.:)0	 5.009
	
r ,,	 r	 r	 r 110
	3.2 44	 1.2'5	 4.:52
	
3. 1 45 	3.3x 0	3.539
	
Al l 	 ..7'1	 ..?^3
	
1.16	 t 0°.	 7-
	
. 1 ^^	 „ lrf	 1.50














3. 0 '6	 3•S 0 :	 3.A!t
3.S?8	 3.338	 3.:'')	 3.5:4	 3.':'	 ^.'+`'
3.2Se	 3.':9	 3.10+	 3.5 7 3	 4.)"	 ^.)'r
2.966	 2.919	 3. )^	 3.'9 0	4.°3'	 .^_a
2.6'4	 2.' 4 5	 3.'::	 4.+:3	 6.3°)	
•-'-
:.606	 3.3 00 	.')45	 1S.?:'	 3a.)? °	3^.;f.:
3.019	 5.112	 ! 1 d 35	 ' 4 . 1 03	 1'44. i:=
TOTAL RADIA1 1 CS IA I AI' (
4.124	 3.6'"	 3. r o:	 3.S''	 3.56-1	 4.6':
0 03.'	 3.455	 3.319	 3..4 4 	3.`.03




_.:".	 ..= 0 9	 3.u)'	 3.^5,i	 r. .1








1.0 0 9	 11.3'?	 3.:35	 3.305	 ..3^:	 .35'1
3.:99	 ^. . 7n	 3. ' ^'	 3. 70 A.	 1
1.547	 .:J:	 ^..	 1•^'-	 :.'ic	 :.:!:
t :2J	 '.3:^	 1.483	 '.^+:	 ••	 :.
"0'AL • w^:-'I'.. KATY:(
+. +:3	 ?.:53	 11. .` 43 	 ^:?	 i. r. »
4 .)39	 3.0''1	 3.424	 3.+:3	 3.:!,
11.4:+	 3.:91	 .. 3t	 3, +:	 3.:11'	 ::•i
11'












TAiLE5.3.4 i;,DF-4Tn03F4_ : c ANAL tSIS FOR A O LArvCP41LE GF.AiS CANOFT LA: n '•=
	
WAVELENGTH r .30 it:WETERS. VISIDILIT •T v :3.:0 <m. 4^Tj%0E	 % 'n'.!4 en







15.165	 1!.106	 14.948	 14.312	 15.124	 1!.387	 20.914
	
15.184	 15.277	 15.303	 14.517	 14,453	 14.34•	 14.6 + 0	 15.045 20.747
	
14.144	 14.266'	 14.306	 13.632	 13.549	 13.413	 ► 3.171	 14.33 99 20.38:
	
12.0 40 	 12.764
	
12.319	 12.225	 12.111	 1:.189	 12.681	 13.52,'	 19.996
	
10.944	 10.?64	 11.029	 10.544	 10.563	 10-60	 11.362	 12.712 20.031
	








4.137	 4.305	 4.601	 4. 979	 6.065	 0 .14: 20.87' oa.l90












13.215	 1!.334	 11.310	 14.624	 14.41:	 14.33)	 14.673	 14.966	 .11).45-5
	
14. 1,76
	 1 4.308	 14.348	 13.686	 1 3.366	 13.471	 13.790	 14.136	 '9.46:
	
12.661	 12.170 8	 t:.811	 1 6' , :43	 1:.191	 12.1.1 4	 12.449	 1 .1 .361	 1'.904
	10.858
	
10. 0 88	 11.044	 10.539	 10.507	 10.491	 1).948	 11.313	 16.14V
	
9.?22	 8.935	 8.993	 3.506	 8.304	 9.:40	 3.930	 ?.535	 1 "x.346
	






	 4.340	 4. 4 33	 4 . 9 40	 :.303	 q.120
	
1.l:0	 1.!50	 1.637	 i.391	 1.861	 :.179	 _.!77	 3.:: 4 	:.•i.'3
	





	 15.152	 14.982	 14.839	 1!.133	 15.37:	 ::.a'1
	
11.232	 1,.392	 15. 4 08	 14.671	 14.521	 14.398	 14.684	 14.1:4	 20.270
	




12.444	 12. 0 04	 12.2,7	 t_....	 1_.114	 _.+1.	 ;_.b,,.	 17.303
	
1').37:	 .'):9	 1;.08 4 	t).1%	 10.5:1	 10.+68	 1-)	 lee	1 •.. 4 9:	 1
	
9.73:	 3.3.5	 9. 6 1.	 3.515	 9.491	 3.+6!	 3.':)_	 i:.44'
	6.096	 0.:43	 0.3;0	 l.d99	 ^.?63	 4.144	 6.00.1	 o.:eb	 y.:.
	
4.:!4
	 4.099	 4.17	 4.:43
	
+.19:	 1.'39
	 4 .36:	 4.'
	
.1;;	 1.310
	 1.14.1	 .54'	 1.:95	 1.744	 1.?1'
	AZIAUTH	 1:0.)0 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE IATRIX
	
15,,1,
	 15.?84	 1!.064	 15.176	 13.40:	 14.3!3	 11,14!	 t`...o^
	
1,.:9!	 1!.439	 11.307	 14.748
	




14.541	 13.855	 13.711	 13.531	 11.3x0	 1 4 .047	 1 ,3. 9,7
	
1:.704	 1:.911
	 13. •)11	 1.1.4 21 	 1:.339	 1:..39	 1:.443	 1:,^ "	 17.t,•3
	
10.885	 11.071	 11.173	 10.684	 10.640	 11.17 9 	14.3 :1	11.,):3	 14.043
	
9.7 4 1	 9.388	 8. 9 ."	 8.001	 8.590	 8.568	 3.607	 :9	 1:.31.
	
0.101	 *.:S1	 9.374	 '. ; 4!	 6.437	 S.:15	 Al6.1
	






t.,4:	 1.007	 t.7'C	 1 .9 'J	 ..::?	 :.l4^
	
A:'6.404 n 17 0 .40 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
,x
.9 0 3	 10.'):?	 1,.997	 1x .:00	 15.021	 1 4 .36+	 1 !.'!:	 1!.:ai	 :1.777






t!..) O o	 14 .:.13	 13.976	 13.7 1 1	 13. 09 '	 1+,13., 	14,):5
	
t:.726	 13.05;	 13.37'	 13.114	 1:.394	 1.1.41:	 1:.St,	 1:.4`:	 1-.411
	
10. 9 04	 11.158	 11.+16	 It. :31	 11.634	 11.411	 '1.4'3	 .•')	 11,+03
	
3.71t	 8. 4 4,	 ?.133	 3. 9 ' 1 	'.405	 10..14;	 1•). -^	 1•.1.'59	 '3.+3:
'! 7 1.1 44	„•)!	 ;._..
	
.:^^	 '.!')	 . « :	 ^?^r^	 1 301	





























t:?. •)0 DEGREES TCT;I AA:.A+:: IAT4:.t
tS.. V Q 1 r .iJ g ,•	 :J4... 1J .3:° 14.)4!	 ti. all
-
:t t4.^ •.3 14.3: 0 13. 0 4' t:.^J:	 '3.3:'3 1:.:):
': 13.393 13.3x`
1:.1_9 1:.319 1:.32 11.7'. 7 11.1,:+
1').3+7 IO,S:J 1Q.0UO 1 ,) , ):^ 4 4 9'3 0.7 0 4 o.^:'
e.: o, a. +: 7 a.1,; a.+:' a. )!a '.141 a.::3
1,.'8: 1,.i ?^ :.?3J !.°1 e e.) + 3 1,.'3° `..340
J.03e 3.a°3 3.°", +.).0
3,0?^ +•''^
4ADIAnCE .aTs.It
1!, - + ` 1..-	 ) 1..^O t 1J.^:^ 13,)3+ 13., • 3 ^..:^•
t+	 ^;^ 1 • , • ^, 1 •	 :+' 1+	 :_^
1 3 . -x, I;.s'3 1:.,
13.'3: 1 +.37 s IJ.3°0 13.31,: 13.301
1:.33 :.'3'
13	 lee t :.e3a t:	
,,. 1	 ?.+^
1?.3'3 1^.e'e 11.)'.3 1 1.1'1
••,o3a I1,3:: at..r.+
3.:^+ ^.1,t a 3.'s'
1'..;3e





'A6t.E>S.S.S:c;t^-i'n^:°i+E=.E :.i3L .aI; crr	 :^pnCr^I^:
JAU LErIl3'N •	 39 ^::fiG•':TE^E. 'lISIdI.I TY
 ^ 1 ?.00	 :.
C
	)P':Cal ^Er'd •	 .311
	
' y Th •	 t '10 DU REES	 I OTAL GADIOCE MAT;.'(-q 46	 U
	
'1,.3::	 " .:17	 1..057	 t+.:'+
	
14.515	 '+.1,+:	 1+.+e'	 13.695	 13.+53	 j3.; i e 	3.:99
	
15.492	 13.5:6	 13.4 14 	 i:•a06	 1:.e 1 3	 1:.4:5	 1:.615
	




e , ^.^ ,	 0
.98'	 ". o S7	 10.x33
	
1.:51	 3.34+	 1. + 02	 3.0' 1 	9. 1 9 1 	 .543	
1.190
	
;,"0	 S.+ l e	 1.:1,1,	 1,. b 	 6. 1,6e	 '.'')•	 0 • 	 A
	
4.04:	 3.^5:	 +.15 4 	+..+1	 e.'iQ	
1±,^°•
	
;.So o, 	1.1:0	 1.93+	 :.449	 3.•90	
1 .301	 1.._)^
	4:1MUTH	 10.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 
9ATRIX







..,	 13.60:	 13.1,3')	 1:.95)	 12.6:9	 1:.397	 4:•301,
	
12.047	 1:.13 1 	 :.I:.	 11.41'
	
1 0.303	 14.3 3	 19.4 1 2	 9.3 9 4	 9.7 0 1	 0.e0%	
^'00t
	
a.:a+	 3.3:5	 9.33'	 '.9 0 4	 '. x 1,8	 + .31,	 ^•=33
107
	
r :^i	 l.1, , :	 1.05+	 r
	




1 , i j :	 1.!31	 l.e+ l 	•, Jr)
4ZIMUr4 • 0 u.)^ DEGREES	 TO';I- 4AD:A4CE AATCIA




14. 7 57	 14,34+	 13.3: 0 	13. 1,43	 13.: 4 4	 13.:'3
	




12.08:	 1:.:QS	 1.. :Q9	 11.1,60	 tt.:^ l 	't.'':	
" .:33
	
'9.3.5	 1').445	 10.+S1,	 0 . 0 3:	 9.903	 9.a+6	 ?' :.
	
3.:'9	 ?.Iel	 3.411	
4 , 099	 + , e,0	 ,^,:	 '--




iABLE B.5.6 M F-;TmQ3P4E = E 4t1AL'S:; FOR A "LANGP g ILE GRASS CAN; ?t LA'*'._
4AVELENGTH =	 .80 MI:R0mETc	 VIS1?ILiT'' =	 4.00 ^6. AL'.IT 1,DE _ ?0':.) rm
OP T ICAL DEPTH a ,089
AZIMUTH a	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
15.016	 14.210	 13.658	 12.6 A 4	 12.171	 1 1 .702	 11.3'1	 11.a6t	 19.863
	


























	 ,7 .342	 ,7 .949	 9.239	 12.730	 24.54
	
5.17 0	5.308
	 5.456	 5.29	 6.186	 7.076	 9.235 17.592 37.243
	
3.650	 3.609	 3.873	 4.425	 5.327	 7.680	 14.J28 31.J81	 705.20i
	1.481
	 1.660	 2.120	 2.92;	 4.929	 ?.?52 :3.360	 01.039 151.013
	









	 13.520	 13.127	 12._01	 11.777	 11.248	 11.247	 11.373	 14.413
	
11.500	 12.330	 12.136	 11.352	 11.00 54	 10.648	 10.609	 10.31 13	 17.541
	
10.946	 10.913	 10.799	 10.125	 ?.313,'	 9.620	 9.io4	 15.221
	
9.292






7.4 4 9	 7.363	 6.995	 6.933	 7.205	 7.82:	 12.:41
	
5.188
	 5.:92	 5.3`1	 5.004	 5.409	 -1.330	 5.5:9	 6.421	 9.1313
	





	 1.932	 2.136	 2.597	 3.:23	 4.03:	 ;.4137
	
AZIMUTH = 90.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE 1A TRIX
	
15.395
	 14.582	 13.955	 12.305	 12.264	 11.755	 11.535	 11.62?	 119.759
	
14.032




12.571	 12.363	 11.513	 11.101	 10.688	 10.5o8	 10.637	 17.118
	




?.3?8	 9.341	 3. 7 9"5









6.7 7 0	 J. Oi:=	 i'),:no
	
5.1 0 8	 7.3'515.3 3 '	 4 272 	 `.':,	 a. ^i'	 4.3:0
	
3.646	 3.516	 3.564	 3.4)3	 -.:'8	 3. 442	 3.56'
	
1.453	 1.400
	 1.503	 1.503	 1.505	 1.695	 1.?37	 2.4:7	 2.374
	




15.657	 14.843	 14.102	 12.989	 12.314	 11.7.11	 11.592	 t t:o13	 19.747
	
14.314	 1 4 .307	 13.80)	 12.609	 12.039	 t1.492	 11._13:	 11.:5 9	1a.035
	







	 10.668	 10.91	 2.35.1	 ?.113 .1	 ^. ,;°	 I:•, j13






7.192	 o.999	 6.°37	 5.31:	 10.3"
	
5.207	 5.346	 5.4:8	 5.07:	 .'. 4 08	 5.148	 4 . 4 72	 5. 11 3	 7 i
	




1.5 •):	 1.54 1	I.6 IL ,	 1.971	 _.')`__
	




11,.:4'	 15.201	 14.2`1	 1_. Q 73	 12.305	 11.307	 1 1 .; 79	 111.,=,	 x.;54
	
14.6;5	 15.7 4 :	 14.95:	 15.2y7	 1?.351	 11.5aS
	




14.191	 1.501	 13.3:.7 	1:,465
	
11.40 .1	 11.400	 10.3V1	 17.)`3
	
11.191	 11.991	 13.299	 14.326

















5. 5 1"	 5..	 .	 0..i	 7,	 11.3:^




T4iL=B.6.1 3;DF-°TM 13SF rc: E ANA Lri	 = u;	 :?NO; n1__ •3 = a: C"1	 A:
uAVEL C N6 ` N	 .33 11CROMETERS.	 3.0', ^1. ArJ:r 1 DE - 7 '... 'J .•
	








3. 9 09	 3.610	 3.506
	
3.^-1 5	 3.:44	 3.175
	




















3. 7 75	 3. 1 0:	 3.:00
	
3. _`SJ	 3.310	 3.:`0
	3.014	 _.85 4 	_.911
	
_.33=	 =.354	 2.341
	1.230	 1 .280	 7.804
	
1.: 9 1	 1.309	 t,3!'
.880




4.513	 4 .:04	 4.033
	
3,•>at



































3.1 7 1	 3.341	 4.404
	
3. 119	 3..)b	 3.S "
	
2.44:	 ^._'^	 14,1`4,:
TOTAL RADIA,r C E MATE:!:
	
3.?88	 3.926	 3.900	 4.014
	
3.757	 3..':9	 3. 7 3 9 	3.910
	





1 4, 1!6	 _.51'	 3.35:	 3J
	
1.3: 1 	 ..164	 4.065	 3.4:3
	
1,650	 :.351	 5. 9 1:	 14,7So
TOTAL RAD:aNCT MATRIX
	
4.035	 3.964	 3. 9 3 1 	4.03a
	
3.336	 3.70.	 3.'35	 3. 7 '-
	
3.SSS	 1.53 7 	3.53	 3.':)
	
3.230	 3..53	 3.3 1 ')	 3.`33
	
_.33'	 :.3'3	 :. 1 '3	 ..:9'
	




1.460	 44,61:	 .'^ .3	 ^.^).
	






	3. 04 1	 3.38?	 3.854	 3.=`.3
	
3.030	 3.046	 3.041	 3.714
	
3.35'	 3.353	 ..3'3	 3.509
3.•33
	




.35•)	 .^s:	 1.•)96	 '•--
73T4L RW 4NC= iATRli
	




4.006	 3. ; `5	 4. 4,3.3
	 9 	 3.3`3	 3.9:1	 _.^It
	
3.011	 3.005	 3.:^a	 3.7?3
	
3.153	 3.:00	 3..5.	 3.s+0
	
..b.5	 _.660	 2.2 :3 	 2.99 9
	
..0 9 3	 :.130
	
.38'	 i4,):J	 t.._.	 :111
TOTAL RADIANS: AT;li
	
1.130	 s. Al	 4..):3	 4.' )1)
	4,:0
	 3.2)9	 4.!' 3 	4.l::
	







. 3 1 !	 _.4I'll 	..:7r	 - 
c.r
4. 1 ''	 J.609
4. 4 50	 0.040





















1 . 3 ^:	 4,.1 59





7 3FL: 8.6.29RD ; -471 +3 c ? 4E- E 4NAL!SI: `OR 4 a_s14O.C.r_^ '3;455 :AN tc t LAI=4.)
JAVE6EsGT4	 .49 MICROnE'ERS. 'CIS:?Il:'Y n 1).OJ 1cn. ^LTiTUDL _ ^':0.:) ,n
OPTICAL DEPT4 = .4:9
	4:IMUTH	 1.00 DEGRE=S	 TVAL RADIANC_ nATR:X
	5. 4'1	 4.15:	 4.108




3.741	 3.013	 3.34;	 3.119	 7 .048	 4.107	 6.301
	
3.948




	 3.062	 3.052	 3.103	 3.:33	 3. 7 34	 5.')'3	 8.s33
	
:.'19	 2.S81













1.0 12 	 :.IOS







2.10 0 	3.91:	 9.441	 :1.3:7
	 42. 4 30 185.910
	




5.026	 4.6 71)	 4. 233	 3.934	 3.303	 3.703
	 3.'34	 4. • )1+)	 5.671
	
3 ..1 31	 4, :15	 3.3 99,	 3.':4	 3.5::	 3.563	 3.039	 3. 0 3;	 5.Jo't
3.309	 3.35'	 ?.499	 3,9_0
	




:. 9 94	 „ ??c	 :.7:9	 :.'15	 :.."1
	 :.3'o	 3.''3	 3.39+	 7
	
.. 344	 :.307	 :.299	 :.334	 :.404	 :.003	 :. X 46	 3.301)
	1.3,'4	 +.30 9 	1.398	 1. 0 '5	 :.!•)3	 :.333	 :. 9 '_9	 3.a3S	 9.1.76
	. 3:










5.803	 4.860	 4.358	 4.03 0 	3.353	 3.'39	 3.'74
	 4.046	 5.37
	
4. 9 01	 4.335
	






4 .' = 3	 3.9 9 9	 3.734	 3.399	 3.4 90 	3.44:	 3.497	 3.713	 5.3 :4
	
3.x14	 3.408	 3.3:0	 3.:i'	 3.::a	 3.' 0 '	 3.:':	 3.542	 5.130
	









1.335	 1.3 1 '	 1.3.' 4 	 t.4:`	 .40:
	









	 4. 3 83	 4.117	 3. 1 09	 3. "3	 3.7'4
Ir	 4.3'0	 4.47_
	









3.387	 3.0:,	 3.404	 3.000	 3.5' • 	3.+ % :	 3.+ = :	 :.>>:	 ^.i:
	
3.)S'	 3.044	 3.':7	 3.''s	 3.13:	 3.131	 3.:4l	 3."?:	 4.311
	:. 4 0'	 :. 4 69	 :.531	 :.449	 :. 0 0..	 ;,794	 _.333
	 3.1'0	 _•7s,	 :
	







1.'4''	 t. 1 :o	 !.	 '1111''	 ?..
	
::IMUT4 = 17 0 .00 DEGREES	 TO T AL ;Ai1 I4MCE MATRIX
	
3.4`.3
	 5.3 7 7	 4.50 9
	3.205	 3.312
	 3.'':	 3.907	 '4
	
S. 4 ; o 	0.304	 5. 4 :5	 +.07:	 +1122'	 5.991	 7.2 9 3	 1.')::	 ..^3i
	
4,434	 5.^ 4J 	 6.31'	 S.S.i1	 4.'4)
	
4. :51	 4„1^4	 4^1.1C	 ^,r•.
	
3.'3:	 4.181	 3.304	 4.013	 4,::; re-
	
^. "_




+,,^+.3	 S.)9:	?.3^.	 3.	 4.^^4	 1112'
	
+.^}'	 ..'^01	 _.34	 _.=1^	 1.::	 7117'.	 ..1	 7211.'.	 1111
	
1,j1;	 1.1:^









,avE' E^► G'^ _	 .a9 RIL'RO,E T : ' S. '1i::: :I'' -	 1. ^) r;n. ALT:T:DE	
^,..),,>> . •
	)P'tICAL DEPTH 2	 .909
	
4::nUT4 =	 1100 DEGREE:	 TOTAL RADIA• •+CE 16141C
	
'. 1 53	 `.313	 4.3 ,)'.	 3.7 00	3.50"	 3.33'	 3.3 1
4	 3.55:
	
5.388	 4. :08	 3.079	 3.400	 3.250	 3. t4 :	
3.A C	3.704	 5.355
	






3.4 7 4	 3.040	 2.882	 2.346	 _.39 `	..)90	 3.^
+1 	 1,>>1	 :..3'
	' _.950	 2.598	 :154 1	:,Sot 	
1.35	 3114] .^-









1.a +: 	 1.5:4	 1192=	 =.55 1	3.3'4	 '.039	
181)+ .7	 33.) ,)1	 :o.y_i
	
1.101	 1•.335	 1.9-23 	 3.010	 5.593	 11. 0 :3	
.3.0.?`-
	
A :IIUTH	 00.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 1AtFI(




11'0 9	3. 486	 3.`.9'	 3.373	 3.241	 3..:'
	





• .t	 3..:'	 3.021	 913	 :.38-	 = '')'	 3.)^5	 3.S''	 SSS
	
x ,03'	 , , ' ?9	 2.503	 :.Sa y 	..0!3	 :.' • 3	 3.''?:	 3.:45
	:.310	 _.:16	 4	 _.330	 . . S y O	
=.9`1	 ;1	 ..'')3
	
.9'4	 1.863	 1.983	 I.
00.)	 1,149	 ..4''	 3. •)' 1	3 00 :	 3;^t	 -
	
. 1 :0	 1,450	 1.543	 1.	
_	
' . 0y:	 =1503	 3.' 0 'i 	 4. :3'	 oo'
	1 099
	 1,1'78	 1.333	 1.610	 :.)3"!	 2.598	 3.40t)
	y?11JTH
	
DEGREES	 TO T AL RAJI W E MAT:IX	 -
	er.331
	





5.:1t	 4.396	 3.335	 3.551	 3.312	 3._98	 3.103
1 211	 3.97_	 ;	
-•-
"	 3.15:	 3.145	 3.342	 S.'`tt
	
1 ".S	 .. ^3	 3.30
	




3. ).1	 _.380	 -'Sri_,	 :..	 _.	
1	 .._
	
2.31?	 ..31?	 :.:	 _ 1 -	
1111]
	
1 • , '_ 5	 1. 338	 1 1,4
_.ili T - - ':9J J!? :E'0"nE_] T OTAL RAU:;NNE 1Atn.<
	
3. 7 +8	 0.650	 5. 1 `•0	 4.:40	 3.']d
	0.'92	 e.:70	 5.:54	 4.341	 3.35 4	3.5:5	 3.3'0
	 3.1=]	 1j
	5 938	 5.'97	 4.390	 y.__	 3.315	 :.510	
3.33 0	 3. i:5	 ^.i +
	
3. 4,p	 3. 4 x4	 4.005	 3.40•+	 3.,"	 ="	 s.'•`•':
	3.31 	 3.']:	 3.)'3	 i.':_	 1.i3v
	:.395	 :.51'	 _.319	 2.'S'	 2. 3';^'	 -•3==	
;.3'	 ,.43a	 :.1io
	
, . 430	 .^'•^	 1.`64	 1.7oo	 .3:3	 :.?33	
:.,la	 _•:`.':
	
0 y	 t ,}o 0	 99	 1.3."
	
s 1-0,00 DEu IZ EES	 70TAL,
-
	




x.102	 10.?3°	 0:	 5.5 ?^ 	 1.17:
	5.3:3	 '.5 1 9	 10.51-	 d.' 1 0	 `..3:°	 1.56.'	





	 7 1^0	 0..91	 ^,?1'	 ^,_.
	.1'7 90	3.	 _	 5.35t^	 ^.....	 _.3 1 3	 19.oDa	





3. •''`	 ..,^^	 ^`"	 .^.-'.	 .._ 	 :
'	
t	










°L.4NQ^iiL: 3kMSS Car+OPv ^AI a4.V
















































.1.2 0 1	 12.4::
	
.: ^ 4	 .080
1Ai ^IX
	


















































































iA?LE 3.6.L8RDF- o inQiPM:,:t ANA LIS IS C 'JR A
'7AVELE4 i T M a	 .30 hI:RCn1cT^^S. '1ISIBILiT!
JPTICAL DEPTH a
	









	 16.760	 16.762	 1o.710	 1
	
1 6.295

















.701	 7. 0 S1	 7.659	 7.748
	 ,96o
	















	 1'.576	 17.402	 17.373	 1'.194	 1
	17.500	 I'.051	 16.907	 16.300	 16.73 0 	I
	








12.464	 1:.364	 12.344	 1
	10.151	 10.114	 10.091	 10.066	 10. •)06	 1
	
'.705	 7.5 4 7	 7.619
	 7.573 7.031
	































	 1 :.539	 12.503	 12,402	 1=.358	 t
	
10.161	 10.13 4 	10,113
	 too)-i	 9. 3 49	 1
	
.70 9
	7.513	 ..517	 .=^')	 .l0:
	





1.413	 1.419	 1.4:3	 1.373









	 16. 1 :3 	 10.839	 1
	










':.'0.'	 1 :.590	 12.593	 1.1 .50 0 	1:.475	 I
	
10.170	 10.107
	 10.173	 10.161	 10.')98	 1
	
.7 1 4	 7.01 1 	7.05!
	 7.707	 7.630
	






AZ :itliH	 17 0 ,)0
	 DUREE3	 70T4L	 RADIANCE
	13.351






1,'. 4 8,'	 17 1 6 4	 17 0"
	
15. 4 24	 16.:.'0	 15.3.' 4 	16.:6:	 10.)90	 1
	
14 2 3 :^	 14.7°3
	
14. 9 :3	 t 1.2^3	 11,145	 t
	
1:.'2-3	 1:.07'	 12.935













4.)4	 1. 4 '3	 :4	 .o!	 1.'7.30
84
15.345 t5.'^: 24.4:3
14. a _' S.. =s _4.'3












TAIL: B .6.^ n :	 •'1u3P'^_== ahc_ ]i3
4AVELENG TH =	 .3-) ^i:RO`:-E36• vISI ---
OPTICAL ?EPTH =	 .301
	
AZ:nUTH	 t,'iJ DUPEES	 'OTAL RADI;NCE WRIA
	
17.59'	 1•!.893	 16. •1'0	 16.319	 1 6.194	 1S.')?
	
16.750	 16,166	 15.342	 1 !.734	 1;.551	 15..'4
	
15.5.0	 1 5.04'	 14•''34	 14.'16	 ;1,'.'9	 14.:28
	
14.')39	 13.,:4	 1.53 a 	'3. 4 31	 13,J1p	 13._O1
	
9.5 00 	9. e 4i	 v.°:	 7.5.3	 7 .5°'	 ?.^7°
	
4.306	 4.33 4 	 4 .403	 4,' 00 	e,SQS	 ',')J1
	
;,41'	 1.53:	 1.314	 :.333	 3.'35	 '.158
	
A:IlUTH = 60.00 ^: PEES	 T O T AL RAD:.;'ICE .t: T R:X
	
1'.7S o	10. = ;0	 1..:3'	 16.35'	 i7.i 1 9	 15.71:
	
l^.e'3	 17. : - ^ 	i5." 0	 tS..	 ?	 '5.533	 !`.__4
	
15.:a')	 1:. .J	 14,34'	 ;4,'7 .1	 1 4.: a `	 1 { . _3)
	





t:.'):J	 1 '.!^.	 11.?4'	 ti^7^	 11.4'74	 1':. » 7
	x.5:9	 Q.-,10 	 9.45.,	 :.334	 9.35'
	
3.3V5	 4.=^^	 3.__.	 4.:';i	 4.4`1	 4.] >;
	
1 . 4 'i7	 1 . 4 33	 1 .: : 1	 1 .5^^	 1 . 72 :1 0 	 :.:' )
	
; :IAUTH - 0 :. V ) ;5;i :S	 T0';;. RA:114 ,41,: ATr%
	
1'.' , 0	 1'.^3:	 !o.` ; 3	 1 o.: 9c	 , x.134	 15..':5
	
15.3 00 	 1.7.3u1	 10..1 1	 tS.3J 7 	ie.:4:	 1^.:=3
	
11, • y;	 1„3 c.J	 '3._74	 1... - .	 '. +1°	 '...'6S
1:.745 3
1 ._	 { - -	 - '3	 =•=^-
	
4 :InU T H = 1:'j .): DE:REc3	 TOTAL	 .1 I 1 :AvC: ,ATE:X
	
1'.8.5	 1' 1.1	 15.•59	 1. 3 ;5	 16.1'• 1	 1 ;, ":
	




1 5. 2):5	 14.303	 11,41S
	
14
. ' 0 9 	 13. 0 7:	 13.33'	 t3."'^	 1_.61 0	13._:5
	
1 :. )a = 	' ' . ar^3	 t t .'+S:	 1 1 .3:1 7	 t :. 5"	 1 1 .4^.]
	
^ •7 -	 '•---	 ^..:3	 ^..	 7.44-	 ._.3
	4.33'	 4.:'?	 4.:13
1 .7 .'1': JE	 E 	 '')T	 kA^IA,VCE 4AT^::^
	
1'. x '3':	 •'.: 4 e	 t0. _	 18.3'6	 .^.^').)	 1.,-y0
	
1 2 ,1•)4
	 1'.'".	 '^.__	 1 •i.:::	t :.^" 4 	 ..4_1
35
	
, ►. li N AL PAGL I)
IMF P 1 w)K QTT:ITATY
	:__H.6.6 3R^F - A' +u 5' °^Er_ aNAl1 .. F4 :;	 . .^s5i CAhG?' .Ai=^.:
IjAUELE^IG T H =	 .3J 0ICROM`: T _R5. Ui3lb1LIT't •	 4.^'u r,1. 	 )DE • 9 ):'.^i rM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .659
	
AZIMUTH	 1,00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADI40CE 1ATRIX
	
17,018
	 15.707	 14.91'	 14.49'	 14.)54	 13. 4 73	 1:.995	 13.44?	 23.'.'
	




13.539	 13.155	 12.957	 12.690	 1_.305	 12.091	 1:.37:	 2:.909
	
12.111 2:	 12. 276 	12.014	 11.865	 11.704	 1!.423	 11.406	 1_'.66:	 22.4 .7
	
10.76 9 	10.522	 10.405	 10,242	 10,174	 10.:0'	 tu.3:3	 12.90 0 	24.342
	
3.584	 3.503	 8. 4 97 	 9.411	 9.53 4 	x.053	 10. 24`;	 14.) 34	27.74
	
o.50 9 	6.403	 6.500	 6.'48	 7.1- 1 	8.1' 9 	11.0:9	 '9,3,	 41, '=
	
3.380	 3. 9 37	 4.141	 4.o38	 5.560	 .. 0 93	 14.206	 31.33 9 	.73.86;
	








A::1UTH = 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCc NATRIA
	




11. 9 70	 14.3 4 6	 13.995	 13.601	 13.)69	 1 :.oT 	 11.1.10 	23.1_9
	
14,;1 0
	.3.')6	 13.2,'7	 13.031	 12.711	 12.:7.'	 11.399
	
1_.901
	 12.37.	 1_.08'	 11.391	 11.,)68	 t1.:61	 10.91.;	 11.-'a'	 20.2.1
	
1 0.9!3	 10.579	 10.42'	 10,21:	 10.'):9	 ; .3':	9 . 7 0 6 	 10.000	 1?.16'
	
8.009	 3.5_7	 8.437	 9.336	 8.136	 8.142	 3.: 1 3	 9.071	 13.113=
	
6,51;	 ) ,110	 6.395	 6. 4 11	 6.3 4 7	 0. 1 321	 6.733	 '.61 4 	13.')1;
	3.373	 3.3'3	 3.91;	 4.00'	 4.') 1?4	 4,404	 4.350	 !.9:_	 9.
	
1.39 a 	1.4 .62	 1.571	 1.79:	 2.0 9 3	 2. 19 5	 3. 111 1 	 )_.	 5.	 1
	AZIMUTH = ?0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
17.39'	 16.079	 15. 1-14	 14.658	 14.147	 13.531	 1:. 79 9	 13. 4 17	 :3.0_3
	




13.504	 13.19:	 I2.80'	 12,: 0 7	 11,949	 12,:50	 :1.525
	
_.381	 12„32	 12,_40	 1..9__	 11.. 4 4	 11,_.1	 10.34	 11._1'	 1 9 . 4 .
	
10.35'	 1').a'	 10.5:'	 10.:98	 t^,030	 9 ';s	 4. 11 x;	 1 11).01:	 1.,?3)
	
9.633	 3.5.'4	 8,48, 	9..:41	 9.1 23 	 11 . 9 :0 	 '.73:	 3.15'•
	
s.5:'	 6. 1 5 :	b.:c5	 6.:33	 6. 1 '6	 ^.)'.	 -	 6.35'	 t4.':
	
3.3,'i	 3.845	 3.931	 3.3:')	 3.77	 3.''.,)	 3.00:	 4.::^	 a.^53
	
1.36 .`	 3?1	 1.108	 1.457	 i.:_.
	
A:IIUTH - 1 :9. 11)1) DESRE-S	 TOTAL RADIANCE 14TUA
	
17.0: 0 	16.340	 15.36_	 14.'4:	 11.197	 13,:°. 	 13.00,)	 1 3.:.	 :3.:-;
15.019	 11.403	 13.963	 13.:13	 1_.051	 13.)0)	 '^`
	
14.61.'	 ! 1 .39°)	 14.041	 13.571	 13.106	 12.484	 11. 4 41	 1
2	 =	 = :2	 = 72
	 a7	 ,	 v
	
1 ,904	 1 .'30
	 t .6	 1 2. 434	 t .J	 It.s	 t'),	 ^	 ,,,_,	 r .,_:
	
1J.0A`
	 0.331	 10.913	 10.SI:	 10.352	 9 . 70 3	 9-") S	 1').')'	 .331
	












1,4 1? 	 1.190
	




'o.)O DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 1AT?Iii
	13.0 00 	16.699	 15.:It	 11.3:6	 14.:48	 13.53 4 	13.013	 1 ..31`.	 :3.:'I
	
10.0 1 3	 1 7 . 3 0 :	 16.1 72	 5.)0:	 11 ,: 11) +	 ' 3.1 ,)9	 1:.75:	 1 3.03)	 __,'4n
	14.'66
	 15.'1'	 16.643	 '5.505	 14.1'1	 13.0'3
	
13.0 4 6	 13.115	 14.599	 to.0 0 2	 14,71,	 13.)0 0	 .3?3	 1 1 .3:'	 ''^. r a
	t0.^5'	 !1..'0	 11.394	 13.3a`.	 1 5.359	 1:.300	 1:.0,0	 11.4t')
	9.033	 3.35:














t.)0 :EsF.EES	 to	 1.9:4	 3.504	
4.a 0%	 3. 04
:,?oa	 2.503	 ..0)	 •6-	 1.8^0	 3.284	 4.538	 8•'=^6	

















. 7 5 9







1.399	 t..	 -	 _°	 5 • ,-n	 !1. )9	 jo. 4 "
	






	 34	 ;y.^tt	 40.:9? t53.y'_o
-;g	 t.Otd	 1.S3o 2.'50
.524naT?Ix
AZIMUTH ' a0.v0 DEuREES	
TOTAL RAUTAMC	






















1 ^y t 	 l , o)q	 _.50^	 _	 '.
	
t too	 1.103	 1.:32	
1.3	
t,^33	 .. 4 -'^	 1.
00;	 1.043	 1.175	 t.3^')	 , '31	 ?1941	 5.':')
	°03	 340	








.6 1,i 166 7
	_ 
3	 RADIANCE MATRI(
	AZIMUTH	 DEGRE 90•)0	 _	
Q	 D	 4 0•
1T •o 4	 3
	
L	 :.^^=	 - ^gy 
z	 7	 05.	 4.641	 ^s	 3.33:	 4,+3)	 9.3 is
x ,545	 2.57.	 :.403	
=.5,9	
^',,;
	 3. ) ` 4	 4. 3t	 ?.331
..t	 2.085	 = 161	
: =5'	
2.{sa	 -o	 x. )63	 7.'`1
	











1..9 3 	1.409	 1.560	 :_^^	 ^ ^"	 =;^	 a,	 _
/	 1	 t.)?n	 11'69	 '.31	 ^:^	 t •',•a	 -,	 ,
	
., 5	ipv	 t.)..	 t	 1119
	 ^.
.'30	 ;_	 -3.°	 .333	 )::
	
•. .0T4 s 
t ,•, DEuRE = 3	 T OTAL 9ADI4h ,•_ 
nyJ^'^	 3X63	 4 .:3_	 :.::+
	













:.41A	 Z.a9 t 	3.	 o
1.990	 1 .999	 ..0 9
5	
- °,







3 1 4'4	 ..,'3
t.:3-	 1.315	
1. 4 3;	 t.^	 ,•-0	 :0.	 :o-





^Si	 'A1	 .264	 „	 ,141-
oJ?	 3b'0 )0 .tEr,R'	 TD,AL ;AD?ANCE yATRI.t	 tdo	 i..a:	 ?.3=
s::nUTH	 t	
0•	 „^	 ^ •
yo_	 :,''^	 3.uo7	
°39	 •+.•t03.437	 3. ^^	
" 1so	 =.qty	 2.^0^	
;	 '	
_	 4 .?•.	
'i. "3.4.9	 j.	 t:	 3.)''"2	 3.49.	 3.3	 :-i1	 +• -^	 d.:
: . p_n	 3.8114 	3.0:5	
3..^0	 3._^5
	
2	 1	 y.sfjy	 •11:11 `	 4•	 a .^; 	 1?.


















T ABLE 8. 7 .2PR,, -ATIIOSP4ERE ANAL ► SIS FOR A LODGEP IM R:NE CAnuPr
JAVE:ZAGTH :	 .68 1ICROMETERS. VI:I9ILITr
	 hA
OPTICAL 'DEPTH =	 .429
	
































1. 0 21	 1.324	 1.792
	1.550	 !.;08	 1.513
	
t. :5:	 1.:41	 1.275
	
1.430









































1. 4 03	 t.5:
	
.33:








4. 7„ 	 3?,	 3.15
	
:.340	 3.7:7	 5.003















1.376	 : . ?47
1. 4 96	 2. 1 30	 3.^:t
1.073
	 2.0: 0 	`,.O;t
2.')81	 3.303	 3.3"5
TOTAL RADIANCE MAT RIX
2.504	 :.;18
	 :.932




1.614	 1. 7 32	 2.110
1,3 9 7	 1.5 1 0	 1.95.1
t. ,r 9	 1.4%	 1 .877
1.133




TO T AL RADIANCE mATnIX
2. b'8	 2.609	 :.308
2.530	 2.554	 2.8:7
2.303	 :.242	 2.448




2.-`6	 2.7: 4 	:.'44
Ir5
:.676	 :.54^





































- 0 9	 9. ; 46	 _^ • ,+
	




'x.090 4.0 1N 7.8 So
:.867 3.390 .^:5
:.01 0 3.944 .4?0
:.;t7 3. 0 13 '.}+
2.o37 4.019 6.47=.
_.'34 3.? 0 5 "5.';a
3.307 4.2 1 3 9.!t.
3.119 4.003 7.626
2.877 3.74 ; 7, i 152
2.911 3.0 0 5 7.12,1
:.516 ..349 ;.=s-









I . Z ::
j .J .




4 ::14,j,A a	 1 . ,)V DE5 ; S. j 	 TOTAL 1r: 3 ^^^.	 I
	






- .087	 1.3tS	 1.726
	
'.'93	 2.i,)J	 2.4t7	 3.235
	
1, 0 44	 1.500	 I.S12
	
I.aS2	 1. 7 52	 ..5?'	 ." o
	
t .376	 1 ._°a	 ' .37t
	
1.01+	 2.'?0o	 j, + ? t 	:.:1=
	1.'43	 t.t95	 1.300
	
1 „' 4	 1.251	 +.345
	^^:yU TN = 60.10 DEIREES
	
TOTAL RAUiA •10E 44TfiI1
	0.:8:	 4. 1 74	 3.:45
	
: . 70 7	 2 . ) ^ 3	 _.^05	 _.7'^
	















1.524	 t.5 "4 	'.045	 t.' 0 :	 ..^8'	 :.015
	
r, .3:	 t.: 41	 .353
	
t.47:	 1. 05	 :.:, t9	 2.:59
	
I.'0 r.	 1.'33	 .:30
	
I, )43	 1.950	 1,174
	
42I^utH	 01).90 DE's==:^









3.350	 2. o i:	 2.535
	
2,14s	 2,2rr	 2.140	 _ :^^
	




1.:4 17 	 '.i j :	 35
	
4=1mu y	 12'1.:') JE:rc_.
2.+4.	 2.:33	 _. r.3:	 2.:3?
	
1,47 0 	 1,0 1 5	 1.'07
	





























TABLE g,7,4BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANAL(SIS ►0R A LODGEFOLE PlmE CaNOP,
	
WAVELENGTH =	 .30 MICRO B E'_= y . d:3:3ILI Tf = 23.':4 KM. ;L':Tu:E	 9!;.)4 ^;1
OPTICAL DEPTH = .:2:




10.624	 11.304	 11.420	 12.0:3	 13.:80	 15.474	 19,116	 2x.683	 59.511
	
10.00a
	 10.173	 10.6.8	 11.423	 1..533	 14.754	 17.04:	 25.122	 56.025
	
8.658	 8.647	 8.725	 9.922	 10.721	 12.692	 14.194	 13.337 53.480
	
7.391	 7.623	 9.097	 9,092	 10.167	 12.312	 15.792 23.081	 53.A2
	
6.079	 6.322	 6.858	 7.653	 8.565	 10.296 13.123 20.590 49.337
	
4.794	 4.959
	 5.37 0 	5.959	 6.37:	 3.596	 11.318	 19.149	 48.55A
	
3.481	 3.615




5 4	 983	 3.654	 5.512	 ?.943	 :3.3'^
	
.716	 .863	 1.133	 1,620	 2.012	 5.215	 12.642	 3'.19: 13"_.34:
	
AZIMUTH = 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10,a52	 11.336	 11,453	 12.051	 13.297	 15.488	 19,122	 2 6.58:	 50.4%
2 • 	 ^^
	
0.037	 10. A 31	 10.4, .+	 11.360	 t .36	 14.7 60 	 t„930	 ^.:^ 3 3	 ..,..36
	9.59 	 9.692	 8.767	 9.956	 10.738	 12.6:".	 16.11 4 	23.0'3
	
,'• .012
	 ..65.'	 8.129	 9.110	 1?.161	 12.24;	 1:.,571	 ::.315
	
0.093	 s.340	 5.973	 ..a48	 8.510	 10.111	 13.10 0 	1	 19t
	




4.9 0	 r.3.	 .9	 6.. ^	 8.18_	 10. •300	 Is.	 :d.14:3
	
1. 4 86	 3.611	 4.011	 4.431	 4,974	 6.165	 3.1`,7	 1:._ 4 7	 23.590
	
1.356	 1,932	 :.259	 2.617	 3.015	 3.385	 5.301	 8. 1.49	 19.i'i'
	?0 	 ,937	 1.134	 1 .330	 1.838	 2.599	 4. 0 4)
	+ZIMUTH = 90.00 OE:REES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.684	 11.373	 11.486	 12.074	 13.314	 15.301	 19,129	 26.5.76	 59, 428
	
10.014	 10.288	 10.733	 11.51:	 12.606	 14.11 96	 17.937	 23.00:	 55.550
	
8.722	 8.749	 9.834	 10.015	 10.,'8'1	 12.709	 16.107	 5
	
7.633	 7.104	 9.184	 1 .164	 1).201	 12.257	 15.516	 22.:10	 ;1.005
	
5.107	 6.379	 5.913	 7.o85	 3.524	 10.-'89	 1 :.^9a	 13.960	 4'.'54
	4.303	 5.304	 5.°:t	 6.7':3	 3.10"	 1').t91	 15.,15
	








.81.	 .?96	 1. 1 14	 !.3v9	 .33d	 '. ' Alr	 :.071
	




11.5'3	 1..)98	 13.334	 15.514	 9.!36	 !4.334
	
10.117	 10.386	 10.333	 1 1.584	 12.s6a	 14.34'	 17.9oa
	
8.154	 8.840	 8. 0 6:	 10.12'1	 10.387	 1:,,'?1	 '0.'64	 2::X3 4 	`:.')6^
	
7 .055	 7.,"1	 8.:39	 0 .23 0 	10.313	 12.361	 15.593
	
6.1:3	 6.428	 7.00:	 7.793	 8.642	 10.199	 13.087	 18. 001	 43.s1'
	
4 .3':	 5.0:3	 5.45'	 1.004	 1.90'	 9.210	 10.577	 15.66!
	
1.404	 3.0:5	 4.) 4 8	 4 .460	 -1 . 0 7-1 	6.080	 '.300	 1 1 .5':	 4
	
..?55	 1.?23	 Z.:38	 3.53:	 4.X1!	 '^	 ^.•!:.
	
." 3 .	 61	 .95:	 .00:	 . ' .5	 1. 4 :?	 1.99')	 :.a3'	 Z.:3!
	
AZii1UTN = 119.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
•^	 ,	 2-	 r,	 q	 :	 •^




11.'31	 12.76;	 13. 0 '3	 13.4:-	 :S.v:3	 _5.+:+
	
9.787	 9.047	 0,4:9	 '0.4 0 3	 '1,148	 1:.^8!
	
7 .577	 7. 0 "	 B.a55	 0 .99: 1^.373	 15 . 21 3	 !! .6	 t
	
0.'3 0 	6.510	 7.:4:	 3,; 4.)	 0 .037	 11.)31	 13.73 0	 11. =-1
	
+.?:.	 5. 7)90	 5.01:	 5.-1370	 _:	 75	 1:.01 7 	is. 1	7'-1
	
..-1CO	 3. : a	 ^. ^'1	 S.S^)	 .3y^	 1.• ::3	 14,E	 .
	
"39	 "::	 30'3	 t.+:?:.4e'
30
4iL: B.7.50RDF-4TnOSPHE^E anA. ::'s ^'.; : LO'.^GE1"..c ?I'+: :=t•':'
'JAVELENG'N	 I: K-,
	OPT:CAL DEPT H •	 ?o'
	
4::1u TN	 1,04 DEGREES	 TAT:L:A11iAN:: MATRIX
	
10.463	 10.945	 10.3'+	 11.334	 1:.379	 14,:33	 17.:03
	
9 .094	 9.727	 10.)71	 10.'35	 11.6'5	 13.5'4	 16.:30
	
8.313	 8.232	 8.253	 °.319	 9,991	 11 '00	 14.741	 :0,311
	 51.30+
	
',249	 7.238	 7.349	 8. :,42	 9,491	 it-390	 14,4:2	 20.81 7	5'.356
	
5.'94	 6.000	 6. 4 ?3	 7.210	 8.03 9	9.30°	 12.66:	 19,9 9 "	 48.)30
	
4.:60	 4.717	 5.108	 5.357	 0.`3 4	9.:"	 1 1.3 :-9	 18.5+
o	 au. :^:
	
3.33:	 3.46:	 3.359	 j.:'9	 :.,:2'r	 9. 0 91	 10.66._'•-
	
1.313	 .934	 :.35;	 :. 0 03	 3.9 1 1	 6.:1:	 It.81a	 28.10:	 42.,14
	
.823	 .95'	 1.311	 1,961	 3.368	 '.00^	 17.::3	 49.460 140.3_9
	
AZIMUT`+ • 60.00 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	








9.373	 9.309	 3.3!5	 9 .363	 10.007	 11.6':	 14,594	 :?.
4 e0	 ::.3,;?
	
- ..94	 '._°?	 ? .691	 9.59 7	 0 . 4 ''	 11 :95	 14. , 1	
to, 0 ;	 40,0-1
	
` .310	 0.03:	 3.:4!	 9,.	 7.048	 9. i 4	 tl.^i:	 1^ 
14j	 4i..s5J	 '
	
4.5'3	 4.729	 5.0 97 	5.S' o 	6.311	 7.o)S	 9.910	 14.!87	 i	 7 ?1
	
..337	 3.+53	 3.9:3	 4.:'5	 4,'19	 5.3':	 .oi9	 1! ===	
- .`^:
	
1.316	 1.8 0 3	 2.:)9	 :.Se1	 2. y 67	 3.814	
5,t.^J
	.313	 .873	 1.013	 t.:.3	 1. :43 9	2.040	 :.37'
	
A:I,tUT4	 ?0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIA!+C: MATRIX





3.434	 3.406	 4	 0 .449	 10.466	 11.'4:	 14.555	 :').:''	 +°•':Je
	
7.324	 7.344	 7. 7 73	 3.63 1	 9 .51 9	1t,:9.	 t+.?::	 I
o,oR4	 4$,04°
	
: .937	 J'o	 l.S::	 .30	 ^`5	 9 .: 1 3	 :3	 1o..:g
	
4.590	 4.'54	 :.t''	 ^.:?3	 ^.:'3	 7.: a ^	
o,or! 3	 , 3..'`	 :'
.3	 1.974	 ..' r S	 .. ':	 _	 4.:•.	 a.j.*
	
J	 % .
	AZIrUT4 • !:?.J4?E-5;E-:S	 TOTAL AD1AMCE IA 74
	
i4.o° 1	it.!3o	 11.)5.•'	 11.44 0	1:.450	 11.:84	 j 7.: 0.6	 :i.s"0	`.0.::4
	
> > 7f	 !').130
	
1'i.43:	 iC. o 37	 11.355	 13.97 ,	 16.__.J
	9.+9 3	 3.:8 0	3.0•,1	 e .e:9	 t4.::1	 11.011	 14, 9 1 9	:'?.3t)	
4 ^ _,,^
	






x .361	 6.158	 0.0 0 5	 ^.	 3.'.J	 -
	
4.5 00	4.80:	 5.:? 0	S.'4'	 0.411
	
i.3 4 '	 3.421	 3.307	 :4:	 4.41'
	
3 1 :	 1.37!	 :.'^?	 :. 4 35	 :.'3:	 ..43.	
4,4 r 	 4!3	 f.
	
.' o :	 .900	 .30R	 1.r::	 'a	 .4	 ,.9ae	 ..'S'	 .. -
:::nuTd • " 9 . 0^ DEGREES	 'IT4L RADIANCE 1AT4:1
	
1 0.9 4 6	 tt.: :.d 	1'.1'3	 11.4; ? 	 1:. 4 85	 t+.::'4	 t'.: 9 =	 '.9.914
.)48	 '')."):
	
1J.?53	 1	 '97	 !6.. * J	 ._	
•	
.3.14;1
8.5 :.+	 9 .0 7 0	9 .6!0	 1').:0:	 +0.684	
I4'= ,•r
	3.0 '	 t ') =-°	 10. 7 0.	 1:. 1 38	 t4.^
:





7.' 4 :	 ^. 4-0	 0.: 0 4	 11.91°	 1:. ''	 4=•--
x .30 0	t.c70'	 j .:67	 :.'45
91
TABLea,7,6 ekD: - AT4OSP4E*. E arALfSIS FO& A LUGEPOLE P INE CA'OW
WAVELENGTH • . a0 1I:R01ETERS. VISIIiL.T 'f • 4.00 Km. AL; : T',Df • 90 0. 00 KA
OPTICAL DEPTH • .ea9
	














	 d.232	 8.720	 10.071	 12.540	 18.077	 ;:.677
	
6.650	 6.536	 6.8:7	 7.548
	 a.308	 9.878	 12.446	 1?.357	 1
	








4.607	 5.107	 5.935	 7 .574	 IO.a40	 1'.' 1 3	 4x.'03
	
3.060	 3.179	 3.585	 4.117	 5.045	 6.973	 11.108	 21.::9
	 56.:::
	




1.139	 1.632	 2.548	 4.604	 9 .7:7	 23.373	 81.43'	 . 0 77
	4:IMUTH	 • 60.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE MATRIX
	






9.611	 10.239	 11.667 13.':1 ' a .'A9 54 3i
	
7.412	 7.60	 7.519	 a.307	 9.741	 10.031	 12.3oa	 1 '.0 4 9	 51.a!6
	
6.730	 6.637	 41. 0 '1 0	 '.5' 4 	8.:':	 1.7!6:.016	 1'..._	 1 ' .:'3
	5.324	 5.463	 5.3:0	 0.3 7 5	 6.969	 8.015	 1o. ::6	 14.913	 44.1.47
	
+.175
	 4.296	 4.5.'9	 4.191	 5.587	 6.663	 d.0v6
	 !:.3 : 4	 3'. •^'^
	3.064
	 3.164	 3.489	 3.826	 4 .269	 5.226	 4.313	 10.0';	 22.047
	
1.752	 1 d3	 :. 1 1 8	 :. 4 62	 2.851	 3.082	 4.907	 '.338	 13.410
	
.931	 1.011	 1.179	 1. 4 54	 1.811	 :.372	 3.230	 4.080	 '.;'.0
	







	 1 2.:7:	 14.6:3	 :^.: o o	 '8.403
	





	 13.7'3	 1 9.110'.	 /.4.019
	3.061	 '.886	 7.74'	 3.467	 3.833	 10.071	 1:.3:1	 1 7 ,43	 X1,:33
	







	 ? . % 9:	 ^•.^	 ^;. t0
	
4 .:00	 +.334	 4 .0:1	 4 . 2 3'	 :a	 0.477	 :. 74	 ;4	 ?0.'18
	
3.07 9	3.i 1 3	 3.4'0	 3.' 4 8	 :,^v^	 4 .36 4	0..'s
7f	 •	 1	 2 .7f	 •	 f	 / f	 !f
	
1. 
.0	 1.e'),	 ..03.	 .. 15	 3.034
	
3.3.8	 ...	 .,^
	.91'	 ,039	 1.0 1 5	 1.±: 0	1.:40	 1.410	 i.900	 2.+GI 5	 .433
	














0 .96a	 1 0.138
	
0.010	 10.01 1	10.501	 11.81:	 13.''3	 1 4.99	 54.40'
	
3.:0 9




3.'!'	 3.016	 °. 9 5:	 1 2.)3	 10. 0 '.	 '). . -,
	:.41 6	 /..' 1 5	 : 06	 "1	 :9:	 3.277	 10.'33	 1 4..	 _.454
4.34'	 S.'^'	 '..95	 ^..''+	 3.333	 1	 io..-.
	3.)88	 3. :17	 3.567	 3.3 0 3	 4.:63	 5.)4.	 0.: 4 0	 3.874	 •.
	
..'4d	 1.810
	 2.073	 ..334	 :.6::	 :. 75	 4.^'j'	 :.	 ,. ?
	
4 0 4	 .921	 1,017	 1.10
	 1.342	 1.646	 :.')e%	 ..3::	 14
	
AZIMU T H	 • 179,00
	 DEGREES	 TOTAL	 R W AMCE ATRIA
	
11.611
	 11.371	 10. .`:'	 10.451	 11.0:4
	
1 :. 3 :0	 14.0+:	 'O .:a4	 19.090
	
10..1:3	 1'.673	 11.)'^




1 1 .)0 9	5x,45,
	7.359	 1 .506
	 14.334	 t o. '?1	 10.:01	 10.94'
	
0. 4 '5	 7 .70 1.
	
0 .401	 1 1.""k	 1 1 .584	 11.::5
	
•. . 5 0 4	 l.:v:	 .:9'	4 ^4'	 '..: 90	 1:.)EO	 124;0	 • -/^	 5 ^ -..^
	
4 . :5J	 + .a1:	 "..:a9	 4.:48
	 °.':1	 ,3.9?:
	 ^ • ..eo
	
1 f . • ''	 3^
	3. J9'	 :.''n	 3. 4 04	 4 .33











^ v-R:i.EL. 1 e1 .
. 911 MI . AL' i T '1:: • '^ r ' . ^,
3.4:4	 3.:o:
T AbLEB.9.I ?RDF-4TnOSP4ERE A • ALSSIS MGR F•aS'JF-E
WAVELEN6TH n .606 mICROMETERS. V 1611 ILITt' n :3
OPTICAL DEPTH n .102
AZIhl'TH n 	 1.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE OATRIX
	
4.593
	 4.166	 3.895	 3.052	 3.335	 3.+09
	
3.7:9	 3.466	 3.37^	 3.1 0 :	 3.1:8	 3.1;,)
	
3. 1 :6 	 :.97e	 :.839	 :.311.3
	2.629	 2.37 0 	 :. 3 =0	 ..460	 2.59'
	
..:41	 1.097	 1. 50	 :.12:	 :.319
	
1 .898	 1.708	 1.694	 ,.v??	 :.323	 3.350
	
1.S n O	 1. 4 67	 1.:5.1 	 t.e:1	 :9	 4.042r
	
1.267	 1.323	 1.:10	 2. 1i.16	 3.11.1	 5.3 .10
	
1.084	 1.:37	 1.530	 2. .168	 3.803	 .4'O
^f
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE 0AL'SIS ;':F PAS"'Jk l-i r'('t:c3El T e '% .
JAVELENOTH n 	 .aO6 1ICR0ME7E;S. VIS.aILITs 	 .)') '•a. +LT:'1I":
OP T ICAL DEP T H .	 •410
4:IAU T4 n 	 1.00 DEGREES	 70T AL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
3.95 0 	4.688	 4.vo '	 3.4`.5	 3.45+	 3.3:5	 3.:.:
	
4.:90
	 3.6'3	 3.4')1	 3.	 3.020	 3.0-13	 3.! A	 3.,'•
	3.370	 :.PS A 	:.820	 2.'o5	 :.704	 ?.330	 3. 1 36	 3	 If
	
2. 7 36	 2.406	 :.33:	 :.A t e	 :. 5 4 4 	 :. 1 8:	 3.41;
	
t, p3.J	 1,'41
	 • . • 4t	 :.: 4 e	 ;'3	 _.
	
.350	 1.=4i	 i.^'!'	 ..lei	 ). : Q	 t4•	 ...
	
t .:.'1	 '.AAU	 1.93 1 	..B6 % 	 n..;,80	 '4.3'= 3	 _:..;'	 '..=^:
?k 7h-A?^OSPHE?E 4 ,1 AL !SI5 1,5A .4W'JRE	 071 .
9AVELENGT4 •	 .606 '1ICROnETERS. JISi9ILITT R	 .1 . 0 1) kh.
OPTICAL DEP TW 2	 .;:'
4::hu'', •	 .JO DE G REES	 TOTAL 4ADIAnCc rw!j 4
	
6.06 4 	 .	 S.1.='	 3..18 14 	:. 1.1
:.1.81
	
.414	 :.Jeo	 1. 0 8 1 	 .1.19'	 :.:40	 ..t1: 4.+:5
	
.. J t )	 1.8 1)6	 t.d t ?	 :.1 At	 '.;10	 1..0 1 `4	 ;.3) t 	^•.:'.:
	
? . 4	 1.; 4 8	 1 .3.0	 ..1.J	 ^.5'	 n..:+'	 t '?. .- o 	 .+..
	
T.S t 4	 1.14.1	 : . O I :	 :.9:0	 A.?'?o	 a.3i:
	
1 .48"	 1..."3	 :. 4 68	 3.	 e.ie-)	 14.13	 ....:^	 .e.-
i iRICL%AL PAGE 5





















BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE
WAVELENGTH n 
.606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 23
OPTICAL DEPTH a .302
AZIMUTH n 60.00 DEGREES




	 4.006	 3.771	 3.534	 3.531
	
3.936	 3.788	 3.528	 3.325	 3.204	 3.233
	
3.353
	 3.127	 3.029	 2.893
	 2.315	 2.396
	














































BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.1917!.
WAVELENGTH s .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY = 10.00 KM. ALTITUDE = 900.00 KM
	
OPTICAL








4.964	 4.269	 3.815	 3.479	 3.386	 3.272
	 3.338	 3.896
	
4.604	 4.144	 3.650	 3.318	 3.121	 3.093	 3.151	 3.313	 4.032
	





	 2.803	 2.617	 2.466	 2.432








	 2.473	 3.064	 3.969	 5.301
	
2.0e7	 1.984	 1.871















	 3.21 9_	 7.1:4
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY = 4
OPTICAL DEPTH s .927
AZIMUTH • 60.00 DEGREES








	 3.382	 3.025	 2.371
	
4.522	 3.766	 3.212

































	 1.389	 1.784	 2.127	 1.661	 :.375
(KRIE:'EL.1977).
.00 Kit. ALTITUDE 2 X00.')0 KM




































BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTORS
UAVELENGTH = 
.606 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY n 23
OPTICAL DEPTH = .302
AZIMUTH. = 90.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4.996










	 3.646	 3.604	 3.505	 3.349
	
3.091	 3.086
	 3.167	 3.294	 3.141	 3.0716
	
2.584	 2.373
	 2.676	 2.864	 2.70t	 2.?08
	














1.071	 1.124	 1.197	 1.291	 1.476
	 1.762
:L.10"1.
ALTITUDE = 900.00 KM
3.'S6
	 4.587











t BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIE8EL.19771.
11	 (l UAVELENGTH =	 .606	 11CROOETERS. VISIBILITY =	 10-00 KM. AL T ITUDE = 900.00 KM
r	 !	 (' OPTICAL DEPTH = .499
AZIMUTH	 90.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
6.623 5.343 4.549 4.013 3.7 1 0 3.483 3.33: 3.39 ,J 3.361
5.020 4.697 4.235 3.947 3.702 3.466 3.231 3.385 3.31'
3.997 3.909 3.770 3.600 3.466 3.293 3.163 3.354 3.991
E 3.259 3.207 3.211 3.262 3.068 2.953 2. 4 63 1 .321 3.933
2.653 2.628 2.o8! 2.830 2.636 2.530 3.4 2 1 4.934
2.et1 2.615 2.647 2	 . 1 6 2	 2 S a
2. 9 37
:1 3. 45,
t.ba7 ,.; ti2 1.466 1.941 ^. ) 	 ^
2.>13




1.366 1.462 1.581 1.622 ..'S •a 2.03o 2.4 1 6 '. 0 =8 ;.4,^
1.211 1.261 1.336 1.434 6.516 1.389 2.270 2.9 74 .'36
r '
j 9RDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALfSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.'9171.
WAVELEHGT4 =	 .306 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY =	 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE KM
OPTICAL DEPTH = .92'7
AZIMUTH = 90.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
` 10. 9 92 7 .337 5.498 4 .301 3.6:4 3.280 3.03 4 2. 0?5 :.'05
'.132 6.0'_3 4.860 4 .131 3.6:0 3.253 _.=?; 2. = sa 3.301
`..046 4 .603 4. 1 48 3.4ao 3.300 3.709
3.1111 3.550 3.381 3..71 2.?92 2.,7 96 =.'20 3.36311 2.8554 2.,' o t 2.; 13 2 .820 2.586 ..528
2..'23
2 '15 3.)'1 ;.464




1.36; 1.746 1.15 2.054 :.261 2.530 21 .3- 7 3.:10
1 1.335 t.620 1.716 1.71,• 1.880 2.102 2.389 ' 3.3-W





BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE 1KRIEPEL.I9'71.
UAVELENGTH •	 .606 MICRO M ETERS. VISIBILITY	 •	 23.00 KM.	 ALTITUDE 900.00 K
M
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
AZIMUTH • 120.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX1
5.257 4.767 4.317 4.05' 3.849 3.73' 3.656 3.916 4.574'
4.411 4.628 4.355 4.1 9 3 4.001 3.882 3.331 3.9:6 4.598 1'
3.692 4.027 4.111 4.087 3.995 3.936 3.904 4.034 4.465
3.129 3.237 3.307 3.614 3.691 3.795 3.371 4.084 4.783
4^
I
:.579 2.660 2.'47 3.068 3.309 3.455 3..'03 4.112 4.89:
2.108 2.201 2.34 4 2.562 2.836 3.090 3.522 4.142 5.030
1.691 1.784 1.929 2.078 2.327 2.72 6 3.252 4.047 5.145
1.258 1.303 1.499 1.683 1.946 2.172 2.11 01 3.338 5.011 t^
1.057 1.101 1.219 1.385 1.637 2.005 2.555 3.50b 3.339
BROF-4TMOSPMERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE 1KRIEPEL.1971 ► .
#I
UAVELENGTH •	 .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILI - Y 	 •	 14.00 KM. ALTITUDE = 900.00 vM
OPTICAL DEPTH = .499
AZIMUTH •	 120.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
7.164 5.741 4.752 4.176 3.801 3.580 3.411 3.433 3.937
5.419 5.490 4.85 1. 4.358 3.992 3.742 3.579 3.520 3.823
4.188 4.558 4.549 4.275 4.034 3.831 3.670 3.617 3.870
3.345 3.502 3.576 3.808 3.75 9 3.732 3.060 3.668 3.962
2.617 2.804 2.430 3.213 3.379 3.441 3.543 3.720 4.054
'.163 2.283 2 .431 2.0'2 2 .918 3.09 ? 3. 3 c9 3.769 4.189
1.744 1.351 2.01? 2.173 2.41 4 2. 2 ' 1 3.2	 0 3.'S_ 4.326
1.340 1.402 1.5*9 1.79s 1,970 2.295 z.%6 3. s :i 4..36
1,194 1.241 1.309 1.352 1.936 2.2_9 2.7% 3.021 4.870
I
BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE 1KRIEHEL.1977j.
UAVELENGTH =	 .606	 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY	 •	 4.00 Kn. ALTITUDE
3 900.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .927
AZIMUTH •	 120.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
8.327 5.919 4.563 3.316 3.38 9 3.098 2.9 9 6 3.:59
3.079 7.1 7 0 6.171 4.35 0 4.0 9 9 3.39' 3.20 9 3.049
5.481 3. 4 53 5.'11 4,3:4 4. 1 48 3.'51 ..i?9 3.1-10
3.913 4.187 4.270 4.346 4.01 7 3.'39 3. 34' 3. 1 31 3.343
4.944 3.177 3.394 3.607 3.019 3.5:5 3.396 3.327 3.441
..312 2.494 2 .731 .a63 3.161 3.222 3.330 3.+53 3.93
1.87: 14.011 2.210 2.405 2.640 2. 4 34 3.2,^6 3.513 3.714
1,527 1.602 1.813 :.016 2.246 ..576 2.968 3.375 3.35'




BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOP PASTURE
WAVELENGTH a .606 MICROMETERS. RISIBILITY a 23
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
AZIMUTH a 179.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	




6.318	 5.352	 4.862	 4.574	 4.265
	
3.294	 5.058	 6.639	 5.946	 5.326	 4.786
	
3.203	 4.007	 5.301	 7,504	 6. 1 40	 5.411
	
2.604	 3.073	 4.0 1.2	 5.835	 3.5 4 9	 '.3So
	
2.096	 2.3.'?	 3.058	 4.301	 6.733	 10."I
	
1.67 9	1.955	 2.458	 3.192	 4,763	 8.206
	
1.278	 1.440	 1.736	 2.189	 3.219	 5.67:
	
1.058	 1.16:	 1.39:	 1.845	 2.800	 5.037
(I:RIEEL. 19
.)0 KM. ALTITUDE a 900.')9 -;M
3.733	 3.866	 4.557
4. 1 :3	 4.195	 4.791
4,195	 4.698	 ;.231






12. 291 27.707 28.669
1 1 .221	 3?.410	 91.36-'
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR P AST U gE (NRIEBEL.19?11.
WAVELENGTH a .606 MICROMETERS. VN IBILITY a 10.00 XM. ALTITUDS a 1 00.00 '<y
OPTICAL DE?Ti a .490
	
AZIMUTH	 17 9 .)0 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
8.202	 6.391	 4.999	 4.340	 3.968	 3.67]	 3.481	 3.4o6	 3.308
	




6.456	 9.421	 7.469	 5.943	 4.955	 4.470	 4.259	 4,3:6
	




3.394	 4.810	 7.827	 12.709	 9.805	 7 . 4 20	 6.361	 6.009
	
:.103	 2.557	 3.470	 1.3:0	 0 .+15	 10.341	 12.394	 9 .:^1	 3.050
	
1.368	 1.533	 1.936	 2.0 1 '	 '.:'6	 ?..7'	 0.'41	 •s '^:	 3-.^Q2
	
1.1 0 1	 1 .3:0	 1.026	 :.:91	 3.74?	 7 .3')	 '7., 1 6	 =^.^" ':0.5 0
3RDF-ATMOSPHERE ANAL
WAVELENGTH a .606 MICROMETERS.
OPTICAL DEPTH a .027
	
AZIMUTH	 a 179.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL
	





`.°93 1 0. 1 9,'	 1e.':?	 11.4°0
6.540
	
3.058	 4.:08	 6.3:3	 142.972
	






1.548	 1.806	 2 .393	 3.600
	
1.445	 1.04;	 :. 1 20	 3.211
ISIS FOR PASTURE













(!'.RIE:-EL. 1 9" ) .
.'JO '(M. ALTITUDE - Q ') i1.'JV n1
3.163	 3.01"
3.0:'0
J,ii^	 3, ?4t	 3.]0.7
p , 315	 7.011
	 i.6^5
44.160	 30.'31	 13.5==
35.o i 1 " .079




































TABLE B. 8.2 ?RDF-ATMOSPHERE AMAL1SIS FAIR PASTURE
WAVELENGTH • .86e MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 23
OPTICAL DEPTH • .209
AZIMUTH •	 0.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	










9.339	 8.672	 8.550	 9.688
	
9.272	 8.939	 8.043
	 7.402	 7.405	 11.736
	




5.479	 3.297	 5.505	 6.051	 6.731
	
3.887
	 3.923	 4.109	 4.414	 4.904	 5.968
	
2.196
	 2.345	 2.538	 2. 1 43	 3.071	 5.153
	
.959	 1.094	 1.320	 1.742




















t0^.3 9 3	 1
	
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PAs ,rURE IKRIEBEL.1;771.	
1
	
WAVELENGTH n .36o MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 10.00 KM. ALTIT t1DE	 -7 00.)0 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .336
AZIMUTH f	 0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.769	 10.666
























7.394	 6.951	 6.21 60	 6.193





	 5.773	 4.4 9 4	 '.019	 10.130	 17.310
	
3.714	 3..54	 3.?42	 4.265
	
4.901
	 6.0 1.1	 8. 1 02	 1 3.'4 0 	30.390	 it
	
2.124	 2.282
	 2.505	 2.979	 3.8535.'23	 9.8.'5	 22.4 1 .'	 S1.303
	
.975	 1.137
	 1.433	 1.994	 3. 1 63	 0.3?9	 14.993	 41.900 121..63
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE IKRIEB
WAVELENGTH n .200 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 4.00 KM.
OPTICAL DEPTH • .645














	 9.372	 3.079	 7.'10 	 7.330
	
1 .060	 3.724	 7. 1 40	 ..63	 ..d39	 7.)15	 1.100
	
8.057	 7.659	 6.820	 0.2a 4 	6.147	 0.351
	 0.325
	
6.691	 6.251	 5.611	 5.533	 5.742	 6.038	 6.345
	
5.013
	 4 .705	 4.550	 1.7455."1	 6.169	 '.420
	
3.382
	 3.4:3	 3.619	 3.977	 4.711	 6.053	 8.700
	
1.992	 2.163
	 2.439	 3.038	 1 .152	 6.630	 12.210
	
1.022
	 1.2:9	 1.646	 2.446
































BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS SOH PASTURE
WAVELENGTH n .806 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY n 23
OPTICAL DEPTH n .209
	




11.094	 10.81'	 10.668	 10.592	 10.363
	
10.399	 10.183
	 10. 1 4 9 	10.024	 10.088	 9.940
	
9.81'	 9.581	 9.220
	 8.1 9 3	 8.945
	



























14 .35*	 8.703	 ".M
8.54:	 9.JIo	 ?.300
7.34-4	 7.14	 0."1








BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.19" ).
WAVELENGTH n 	 .866 1:CROMETERS. VISIBILITY n 10.40 K4. ALTIT ti r- C _ X 04.}? KM
OPTICAL DEPTH n .336
	
AZIMU T H	 60.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.809	 10.109	 10.3 9 8	 10.103
	























	 6.03 9 	'.36 0
	6.33+	 6.57 9







'.311	 5.51+	 S.-J ; 9	 ; . 4o !	 x.130
	 ^.3^5
	
+8!	 3.348	 3.'13	 i . :.1	 +.3'3	 A') 4.4	 i.lt3
	
























	 3 . +"'
	
1 .639	 x.0 , 1	 ,.^a1	 ^.+.2
	0.200	 S. 4 0a	 5.211	 S.e10
	






	 2.139	 2.2: =	2.39a
	





BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE
WAVELENGTH a .866 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY a 23
OPTICAL DEPTH a .209
















8.599	 8.229	 8.216	 8.213	 8.443	 8.670
	
7.197	 6.730	 6.844	 6.994	 7,195	 7.283
	
5.589	 5.123	 5.301	 5.646	 5.748	 5.716
	
3.915
	 3.738	 3.659	 3.853	 4.113	 4.341
	


































BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE
6AVELENGTH a .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY a 10
OPTICAL DEPTH a .336
	
AZIMUTH	 a 90.00	 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.830	 10.709	 10.467	 10.182	 10.091	 9.803
	




9.990	 9.027	 8.874	 8.917	 8.966
	
9.236	 7.866	 1.917	 7.7 7 2	 7.910	 9.038
	
5.872	 6.438	 6.503	 5.613	 6.,7 50	 6.703
	
5.33:	 4.886	 5.039	 5.340	 S. A 02	 5.3:3
	









1.07'	 1.147	 1.264	 1.469
(KRIEPEL.197" .
















BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.197'). 	
11
	
WAVELENGTH a .966 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY a 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE 	 2 00.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH a .643
AZIMUTH a 90.00 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
'0.830	 10.263	 9,709	 q,^ot	 8.913	 8.48 9	.916	 .189	 6.123
	
9 .81 1	 9 .453	 9.1;8	 9.'19	 9.368	 8.29'_	 '.' 0 S	 6.93 0	a.^ta
	
8.746	 3.339	 9.:43	 '.902	 '.93 9	7.'03	 '.45+	 0.554	 3. 1'1
	
7 .584	 7.207	 7.085	 6.956	 4.981	 6.961	 6.695	 5.343	 5.546
	








4.783	 4.655	 4.547	 4.588	 4.a07
j	 3.413	 3.250	 3.178	 3.305	 3.475	 3.5 9 8	 3.747	 4.072	 4.489
	
2.018	 2.066	 1.978	 2.007	 :.163	 2.47 4	2.346	 3.15'	 3.551
	
.^00
	 1.057	 1.104	 1.170	 1.2 7 9	 1.158	 1.'00	 1.`294	 2.321)
100	 URIGENAL FAUr Ic
F
1	 ti






'	 BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE 1KE EBEL.1917?.
WAVELENGTH • .866 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY • 23.00 KM. ALTITUDE • 0 0:.00 .:M
OPTICAL DEPTH n .209
	






11.061	 10.836	 10.849	 10.666	 10.211	 9.4 1 1	 7.029
	10.572
	
10.644	 10.667	 10.481	 10.701	 10.592	 10.207	 4 .317	 ..964
	9.7:1
	 4.691	 10.030	 9.899
	 10.260	 1u.250	 9.89	 8. 0 5 0	.331
	8.592	 8.593	 9.234	 9.06.	 9.180	 0 .400	 9,0 9	 8.150	 6.'^0
	
7.286	 7.271	 7.892	 7.834




6.199	 6.414	 6.679	 6.977	 7,081	 1 .=02	 5.514
	
11	 3.895	 4.114	 4.499	 4.743
	
5.1,1	 5.624	 6.024	 6.340	 5.01.3
	
2.137












BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.1977 ► .
WAVELENGTH =	 .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 1 0.00 ^1. AL T : TUDE	 0 00.00 X.1
OPTICAL DEPTH = .336
	







	 0 .386	 9.300	 8.401	 ?.344
	
i	 10.211	 10.329	 10.255	 9. 0 63	 10.061	 9.925
	 9.299	 9.:03	 7.091
	
9.383	 9.357	 9.636	 9.420	 0.661	 9.%0	 9.009	 7.997	 6.774
	
8.241	 8.:46	 8.833	 8.625
	 8.6:3	 9.743	 9.255	 7.275	 6.23a
	
0. 4 6 4 	0.9`3	 7.533	 '.446	 1 .378	 1 .537	 7..10	 6.Sa3	 5.33:
	
j l	 ;.420	 5.4:0	 5.908	 6.090	 5.300	 0.507	 6.495	 !. 4 `.5	 :-0?1
	
3.723	 3. 4 :9	 4.:39	 4.506	 4.86:
	 :.:56	 5. 1.42	 ! - ^4	 ! s-
	
' S	 `.06!	 2. 1 0'	 2.310	 :.% 9	 :.395	 3.:::	 3.Q:,	 .. : i8 s,i
	
II	 -
	.933	 .9?3	 1.039	 1.154	 1.334	 1.538	 !.3:3	 ....	 _.od:
9RDF-ATMOSPHERE ANAL
WAVELENGTH • .966 MICROMETERS.
OPTIC4L DEPTH = .545
	
AZIMUTH	 • 120.00	 DEGRE 7 5	 TOTAL
	
11.06
	 1 0.469	 0.909	 9.321
	
! 0.040	 9 . 4 85	 0 .536	 0,,,)81
	





























7 f 5	 7.ao:


















ALTITUDE • 9 00.00 KA
















BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIEBEL.19171.
UAVELENOTH • .866 MICROMETERS. VISIS ITY • 23.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH n .209
AZIMUTH n 180.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
11.129














10.424	 10.714	 10.624	 10.433
	 10.002
	
8.835	 9.236	 9.84;	 9.979	 10.311	 10.314	 10.22 90	 9.709
	
7.629	 7.995




6.167	 6.486	 6.623	 7.113
































BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR PASTURE (KRIE)EL.1977).
JAVELENGTH = .866 nICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • ;0.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH a .336
AZIMUTH • 180.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
10.995




















	 9.993 10.096	 9.925	 9.530	 8.909
	
7.295
	 7.687	 8.272	 8.807	 10.006	 10.176	 9.751	 9.641
	5.894	 6.210	 6.393	 6.935	 3.510	 10.341	 10.231	 ?.)03
	
3.973	 4.1 0 0	 4.237
	
4.906	 6.)9 4 	7.947	 10.:; Q 	9.9244
	















IRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS C OR P ASTURE 0(RIEBEL.19171.
NAVELEN6T4 n .966 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY n 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH • .045










	 9.295	 3.907	 9.108	 Stl
	
9.113
	 10.040	 11.211	 10.215
	 9.43 4 	9.939	 9.300	 7.030
	









	 8.069	 9.302	 11.:6a	 10.711	 9.415	 ,.?7b
	
5.353
	 5.7:7	 6.085	 7.081	 9.479	 12.419	 11.487
	 9;31,
	







	 2.321	 2.769	 3.807	 6.319	 12.121	 _0.761
	
.954	 1.047	 1.232	 1.609	 2.520	 4.830	 11.071	 :-.95'
102
TAME B . 9.19RDF -ATMOSPHERE ANAL
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS.
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
AZIMUTH •	 0.00 DEGREES
	
TOTAL






















'SIS FOR CONIFEROUS rOR

















































IRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALTSIS ;OR CONIFEROUS FORES T
 (K4:E3E..i077'.
WAVELENGTH • 
.606 RICROMETERS, VISIBILITY n 10.00 K.1. AL'ITJDE • ')).04^
OPTICAL DEPTH • .490
AZIMUTH •	 0.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE AATRIX
4.704
	 3.340	 2.697	 2.353
	 2.21'	 2.:37



































	 1.244	 1.370	 1.874	 _.950
	 ?!0	 10.10'	
--.'>>
1 . 1 0 '	 1.111	 1.240	 1 .567	 2.3 4 6	 3. x :0	 '.3 4 3	 !3.i 0 '?	 :4 . -s
	
1.3 0 9	 :.0 1 3	 3.299	 6.3a - 	14.0 6 ?	 3:.^:+	 :;:
1.1 6	 1.379	 1.915
	 2.960	 5.210	 19.607	 :!.4!6
	 '1.:'i
IRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANAL'SIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOR
UAVELENGTH n 
.006 AICRONETERS. VISIBILITr • 4.00 KN.
OPTICAL DEPTH • .927
	
AZIRU74	 •	 0.00 DEiRESS
	 TOTAL	 RADIANCE MATRIX
	
3.:7e	 4. 0 26	 3.413
	 2.07')	 2.314	 2.:92	 :.:54
	
+ .3! 0 	3. :50	 2.49 4 	_,:99	 1. 09:	 1.9 7 9	 :.:--
	
3.:3e
	 2.391	 1 .943	 1.7 91 1	 1.7 'a 	 .o • '	 4,,f
	..361	 1.974	 1.631	 1.530	 1.704	 2.108
	 2.3.0
	
.8 006	 1.'59	 1.438
	
1.403




















ALTITUDE • °t' ,'.QO KA
t1.VO1	 :^.??^
.0. 4 39	 +:.!0!
41 ,576 111+.,a-




BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIE)EL.0771.
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY n 23.00 KM, ALTITUDE • 900.00 K"
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
	
AZIMUTH • 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	




2.753	 2.486	 2.218	 2.053	 2.042	 2.120	
2.380	 3.093	 A-487
	
2.249	 2.006	 1.939	 1.180	 1.804	 1.881	
1 .204	 3.033	 4.114
	
1.814	 1.758	 1.6:2	 t.SIS	 1.602	 1.771
	 2.155	 3.038	 5.234
	
1.392	 1.511	 1.418	 1.420	 1.469	 1.681	
2.110	 3.015	 5.693
	




1.190	 1.161	 1.186	 1.265	 1.410	 1.111
	
2.451	 3.69 4	6.970
	1.086	 1.097	 1.133	 1.358	 1.739	 2.23:	
:.913	 4.498	 8.::0
	
1.054	 1.100	 1.277	 1.625	 2.101	 2.706	
3.765	 5.392	 8.110
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST ckRIEBEL.19771.
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 
10.00 KM. ALTITUDE • 2 0(.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .499
	
AZIMUTH • 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX




3.5 1 4	 2.953	 2.514	 2.169	 2.012	 2.108	
2.309	 2.019	 4.010
	
2.66 0	2.339	 2.076	 1.837	 1.83;	 1.896	
2.1 1 4	 2.86 4	4.259
	
2.107	 1 . 0 01	 1.759	 1.626	 1.651	 1.810	 2.17
4









1.391	 1.395	 1.390	 1.531	 1.818	 2.333	
3.466
	
1.281	 1. 4 53	 1.:95	 1.397	 1.620	 )'0	 2.72	
:.^,^	 0.403
	
1.194	 1.217	 1.27'	 1.531	 1.941	 2.520	 3.3
4	 .927	 , .40
	
1.200	 1. 119	 1. 4 70	 1.854	
T--	 3.06 9	4.:04	 `.. 74 9	 7.713
9RDF-4TMOS PHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST cKRIEB.L^J0.00-KN
UAVELENG.TH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY 
n 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH • .921
AZIMUTH • 60.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	




5.426	 4.085	 3.059	 2.425	 7 .170	 :.J8 o	2. 1
88	 2.339	 3.403
	
1.661	 ' 0 '0	 :.381	 2.014	 1.897	
1.598
	
:.0 9 '	 :.305	 3.'=-	 T^
	
2.613	 2 . 2 1 8	 1.940	 1.740	 1.14,5	 1.8 4 0	
2. 140	 2 . 7 4 6	 4.091
j	 2.006	 1.107	 1.666	 ► .59 9	 1.6 4 4	 I.8S3	 2.:36	 :.940	
4.301
	
1.662	 1.347	 1.5:3	 1.521	 1.676	
1.964	 2.512	 3.4:9	 5.:00
	
1.4$5	 1.419	 1.449	 1.57 4	1.3:9	 :61	 2.9 7 5	 3.96 7	0.00
4	t
'	 1.390	 1.421	 1.506	 1.7 92 2.2:3	 2.3 1




1. 4 6 7	1.360	 1.185	 2.20•	 :.80 4	3.542	






Ta1161t n- 4.1 COQCin"d
SRDF-ATMOI ►MERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS F OREST Ic y ::Sfi..' o " ^.
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY 9 23.00 KM. AL T ITUE-E •	 KA
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
	
AZIMUTH	 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 'IATRI%
	
3.665	 2.965	 2.612	 2.407	 2.331	 2.369	 2.535	 3.010	 4.242
	











	 1.760	 .193	 2.002	 1 .200	 22.9 9•	3.^9'
	
1.673	 1.467	 1.596	 1.300	 1.661	 1.974	 2.te5	 2,'t'	 4.016





	 1. 2651	 1.413	 1 .671	 1.9.1	 2.5;2	 3.092,
	
1.066	 1.03,'	 1.071	 1.126	 1.2,7 2	 1.539	 1.906	 2.554	 4.:73
	
1.042	 1.053	 1.166	 1.376	 1.639	 1.976	 2.5 4 6 	3.390	 4.'::
9RDF-4TMOSP4ERE ANALRSE! FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST 1^RIE3E'..t9'?.
	
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. ''IS:BILI"► • 10.09 KM. W'I'UDE	 ; 00.00 kn
OP T ICAL DEPTH • .4V9
	
A:IMUTM	 90.JO DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE 1ATRIX
1	
5.388	 3.87'	 3.10 1	2.633	 2 ,614	 2.359	 2.440	 2.114	 3.:162
	
3.786	 3.277
	 2.791	 2.426	 2.303	 2.243	 2.347	 2.738	 1.447
	
2.869	 2.654	 2.424	 2.144	 2.091	 2.016	 2.231	 2.6 4 1	 3.362,







1.606	 1.7:0	 1 .99;	 2.13:	 -.E: y	:.349




1 .308	 1.30'	 !.3:3	 1.:4	 1 .500	 1.73'	 1. :S	 :.4.60	 ..:•.
	
1.1 97	 1.134	 1 '91	 t :'0	 .31:	 1.047	 1.9'0	 :.484
	
1.IS6	 1.200	 1.309	 1.506
	 1.753	 :.0e7	 :.Se4	 :.: •.3	 ,.!)o
BRDF-ATMOS ►MERE 4NALYSI3 FOR CONIFEROUS FIRES" ;„R:E3'^:,1
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISi)IL:T r • 4.00 K1. AL': r :'CE • '?0.40 nn
OP T ICAL DEPTH • .9:7
AZIMUTH • 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL ?ADIANCE MATRIX
	




4.9 :4 	 3.031	 -.36 ?	2. 4-	_.:''
	
4.101	 3.54'	 3.01 9 	 : . 4,.	 ..:. 9 	'.• •'	 ', • z;.	 ^_ :5.;	 22_-22r	 ..	 ,..
	
.937	 .033	 :.370	 2.":	 :.1^	 ^.?_^	 :.04!	 .91	 •7
	22.!56	 2.0 9 9	 !. 6 37	 ► .801	 I.32,	 _
	











	 1.501	 1.511	 I.04)	 1 . 8 :1	 1.90:	 ..'
	
1 .38 ,




	 I.:63	 1.736	 1.7°, 
EIcy
0
Takla S A.1 Cancinuad
IRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIE3EL.10.").
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIIILITT n 23.0 KM. ALTITUDE f 100.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH • .302
AZIMUTH • 120.00 DEGREES 	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
3.950 3.141 2..1 67 2.417 2.440 2.462 2.450 3.163 4.247
3.103 3.072 2.113 2.341 2.516 2.370 2.712 3.11! 4.1:3
2.501 2.451 2.629 2.413 2.331 2.600 2.722 3.205 4.14!
:.064 2.21: 2.:56 2.266 2.47a 1.593 2.777 3.215 4.2233
1.751 !.443 1.937 2.034 2.355 2.421 2.196 3. 4 0 4 4.395
1.500 1.37 1, 1.641 1.129 2.212 2.524 2.697 3.419 4.347
1.211 1.210 1.429 1.611 1.179 2.214 2.631 3.350 4.690
1.077 1. 1 03 1.290 1.447 1.:39 1.11; 2.271 3.264 3.219
1.041 1.070 1.239 1.306 1.123 2.234 2.937 4.072 5.904
IRDF-4TMOSPHERE AMALtSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIEBEL.te"
WAVELENGTN f .606 MICROMETERS. VISISILIT Y • 10.00 KM. ALTITUDE f 400.00 KA
OPTICAL DEPTH f .49!
AIIMUTH n 120.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
i^
11
5.961 4.274 3.343 2.759 2.342 2.456 2.542
4.2 1.3 4.070 3.449 2.174 2.645 2.586 12.612
3.106 3.303 3.:03 2.1t1 1,.726 1 .654 6.649
2.373 2. 9,67 2.622 2.514 2.675 2.67: :.122
1.130 :.^61 :.196 2.282 2.3:9 :.''0/ 2.841
1.611 1.'1: 1.82' '..014 2.363 :.509 2.9111
1.;1,0 1 .396 1. 9443 1. 1 63 2.018 1
1.137 1. .:3 1.413 1.595 1.719 1. 9 80 2.409











IRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRI"r1EL.197').
WAVELENGTH • .606 MICROMETERS. VISIIILITY n 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE f 900.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH . .9:7
AZIMUTH f 1:0.00 )EOREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE W RIB(
II.:e4 ?.)11 4. 1 34 3.3112 2. 77 7 2.472 2.391
7.006 6.9,'1 4.904 ;.e:3 3.90-1 :.•!4 2.413
4.!66 4.394 4.,12 3.612 3.1'1 2.802 2.!70
3.093 11 .401 3.471, 3.331 3.126 :.180 2.412
:.315 2.554 2.713 2.936 2.9:4 2. 2 31 2.334
1.150 2.011 2.:10 2.42 4 :.709 :.330 :.904
1.9,20 1.636 1.147 2.971 2.321 :.379 2.901
1.396 1.4!7 ;.664 1.164 :.049 1 .335 2.690












JAVELENGTH = .606 MICROMETERS,
(PTICAL DEPTH a .302




	 3.4'7	 :. 9 26	 2.610
3.4,9	 4.?21
	 3.851	 3.159






	 2.437	 3.301	 4.829
1.610










rSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOR






	 2, 99 0	 3.070
	
74 ? 	 3 c, t 	 - Sal




5. 1 76	 9.960	 9.583
	





EST (KRIEBIEL.19 77 ) .
















BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FQIPEST t	 _.1, '"1.












4.984	 3.589	 2.922	 2.671	 2.58 7
	2.611	 2.33 1	3.490
	
4.836	 7.361	 5.345	 3.965	 3.322
	




8.190	 6.012	 4.33:	 3.840	 3.564	 3.525	 3.731
	





=.0 9 3	 1.345	 4.15	 5.9_'4	 11.7 9 5	 3.931	 6.08	 `..55t	 ;,,-3






	 :.324	 3.454	 5.37'	 ! 2.076	 : 4 . 1 03	 !; .125
	 '4.3:G
	




	 2.451	 4.000	 7.670	 t3...t	 .2.927 136.1,:
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE AVAL
JAVELENGTH = .406 MICROMETERS.
OPTICAL DEPTH * .927
	
AZIMUTH	 = 180.00 DEGREES
	 70TAL
	







R.'13s	 9 .130	 15.754	 15.291
	3.405	 5.,26	 10.299	 18.207
	













PSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOR




	 3.:U 4	 2.49'6












6.,2 6 	;4.33'	 36.'35
	
:. = :o	 ! :.33 9	:1).1:0
EST (KRIEBEL.1'^'' .









TABLEB.9.2 BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIEBEL.1977).
WAVELENGTH + .866 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY = 23.00 KM, ALTITUDE = 900.00 KM
OPTICAL DEPTH = .4109
AZIMUTH =	 0.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
2.954 2.742 2.739 2.1132 2.786 2.816 2.842 2.385 3.061
2.721 2.452 2.395 2.354 2.527 2.605 2.672 :.874 3.339
1
2.491 2.138 2.100 2.052 2.111 2.386 :.623 3.01: 4.033
{^2.244 1.81'2 1.829 1.902 1.992 2.262 2.666 3.408 5.263 j
1.987 1 .659 1.616 1.615 1.874 2.191 2.831 4.174 8.111
1.703 1.404 1.388 1.468 1.674 2.163 3.182 5.626 13.969
1.348 1.135 1.178 1.290 1.339 2.303 4.Ot6 8.818 27.088
1.039 .868 1.035 1.314 1.747 3.00d 6.336 16.621 56.886
.640 .771 1.063 1.514 2.452 4.745 !1.244 3.348 110.183
f
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST
	
(KRIEBEL.1?77).
WAVELENGTH =	 . 966	 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY =	 10.00	 KM. ALTITUDE = 900.00 Km
OPTICAL DEPTH = .336
AZIMUTH =	 0.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
3.130 2.802 2.718 2.661 2.677 2.675 2.67 12 2.687 2.875
2.783 2.450 2.331 2.294 2.4 1.6 2.483 2.537 2.728 3.191
2.469 2.112 2.051 1.992 2.134 2.299 2.535 2.946 3.956 -
2.214 1.839 1.781 1.760 1.944 2.218 2.651 3.489 5.297
1.949 1.629 1.589 1.596 1.863 2.217 2.958 4.501 8.386
1.670 1.388 1.383 1.483 1.732 2.324 3.549 6.501 14.800
1.334 1.143 1._08 1.365 t.737 _.674 4.232 10.865 .9.:46
1.04 0 .912 1.115 1.460 2.095 3.794 8.199 21.195 S2.0o9
.688 .847 1.202 1.791 3.017 1 6.231 15.0!5 42.11 4 121.793
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST
	
(KRIEBEL.1977).
WAVELENGTH =	 . 866 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY =	 4.00 KM. ALTITUDE = 900.00 KA
OPTICAL DEPTH = .645
AZIMUTH =	 0.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX ^+
.949 3.091 2.11 57 2.168 1 .497 2 .442 2.4tt .43 2. '0
3.094 ,...5.! ..303 ,..1, 1 ,x..50 ,	 1,....8 ,	 ,A. 15_.,04 ,3.,)3:
2.567 2.098 !.974 1.888 1.998 :.146 :.389 :.938 3.82!
2.194 1.794 1.715 1.684 1.816 2.13,' 2.613 3.541 5.:06
1.894 1.580 1.537 1.560 1.839 2.252 3.127 4.921 8.391
+
t.618 1.364 1.315 1.310 1.832 3.579 4.068 7.422 15.061
1.317 1.164 1.265 1.501 2.046 3.279 6.127 13.071 30.097
1.071 1.000 1.265 1.781 2.700 3.015 10.969 =6.1.2 4 64.36!
r^
!j






BROF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST	 (kRI:BEL.? a" ► .
LUAVELENGTH •	 .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY	
= 23.00 KM.	 ALTITUDE _ 9 00.00 KO
OPTICAL DEPTH • .209
AZIMUTH 2 60.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
3.000 2.845 2.397 2.855 2.824 2.950 2.7 9 8 2.'?6
.06
.821 .6S0 2.741 2.664 2.5 9 7 1.637 1_.587 2.571 :00
2.588 1.441 ..594 2.+e1 1.361 2.3 7 0 1.398
?6
2.371 2.206 2.400 2.291 2.173 2.180 2.2:4
2.480 3.:36
2.093 1.980 2.155 2.111 2.043 2.019 2.084
_.407 3.557
1.786 1.748 1.929 1.9 1 2 1.917 1.970 1.495 2.613
4.027
1.452 1.443 1.598 1.648 1.685 ?.970 2. 1 :0 1.'32
4.711




955 1.179 1.484 1.891 2.559 3.+5i +•''^Q
3RDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS ;OR CONIFEROUS FOREST WI EP£..''=''•
UAVELENGTH s	 .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILIT Y	=	 10.00 K.M. ALTI TUDE
0 00.0 ,)	 KM
` OPTICAL DEPTH = .336
I AZIMUTH	 60.00 DEGREES TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
3.195 2.922 2.387 2.788 2.719 2.710 2.63 1 :.533
2.`14
2.901 2.674 2.700 2.588 2.498 2.512 2.448 2.427
2.'33
r
2.601 2.42 1 2 .531
,
-.383 „2.2	 3 ^	 02 •-6 2.239 -.+31 2.940{(
2. 1 44 2.1 .57 2.331 2. 1.11 2.0 4 9 1.104 1 550 `.421)




1.97? 1.376 1.981 1.95' 2.1!,) -..=^ =•Y%%
1,131 1.428 1,75 1.634 1.089 1.°^? 20° '_	 '° i•=,^
1.158 1.t13 1.:97 1.50+ 1.69; 2.0:5 =.38' _
.702 .82-, 1.008 1.2 40 1.585 '_.)3'
=.'.w
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE	 ANALYSIS	 FOR CONIFEROUS	 F'-5RCST	 (KRIc$E:. "^'''.
S W ELEMGTH =	 .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY =	 4.00	 M. ALTITUDE
` OPTICAL DEPTH = .6.15
AZIMUTH •	 60.00 DEGREES TOTAL	 RADIANCE MATRIX
3. 00 3 3._92 2. ; ', .714 _.!51 2.431
r 3.2s8 2.947 ;.683 2.+76 :.33 4 2.'04 ..'_3: 2	 ''^ !7"
2.737 :.445 .443 1. .53 :.1:0 :.099 1 ° =' 6 7",
:.345 2.12+ '	 215 2.082 1.969 1.9' • 2.044 2.9*:'
2.006 1.87 1 1.979 1.931 1.380 1.3 9 0 2.012 :.+13
..340
1.699 1.650 1.797 1.792 1.815 1.912 2.13 4 2.10
3.33?
1.404 1.399 1.534 1.609 1.695 1.946 1.318 :.' 0 0 4•
1.169 1.15x2 1.313 1.5x44 1.768 2.'43 :.:^' ..^:' •-^i
.301 .924 1.119 1.39.' '.'.a 2.261
.....) ..9i4, ,^?t
109	 URIC NAT, PAGE IS
OF' Po OR QUALITY
Table B.9.2 Continued
.1
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIE
WAVELENGTH n .866 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY n 23.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH = .209
AZIMUTH n 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	




2.796	 2.783	 2.778	 2.927	 2. 0 25	 2. 9 37	 2.906
,	 ,	 7
	4.808	 2.e29	 .319	 1.5 2 7 	 2. 607 	 ,..9.	 ..90
	
2.586	 2.373	 2.241	 2.241	 2.370	 2.037	 2.781
	




1.791	 1.635	 1.696	 1.939	 2.143	 2.209	 2.307
	




1.140	 1.181	 1.227	 1.298	 1.416	 1.578	 1.794












BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIE
WAVELENGTH = .966 AICROMETERS, VISIBILITY = 10.00 KM. ALTITUDE
OPTICAL DEPTH = .336
AZIMUTH n 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
3.268	 2.999	 2.931	 2.863	 2.809	 2.791	 2.764	 2.701
	
3.052	 2.849	 2.771,	 2.717	 2.724	 2.780	 2.756	 2.696
	
2.830	 2.630	 2.4 9 4	 2.467	 2.511	 2.685	 2.731	 2.6,77
	
2.338	 2.346	 2.204	 2.186	 2.291'	 2.512	 2.016	 1,.532
	
















1.141	 1.131	 1.1, 25 	1. 21 94	 1.40 0	 1.S65	 1.762
	.694	 .783	 .999	 1.016	 1.18:	 1.416	 1.7 12 3	 2.15+
BEL.1777).








BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIEDEL.197 7 ).	 I
WAVELENGTH = . 866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY = 4.00 K r . ALTITUDE = 0 00.00 KA
OPTICAL DEPTH = .643
AZIMUTH = 90.00 DEGREES	 TOTAL RADIANCE MATRIX
	
4.151
	 3.451	 3.086	 2.918	 2.649	 2.S39	 2.489	 2.436	 7 .587	 !^I
	
3.502	 3.123	 2.848	 2.651	 2.564	 .,, 4,,	 2.433	 2.+33	 1.081
2 7	 '	 2	 2	 '`	 2	 7	 1,	 2'	 ,	3.009	 31	 ..314	 .39	 .. ,,9	 .45,	 .4ot	 ,4 )	 :.0^_




2.001	 1.817	 1.834	 ,. 9 61	 2.138	 2.186	 2.205	 2.514
	
1.830	 1.70 9 	1.569	 1.606	 1.786	 1.925	 1.966	 :.034	 :.4AI
	




1.191	 1.234	 1.298	 1.406	 1.5 4 9	 1.717	 2.199
	





BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST (KRIEBEL.! a " ).
{	 WAVELENGTH • 
.866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 23.00 KM, ALTITUDE • 900.00 KM
I	 OPTICAL DEPTH n 	 .209
AZIMUTH • 120.00
	 DEGREES





	 2.981	 2.970	 2. 0 98	 2. 8 02	 3.09Q
3.007	 2,942
	 2.958	 3.062








	 3.21 51	 3.215-1
.6.624	 2.532
	 2.493	 :.788
	 3.074	 3.084	 3.208	 3.374	 3.38:
2.325
	 2.286	 :.245
	 2.548	 2.941	 3.140






















.683	 .938	 1.011	 1.106
	 1.255	 1.523	 1.97?	 2.464	 2.95%
BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANAL
WAVELENGTH = .866 MICROMETERS.





3.356	 3.087	 2.99 0	2.944
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BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOREST 1KRIEBEL. 10'-
UAVEL_NGTH • ,966 MICROMETERS, VISIBILITY • 4.00 %M. 401%T E 1 9:0.09 'M
[	 OPTICAL DEPTH • .645
AZIMUTH • 120.00 DEGREES




	 2. 4 _3	 2.729
	 2.597 '.J
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2.650	 2.x26	 1 .598	 2-786	 2.890	 2.7 12	2.77 8	 2.159
	
2.248	 :.262	 2.267	 2.496	 2.74?	 2.320	 _.343	 2.804	 :.^-•
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BRDF-ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS FOR CONIFEROUS FOR
UAVELENGTH • .866 MICROMETERS. VISIBILITY • 23.00 KM,
OPTICAL DEPTH a .209
AZIMUT4 • 180.00 DEGREES
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UAVELENGTH * .866 MICROMETERS.
OPTICAL DEPTH n 
.645
AZIMUTH • 180.00 DEGREES
	 TOTAL
4.612	 3.946	 3.479	 3.137
3.9 7 7	 4.472	 4.586
	 4.014
3.28'
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.675 .03 1.766 .04 2.057 .05 2.193
.800 .39 8.867 .43 10.211 .48 10.632
VISIBILITY - 10.0 km
1 1 2 3
LT LT LT
.675 .03 1.685 .04 2.045 .05 2.252
.800 .39 9.570 .43 11.118 .48 11.73:
VISIBILITY 23.0 km
x 1 2 3
O A LT o% LT LT
.675 .03 1.638 .04 2.048 .05 2.303
.800 .39 10.100 .43 11.808 .48 12.597
1:	 a^ a 15' 9s	 M	 37 0 AZ a 400
2:	 4 0 = 30' 9s a	 31° AZ - 53°
3:	 9	 x 45 0 99 a	 33 0 AZ - 43'0
:able 3.10.1 Comparison of field measured bidirectional reflectance (i
with predicted sensor radiance (LT ) from immature wheat for
nm wavelengths and three atmospheric viiibi:ities. (Data
derived from de Boer at al., 1974.)
113
L n .675 um T - .695
a
 (degrees) •,
VISIBILITY 0 15 25 35 45
(km) D x LT LT p 1 LT D x LT p 1 LT
5.0 .04 1.712 .06 2.000 .07 2.165 .09 2.517 .14 3.432	
^1
10.0 .04 1.634 .06 2.001 .07 2.201 .09 2.614 .14 3.659	 -`
23.0 .04 1.590 .06 2.013 .07 2.246 .09 2.699 .14 3.857	 ^?
a ^ .800 .586
8
 (degrees)
VISIBILITY 0 15 25 35 45
(km) 01 L.T 0 -T ` a LT D X L T D% L'T
5.0 .10 2.086 .11 2.191 .17 3.10: .19 3.369 .25 4.225
10.0 .10 2.128 .11 2.270 .17 3.292 .19 3.606 .25 f^4.580	 i)
23.0 .10 2.170 .11 2.335 .17 3.439 .19 3.789 .25 4.861	 (l
11
Tab la 3.10.1 Comparison of field measured dibireccional reflectance (00
and predicted sensor radiance (L T ) from a stand of mature
wheat for two wavelengths and three atmospheric visibilities.
Solar zenith angle was 53', azimuth angle between sun and
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APPENDIX C
3-Dimensional Plots of Example Bidirectional Reflectance Functions.
C.1.1 Spherical Grass Canopy with LAI a 1.2
C.1.2 Lodgepole Pine Canopy




C.2.1 Total Radiance vs. Zenith View Angle, O s s 5'
C.2.2 Total Radiance vs. Zenith Vies. Angle, 3 s a 53'
(	 C.2.3 Total Radiance vs. Solar Zenith Angle, 3 0 n 5'
C.2.+ Total Radiance vs. Solar Zenith Angle, 3 0 a 550
.f•
Angular Dependence of Target Radiance from Five Natural Surfaces:
Example Trends:
C.3.1 Target Radiance vs. Zenith View Angle, 3 s • 5'
C.3.2 Target Radiance vs. Zsnich View angle, 
's 
a 55'
C.3.3 Target Radiance vs. Solar Zenith Angle, ?
0 
a 5°




0 Spherical Grass Canopy, LAI a .5
1	
4- Spherical Grass Canopy, LAI a 1..
f	 - Planophile Grass Canopy, LAI • .5
Planophile Grass Canopy, LAI - :.2







Figure C.I.I. ;fre e—dinansicnal representation of the Bidirectional
reflectance factor s ►acrix for a spherical grass canopy
	 ^+
with an LAI of 1.2 at wavelengths of a) .59um ^) .BCum.
Relative response is shown on the vertical axis. Source







Figure c.l... ::tras—dimensional representation of the ^:dirac:zonal
reflectance factor -satris for lodgepoie pine ac ::ava_eagths
of a) .63um b) .80um. 3a/stria response is sncwr.	 :he
•3ertical a.,cis. Source -ind view arg:es Ira mess: red r=-:
zenith
OF p,''AL Nap
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